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Completed in 2015

The error at the beginning of
“Where Eagles Cry And Vultures
Laugh” stems from the album’s
master tape. Instead of digitally
correcting this error we prefer to
present the recording in its original unedited form.
- Akhenaten

From this page forward, any appearance of familiar names or
recognizable situations is a result
of their being on the internet; any
text adjacent to those names or situations is the result of systematic
collage. Nothing presented in this
text is true, should be construed
as having value, or worth assimilating into one’s consciousness,
not now, not ever, in perpetuity,
throughout the multiverse. Amen.
So mote it be. Crickets. Kerplunk.

//

In 2013 it was estimated by the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
that American office workers
spend 8.5 of 9 hours a day using
a computer. Of those 8.5 hours,
8.175 are spent engaging in
non-work-related activities on the
Internet.
The average office worker spends
250 days a year at work.

“We are not our bodies. We have
existed before we came into our
physical bodies and will exist after we leave these bodies. And we
will go on.”
- Courtney Thorne-Smith
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A fishing mishap  microwave cookery

001

His fishing partner also
tried to ward the veiny
creature off. The Offspring spent
up to four years recording before
they were weaned, so they would
have ample time to observe their
mum doing it—if she is a sponger.
2
I like to smell the food, to hear
the food sizzle, I like to feel the
heat—I love flipping it into the
air while sauteeing and snagging
it on return. He becomes a black
stain on the wall. You just can’t get
personal with microwaved meals.
Richard Manuel  a mosh pit

002

Richard Manuel hung
his self in the motel
shower, on a reunion tour while
promoting an album over the last
several weeks with Tom Cruise.
Cruise engaged in an increasingly
public discussion of his religion,
Scientology at a motel in Bithlo.
Businesses there flourish during
an annual fall festival that features a look-alike contest and
a classic car show. Then he set
tongues wagging in Hollywood
and elsewhere with an hourlong
appearance on the May 23 Oprah
show, during which he jumped
around the set, hopped onto a
couch, presented burnt offerings:
a thousand male rams, and a thousand male lambs, fell rapturously
to one knee and repeatedly professed his love for his new girlfriend, the actress Katie Holmes.
“I am in the 11th grade,” Miss
Holmes said. “I’ve had to read this
junk.” What can we expect from

the young musician cum novelist?
2
Well we heard it and its again
different to each other previous
release from Nargaroth, as usual.
But it goes back to the beginning
of Nargaroth. Afterbirth guitars,
screaming guts and in some parts
killer melodies. The other guys
were fantastic talents, of course,
but there was something of the
holy madman about Richard. Lyrics allege that Gallagher walked
on a table, berated a waitress
and slapped May on the side of
the head. 3Gallagher, 58, is best
known for smashing watermelons
with a sledgehammer. They still
come to the town of 3,000, which
has several sites, stores and a museum dedicated to its favorite son.
4
After Heaven’s Gate leader Marshall Applewhite was castrated,
five other cult members eagerly
followed and “couldn’t stop smiling and giggling”.
Sex ritual  bad decision-making

003

The intimate sex ritual was conducted by a
Shaman priest on a canoe in the
Amazon basin. It was followed
by a blessing by a Catholic priest
at a cathedral in Teegeeack. Everyone in the city became dead,
but Weinstein wasn’t on board.
“There’s really no good reason
to hold onto that information for
more than a few months,” he said.
“They seem to think that because
their motives are pure that everything is OK and they can operate
on a trust basis. History tells us
that is not the case.” 2We needed
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heroes in the 1930s, and we need
them today. Mustaine, you dare
to put yourself in our way but
you don’t dare to meet us? You
want to have Dissection canceled
because you do not dare to face
true opponents in faith?! These
women believe in voodoo and all
kinds of lesser gods, but most are
also Christian and believe in the
one almighty God who is above
all. You think this will stop us?!
Can’t you appreciate the dancing
children? We are Satanists, yes,
truly enemies of yours! For we are
the antithesis to cowards like you!
These are the best of times, or
so they seem to those of us who
relish the sonorous delight of a
pipe organ in a concert hall setting. This is a physical theatre,
the shell of body and mind has
cracked. If you are a man of true
belief, meet us in France at Fury
Fest and stand up for it! Or will
you have us canceled this time
too? I hate being held responsible for my mistakes. I often make
hasty decisions with unfortunate
consequences, so I’m a big fan
of the do-over, something found
rarely in life but often in video
games. If I make a stupid move in
a chess video game, I take it back
and try something else, like that
online tutoring service.
Crowbreed  a suspicious incident

004

We don’t have a real
name yet so we have
just been referring to the project
as Crowbreed for now. We even
started a Myspace page to talk

about it. So, silence. Ti did not
frequent bars and Doe believed
his account of the attack.
Tom Cruise  an assault charge

005

My prince lady Cruise
made fun of himself
by jumping on Leno’s couch and
pumping his arms to a cheering
crowd. I don’t really know what
the future will bring, but as it is
right now, it feels like some sun
is breaking through the darkness
that has clouded us for too long.
Well after 10 ten days and about
ten 30-packs of beer, it feels great
to be back. “When I start to think
of her, things happen,” he said. If
convicted of assault, he could face
up to seven years in prison.
John Saxon  werewolf bloodlust

006

John Saxon has complete amnesia regarding
the shooting of Tenebre. It was
all great fun—until mom would
inevitably catch us and tell us to
“Either go play outside or in the
basement!” Jimmy knows that it
was no animal that attacked them.
He believes it was a werewolf,
which Ellie finds outrageous.
She’s excited about her lessons in
Scientology, a religion founded by
science fiction writer L. Ron Hubbard. The two soon discover that
Jimmy’s suspicion is true, that the
monster is George Eastman incarnate. 2“Well, that was very painful.
Very painful. Very painful,” Kathy
Hilton tells the magazine. “But it
taught me that I really can’t trust
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everybody.” They both begin to
have increased senses, strength,
and a lust for blood.
Objective criticism  heated protests

007

As the most objective
person in the world,
the person who does not dream,
a comment about that film: you
mentioned how their execution
was anti-climatic. I just don’t
quite get what people see in so
many of the big blockbuster movies. They seem so simplistic, they
seem so dumbed-down, that I
can’t see why I would want to pay
nine bucks or whatever it is. He
has called his desertion a mistake,
on the caliber of Conan the King,
one that led to decades of deprivation and hardship in the isolated communist state. You can hear
the tears on the tip of her voice.
“For safety you should be in good
health, and free from high blood
pressure, heart, back or neck
problems, motion sickness or other conditions that can be aggravated by this adventure”. He drank
heavily the night he decided to
leave his men behind and walk
across the border into the North.
2
Another great weekend. Geldof
also called for one million people
to march through Edinburgh four
days later. It was so hot out you
could hear the sun.

baseball stadium where Reynolds
as the mayor accepts a bribe. An
obese figure leads the cacophony.
He was in general far more private
than that suggests, and in fact did
not appear frequently in public
with Philip Johnson until the
1970’s, when Mr. Johnson said
he was chided at a dinner party by
Barbara Walters for not bringing
his companion to parties. He then
goes to Chinatown, where a 49ers
team consultant wearing thick
glasses and fake buck teeth translates a Chinese-language newspaper in broken English. This
damage was irreversible, and no
amount of therapy or treatment
would have regenerated the massive loss of neurons. Anti-semitic
epithets spilt from opposite ends.
He suggests the man, the hero,
and some unplumbed depths below both. But even as they began
to appear more as a couple, Mr.
Whitney remained very independent and pursued collecting not
only paintings and drawings but
also everything from Philippe
Starck furniture and objects to
Tiffany glass to George Ohr pottery. 2If you are lucky enough to
own a car, sit back and enjoy the
journey. It ends with a topless
scene in the strip club’s dressing
room. Save the soda beverage for
later.
Rather uninteresting  a police raid

Topless wedding  soda hoarding

008

Next comes a topless,
lesbian wedding filmed
at a strip club, and a scene at the

009

It is this rather uninteresting premise that is
the jumping off point for Peter
Franks’s dark fairy tale. I call it a
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fairy tale because it takes someplace in Europe where there are
mountains. The unsanitary conditions created by piles of human
faeces on Mount McKinley can
cause diarrhea among climbers,
which can lead to widespread
problems when combined with
the physical stress of a mountain
expedition. 2I know that if my old
lady was terminally ill she’d want
me to go on with my hobbies and
keep my stamp collection of stage
and screen stars current. Her brain
weighed 615 grams, roughly half of
the expected weight of a human
brain. 3Frank Cotton is a rich boy
(that explains the feathered hair
and way too tight dress slacks)
whose parents bought the farm so
that he could live with his crazy
housekeeper Iris and pine away
for his dead mother. The cowboy boot-wearing Pombo remains
active in his family farm, located
in California’s Central Valley, producing dairy and beef cattle. The
Republican, now in his seventh
term, valued ranch partnerships
at $100,000-$250,000 and ranch
estates at $250,000-$500,000. Iris
is one of those housekeepers that
keeps her hair in a bun and is very
stern looking. If the broad looks
familiar to you, do not admit it to
anyone because her other big roles
usually involved playing mother
superiors in nunsploitation epics
or head guards in women in prison
flicks. “If someone calls me in another 10 years and someone tells
me they’re going to raid whatever
house he lives in then,” she said,
“I am fucking there.”

HIV walk-out  a jerk interviewer

010

“Now If everybody with
HIV who works in the
food service industry didn’t show
up for work tomorrow, America
would starve,” she said. It’ll just
put you in the right frame of
mind, as moments after typing it
up and pressing send – I found
myself in the following situation:
For a time his favorite food was
Skittles, and when those ran out,
Amsterdam Houston would “get
grumpy,” the story says. “He’d eat
a family size bag of Peanut Chews
in 10 minutes,” Dr. Tiller says.
One day the workers substituted
Goldenberg’s Peanut Chews, and
Houston forgot about Skittles.
2
“I’m here giving you an interview
and answering your questions and
you do something really nasty.
You’re a jerk.”
Rescue lions  North Korean martyrs

011

If the lions had not
come to her rescue
then it could have been much
worse. Ending up in a hospital,
she accidently summons Frank’s
former captors, the Cenobites,
and to save her own skin and
the life of her father, she strikes
up a bargain. Often these young
girls are raped and severely beaten to force them to accept the
marriage. Even though I don’t
think it’s necessarily right, it’s a
symbolic destruction, because its
destruction leads to silence, must
be revealed: but with irony, not
innocently, that Philip Johnson
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was a Nazi. Whoever summons
him via a puzzle box is taken to
an afterlife where the fertility for
the established depths of human
experience, pain and pleasure, are
explored to the furthest limits
(Hellraiser was originally going
to be titled Sadomasochists From
Beyond The Grave) so, in other
words, the world of the Cenobites is a perfect combination of
Heaven and Hell. 2She compared
herself to Jesus, how Judas told
on Jesus. People express unrest
and react against violence by destroying symbols. 3He fills a car up
with gas through the front windshield and then rolls a canister
on fire towards the car- Kablooey.
Kabillion! This event, although
unforeseen, will however not have
any effect on Dissection’s ongoing victorious onslaught! 4If Judas
had never done anything, nobody
ever would have found him, she
said. The 65-year-old Jenkins said
he lived in harsh conditions in
North Korea. “My dream was to
be a martyr, I believe in death, he
believes in one thing — his own
personal luxury life.” They were
reunited last week.
Teen sex  Travolta’s leverage

012

When the teeny bobber girl and her loyal as
a puppy boyfriend want to have
sex what place do they pick? The
sheriff ’s house. And neither of
them is related to the sheriff in
any way, shape, or form. Barry
Pepper: She survived something
that was extreme and consequent-

ly she lived her life extreme. Hot
Girl: I had to go to creepy Gwinnett for a Powerpoint remote that
can go 100%! You cheat death
once, you figure you can cheat
it just about any time you want.
Barry Pepper: We’ve also told her
don’t talk to strangers… when an
ATV or horse came by she got off
the trail… when they left, she got
back on the trail. John Travolta:
Oh, and did I mention the other
thing I hate about horror movies?
It’s quite simple really: stupid
people do stupid things for stupid reasons. Now get me some
gold! Barry Pepper: No. Travolta
grabs the Hot Girl and threatens
to blow her head off. Hot Girl:
Help! Please read my shitty novel about my lonely teenagehood!
Save me! I’m hot! Barry Pepper:
Fine. I’ll do it. John Travolta: You
did that because of my leverage.
Now watch as I kill this random
guy to make sure you know how
evil I am. This will give me more
leverage.
A blind pianist  heh-heh-heh

013

A blind pianist overhears a mysterious conversation in a bar. The next day
his girlfriend is murdered. The
only clue: a yellow silk scarf. 2On
Tuesday afternoon, January 21,
1958, Starkweather drove over to
the squalid dump that Caril and
her family called home. Caril: You
still in school? Chuck: Nah, I have
a job. Caril: Doin’ what? Chuck:
Well, I don’t mind getting up early, so I got a job throwing garbage.
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I’m not in love with the stuff, OK?
Chuck carries and dumps Cato’s
body in a box-car near the house
Caril: We’re in for it now, if they
catch us. The newspapers made
the murder and robbery into a
major news event since there was
so little serious crime in that area
then. Starkweather took the precaution of painting his car a different color, but then he did some
dumb things that called attention
to him as a suspect. Authorities
said Mock opened the door of a
cage and a tiger pushed its way
out to attack the boy. When the
owner was pulling off the tiger, a
lion bit Russell, Morrison County Sheriff Michel Wetzel said.
The camera lingers as blood and
water trickle over the now lifeless body and down the drain.
Wetzel: What I would really like
to see happen is to find the right
girl, perhaps a black girl with super looks, preferably Jewish or
Muslim, who speaks Spanish. Just
because you’re legal doesn’t mean
you’re safe. Mock: heh-heh-heh.
Police doubt  literary preferences

014

Privately, I mean however, some investigators
involved in the case said they do
not believe his story, because he
has admitted to smoking crack
cocaine during the time he held
Jessica Lunsford. In the early
morning hours several days later,
a truckload of coon hunting dogs
and their masters pulled up as Rudolph was perched on top of the
grain silo. A speeding car ran over

and killed one of the dogs, diverting the hunters just before they
might have spotted Rudolph, he
said. 2Yesterday, many of those
privacy advocates, learning that
the database had been under development for three years, called
its existence an egregious violation of the Privacy Act’s rules
and intent. In this brave new
world, your friends don’t wait until you’ve turned into a zombie to
kill you for the greater good of humanity. The people in this society
do not read books, enjoy nature,
spend time by themselves, think
independently, or have meaningful conversations. Instead, they
drive very fast, watch excessive
amounts of television on wall-size
sets, and listen to the radio on
“Seashell Radio” sets attached to
their ears. Do you read? Like on
paper? We can say exactly what
kinds of books we are always interested in. Those are: Family
Bibles, Old encyclopedia sets,
Adult series westerns (Longarm,
etc), the unreadable first novel by
John Trefry, The Sopranos meets
Tristram Shandy, Adult series romances (Harlequin,etc).
Saddam novels  civilized cuisine

015

Following his overthrow,
however, Iraqi writers
and intellectuals said Saddam did
not write the books himself but
got a committee to do it for him.
His latest book tells the story of
Salem, a noble Arab tribesman
who represents righteousness and
Arab nationalism, and defeats his
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American and Jewish enemies.
When Montag begins to read,
he experiences an awakening to
a world greater than himself, one
that suddenly becomes more valuable to him than anything else.
In contrast, the people around
him are like zombies, having
forgotten the past and oblivious
to everything but the here and
now. “You’re not living,” Montag shouts at his wife’s friends,
“you’re just killing time. Get
off your steady diet of humans,
gators, and snakes and over to
civilized cuisine like Jimmy Dean
pork sausage, Pringles, and Lucky
Charms. And maybe use napkins
and silverware. You simpering
twit.” Writ large.
Lightning fields  a bird companion

016

Fields extended in all
directions and afar, lit up
by the flashes of lightning, a small
house or a tree stood out suddenly on the stormy sky. The Middle
Ages knew not our hypocrisies. It
was not at all ignorant of the eternal turpitudes, but it knew how to
hate them. It had no use for our
conduct, nor for our refinements;
it published the vices, sculpted
them on its cathedral portals and
spread them in the verses of its
poets. It had less regard for refraining from terrifying the fears
of mummied souls than for tearing apart the robes and revealing
the man, and showing to man, so
as to make him ashamed, all the
ugliness of his low animality. Although the animals are clinically

dead, their tissues and organs are
perfectly preserved. But it did not
make the brute wallow in his vice;
it placed him on his knees and
made him lift his head. Calling
all Citizens. Wanted for murder,
the criminal is alone and on foot.
Let each one stand at his front
door, look and listen. Watch for a
man running through the streets.
Huddled together, workmen in
their smocks, workwomen in tatters, soldiers in belts and gaiters,
unarmed, beat time with clashing
glasses to the Marseillaise which
they yelled out of tune. After the
horrors of the satanic debauch,
before the earhtly punishment,
he has, like the noble weeping
people he evokes, forgiven even
the most frightful slayers of infants, the basest sadist, the most
monstrous fool that ever was. The
only friend that I have kept, in my
misfortunes, is a swallow.
Cousin John  the Tall Man

017

John Hughes’s fat cousin, fat John Caravaggio
was a staunch supporter of Charles
I and even hosted the King’s stay
at the family home, Place, in
Fowey. From Hughes’s house he
could see all the boats and ships
plying the River Fowey, sailing
in from, and out to, the English
Channel and points beyond. He
could walk up to the cliff, where
I stopped and looked out my cab
window, and view the Channel
and its activities and as a child, he
was captured by all this hustle and
bustle and would dream of sailing
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away some day to yet unknown
destinations. 2The evening gala,
held at Diamond Tooth Gertie’s,
was hosted by Ruby’s Restaurant
and was emceed by Skills Competition Co-ordinator, Michael
Swainson. The evening included
an award ceremony and thanks
to many sponsors, prizes and gifts
were presented to all involved.
Our Minister of Health and Social
Services, Leroy Jenkins, handed
out the awards: First place in the
competition went to Pelly Crossing, second place was awarded
to Team Pope (a mother, father,
son team!), while third place fell
to Skagway. Dawson, and the
other communities all received
4th place! John Caravaggio then
helped the crews dance the night
away into the wee hours of the
morn. 3John Caravaggio, Atlanta, GA, USA Tue Jul 29 21:03:33
EDT 1997 The Tall Man is scary.
Evangelists  a jealous fist

018

“Most of them have,
of course, an agenda;
mostly born-again Christians
looking to save my soul. I suppose
the assumption is made that because I’m in here I must be a ‘sinner’ in need of salvation, and they
would be glad to sell me a ticket
to heaven, hawking this salvation
like peanuts at a ballgame,” he
wrote. ““It may be a batting orgy,
or it may be a string of scoreless
innings. Though, I do appreciate
their charity, but I could really do
without the condescension. They
have been so nice I would hate to

break it to them that I really prefer Nietzsche to the Bible.” His
wish came true, in the form of a
mop handle and a jealous fist.
Practice fellatio  a cowering coworker

019

The family’s neighbors
include two slightly
older teenage girls who use the
14-year-old brother as a practice
object for oral sex, asking him to
judge which of them does it better. “We have the technology that
can give us the iPod and everything else, but it’s not all these
things. We have to work on the
minds and the hearts.” When the
father’s seemingly respectable
co-worker makes lewd suggestions to the girls, they teasingly
kiss in front of him. But when
they finally dare to ring his doorbell, he cowers and hides.
Here  there

020

Here, a weary businessman sighs wearily, already worn out by the day ahead,
then turns on his iPod. 2There, a
young man in shorts pulls out a
Dan Brown novel and begins to
skim it with his finger.
Plastic containers  plastic lid colors

021

“The type we are interested in is this six and
a quarter liter-sized container
with a white plastic lid,” he said.
“It has a label describing it as a
‘Delta 6250 with Lid,’ and also
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has another colored label with the
description ‘Family Containers,
Delta, Superior Quality.’ Police
appealed to anyone who sold their
tasty Fairtrade products to raise
money at World Fair Trade Day
Breakfast events. Please note
that we are only interested in the
white lid variety. They are also
produced in other colors.”
Ellefson  punitive damages

022

“Ellefson shall not use,
or authorize anyone else
to use, the work or mark ‘Megadeth” to advertise, market or promote any person, band, company,
organization, product or services
without Megadeth’s prior express
written permission,” according to
the lawsuit. Those grounds included that the assessment team
didn’t include a psychologist and
relied on characteristics rather
than facts. Mustaine said an ad in
this month’s issue of Bass Player
(there is an article on Atreyu’s
bass player, Marc something or
other. He’s playing a Stingray and
he talks about his shortcomings)
features Ellefson holding a pedal
tuner for bass guitars and includes
the names of several bands he is
involved with — including Megadeth, In the Age, Undead Tranquility, Cryptic Watersports,
Pestilential Terror, Rancid
Attic, The Forest, Sinful Titania, Feast of Throne, Nomadic
Castle, Terminal Laundry. Mustaine is seeking unspecified compensatory, punitive and exemplary
damages.

Sorority homecoming  a pig

023

This past weekend, her
sorority sister talked
her into going to homecoming.
Needless to say, it is colder than
she predicted. Her fleece isn’t
doing the job. So she decided to
stay warm by tucking her pants
into her fallopian tubes. She is
thinking to herself, “I should have
stayed in the city. This wasn’t
even fun when I was in school.”
2
In one course, an advanced trauma treatment program he had taken before deploying, he said, the
instructors gave each corpsman an
anesthetized pig. “I made a few
compromises. I wanted to be as
close to the original as possible,
but let’s face it: I’m not the same
shape as either Bruce Boxleitner
or Jeff Bridges (the actors who
played Tron and Flynn, respectively).” “The idea is to work with
live tissue,” he said. “You get a pig
and you keep it alive. And every
time I did something to help him,
they would wound him again. So
you see what shock does, and
what happens when more wounds
are received by a wounded creature.” “My pig?” he said. “They
shot him twice in the face with
a 9-millimeter pistol, and then
six times with an AK-47 and then
twice with a 12-gauge shotgun.
And then he was set on fire. I kept
him alive for 15 hours,” he said.
“That was my pig.” I’m somewhat overweight, as you see (one
drawback of wearing spandex is
that it does nothing to hide one’s
obesity). 3This woman probably
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has a name like Courtney Worthington or something similar. She
probably went to a backup school
like Lafayette or Colgate or Yale.
She graduated a couple of years
ago, and slaves away at some advertising agency, making less than
the Fedex guy. “That was my pig,”
he said.
Private life  robotrippin’

024

Seeking a place where
he could freely walk unrecognized, he moved all the way
to Amsterdam, where he still lives
today. “He’d go to events and
women would come up to him and
go, ‘rape me, Luke,’ which I guess
is a bit disorienting,” Hinsey said.
I think I drank too much cough
syrup or something but it felt
good at the time. Just go with it.
Stallone  Brian Sealey

025

Stallone has also tried
to widen Rocky’s audience by going virtual. Rocky is
drawn back to the ring after a national sports show features a digital boxing match between Rocky
Balboa and the current champ,
Mason (the Line) Dixon. “It’s
a high-technology, Google-blogging, iMac-type of premise going
on there mixed with the classic
underdog versus the establishment. Widely publicized, these
focal points of conflict have been
disparately interpreted as either
magnetization due to electric
fields from the antipodes,” offered Brian Sealey.

Erik Estrada  reality television

026

Erik Estrada and other
lesser celebrities have
been sworn in as reserve officers
of the city police department
here, allowing them to carry badges and guns as part of a reality
television series.
Liberal society  the disco ball

027

In a liberal society, there
is as much disagreement
on what constitutes the best life
as there is on what constitutes the
best built environment to live it
in. “People are imprisoned in Germany for denying the Holocaust,”
he added. “It gives me a great
deal of pride to think he’s never
coming out of there,” said Diane
Derzis, who runs a Birmingham,
Alabama, women’s clinic Rudolph
bombed in 1998. Horace Walpole struck a blow by building the
world’s first Gothic house, a picturesque pile on the banks of the
Thames, which he called Strawberry Hill. “He should never see
daylight again.” “We are forbidden
to have such a conference in Germany,” he said. “All my childhood,
we waited for something like
this.” As John Ruskin observed,
we don’t want our buildings merely to shelter us; we also want them
to speak to us. But of what? “It is
a closed-off world designed to
isolate inmates from social and
environmental stimuli, with the
ultimate purpose of causing mental illness and chronic physical
conditions such as diabetes, heart
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disease and arthritis.” Just think
that buildings considered modern
masterpieces like the Burj Khalifa
and the petronas towers will one
day be considered old artifacts
like the Studio 54 disco ball.
Mengistu  Mengistu’s regime

028

Mengistu was, oh yeah,
tried along with 72 of
his former aides (South Carolina
fraternity brothers sued November 9, claiming they were tricked
into making racist and sexist remarks), although there were only
34 people in court Tuesday. The
fraternity brothers claim the filmmakers got them drunk before
getting them to sign release forms
agreeing to appear in the film.
2
Racism also can be a factor in
getting a job. At a bend in a tributary of the Congo River, dirt-poor
villagers pan for the shiny stones
that have proved as elusive as they
are rare — diamonds. A three-year
undercover investigation by the
National Fair Housing Alliance
found that real estate agents
steered whites away from integrated neighborhoods and steered
blacks in to predominantly black
neighborhoods. 3Mengistu, sometimes called “the butcher of Addis
Ababa,” ruled from 1974 to 1991
after his military junta ended
Emperor Haile Selassie’s reign
in a bloody coup. Some experts
say 150,000 university students,
intellectuals and politicians were
killed in a nationwide purge
by Mengistu’s Marxist regime,
though no one knows for sure.

Dead sheep  a vitrine

029

But while three dead
sheep and a shark
in formaldehyde were waved
through, the tools were deemed
too dangerous and sent back to
London. “I went there to sing, to
give the audience joy and pleasure. But what was I supposed
to do when some people started
booing? What if they had thrown
stones at me or some crazy person
had attacked me?” Hirst’s solution? He got his Cheltenham studio to build a signature glass case,
arrange the tools inside it and fly
the whole thing back, disguised as
a piece of art (it even had a title:
Immaculate Conception). On arrival, the glass was smashed and
the tools put to use – proving that
you really can get away with anything if you put it in a vitrine.
Tallest man  very coarse hair

030

It’s lucky they had the
world’s tallest man
((he) has it all, even in today’s
terms: towering height, fashionable “iconic” status (in a year in
which anything from a new museum in Denver by Daniel Libeskind to a pair of modish socks was
labelled “iconic”) on call to lend a
hand. Or rather, an extremely long
arm. The essential text of the get
is quite short: “You are hereby
permitted to all men,” i.e. you are
no longer a married woman, and
the laws of adultery no longer apply. Several telephone calls later
and Mr. Bao, certified last year as
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the world’s tallest man, taking the
title from previous holder, Radhouane Charbib of Tunisia, by a
mere 2mm, was on his way, from
his home in the province of Inner
Mongolia. I’ve used Silky Sexy
Hair for years and love it because
I have very thick, very coarse hair.
Will Smith  eyeshadow

031

Will Smith raps “It’s
about narcissism, which
is why a mirror is absolutely perfect. So much of what is done on
the web is people getting on there
and writing their diaries as though
everyone ought to care about every one’s inner turmoils. I mean
it’s extraordinary.” Clicking on
the photographs section reveals
six images of the same man that
all look extremely different, including one in which he is holding
up a can of custard, an exquisite
corpse scattershot from bits of
found magazine print and airplane
glue, and another in which he appears to be wearing eyeshadow.
Goodie bags  after tax massages

032

“I think goodie bags
are a bit last year, aren’t they?” Oscar nominees like
Mr. Wahlberg, who in his hectic youth, he worked as a circus
traveler, waiter and peddler, then
struck it rich during the Civil War
by selling moldy blankets to the
Union army and smuggling cotton up from the South, is up for
best supporting actor in “The
Departed,” the retreats are one

more perk in the unending stream
of good fortune that flows toward
them. 2Among his practices – administering yogurt enemas; and
discouraging female masturbation by the use of carbolic acid.
A police buff, he liked to wear a
diamond-studded Texas Ranger
badge and go with the cops on
high-speed chases, sometimes
tossing silver dollars along the
way. Allen owns two sports teams
(the Seahawks and Trail Blazers);
is a major backer of the Allen Telescope Array, which is searching for
extra-terrestrial intelligence; and
a science fiction museum (home
to Captain Kirk’s chair), which is
inside the Frank Gehry-designed
Experience Music Project in Seattle. He collects vintage military
planes and is the money behind
SpaceShipOne, a piloted vehicle
that is designed to send civilians
into space. His biggest yacht, the
Octopus, is more than 400 feet
long. A splinter sheared off a 7ft
wooden lance, spearing 54-yearold Paul Allen’s eye and brain.
3
This is the new swag, a twist on
the widespread practice of giving
to the already rich and famous.
This year the Screen Actors Guild
canceled its gift baskets too, while
at the Golden Globes in January
a tax accountant passed out 1099
forms in an unofficial gift-giving
suite. “If they go and enjoy food
and drink, maybe get a massage,
it’s probably not an issue,” he
said. “But if they walk out with a
gift of some kind as a surreptitious
way of rewarding a celebrity, it’s
absolutely taxable.”
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A judge  no new Bobby Brown

033

A judge in Norfolk Probate and Family Court
ordered Brown held in the county
jail in Dedham on Monday, one
day after private constables arrested the singer while he was watching his daughter’s cheerleading
competition at Attleboro High
School. No-one has it tougher
than celeb dads, what with rising
maintainance fees and endless paternity tests to put up with. The
local people have to put up with
gaping tourists. “Although this
agreement was put in place when
he was Bobby Brown the star,
this agreement is being enforced
when he is not always able to find
work,” Parks told The Associated
Press. “He hasn’t made an album
in quite some years.”
Sunday night  a clemency hearing

034

Essentially it’s Sunday
night, I’m sipping on
some Trader Joe’s Volcano Roast,
it seems fit only to serve after
spending the night amongst apple cores and rotten madelines
on the tile floor in a dark tenement beind Gare du Nord – filled
with chain store robusta, heated
on a hot plate, and poured into
chipped plastic bowl, and watching Kinji Fukasaku’s Graveyard
Of Honor on IFC. Perfect. 2Essentially, a middle school teacher accused of having sex with at
least five boys — some of them
students at her school — was arrested, authorities said. They are

expected to hit the region’s largest metro area, Atlanta, Georgia,
at rush hour. The wrangling over
her body (Mom: JK, did you wash
your hands) ended on Wednesday
when a Florida appeals court upheld a judge’s ruling that allowed
her to be buried in the Bahamas
and Arthur decided not to appeal
that decision. Essentially that’s
all I did. A government lawyer
close to the case, who asked not
to be identified, called it “a good
order for us,” but declined further
comment. If that’s essentially all
he did, I wonder what he really
did. He isn’t smart enough to realize how smart it is to precede
every sentence with that word
– essentially. 3The 150-kilogram
(330-pound) man from Jinzhou,
in Liaoning province, collapsed on
Saturday, the last day of the holiday, after spending “almost all” of
the seven-day break playing online games, the China Daily said,
citing his parents. It answers the
question in order to satisfy the
person posing the question, but
it doesn’t really answer the question. 4Ward, who is married, had
sexual encounters with the 14and 15-year-old boys at various
locations, including in the school,
at a motel, in a park and behind
a restaurant, from December to
this month, according to arrest
warrants. She said the inhuman
conditions not fit for a rabid dog
and treatment of Padilla during
more than three years of solitary
confinement in a Navy brig did
not significantly enter into her
conclusion. Genius.
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Elizabeth Hurley  a corpse face

035

Elizabeth Hurley, star,
married Indian businessman Arun Nayar in a secret
ceremony on Friday after a relative found him using a probe, a
day before the couple were due
to host a lavish wedding, British
media reported on Saturday. Two
years later, she had a son with U.S.
film producer Steve Bing. 2Investigators found what is believed
to be the torso of a mother of
two who disappeared last month
in Detroit, Michigan, besieged,
bombed and crowded with hungry
Muslim families like the Talovics.
3
A man buried by an avalanche for
almost eight hours emerged with
little more than scratches, killed
Sulejman’s grandfather, who has
celebrity status himself, shortly
after her child was born. Moments
later, several hundred people
gathered at the nearby cemetery
for Sulejman’s open-casket funeral. His crying mother, Sabira,
collapsed after touching her son’s
face and was carried away.
Captain America  black metal

036

This is not Captain
America’s first brush
with death. Toward the end of
World War II he plunged into
the ocean during a flight on an
experimental plane, and he was
presumed killed in action. Actually, he was encased in ice and in
a state of suspended animation.
They enter a state of torpor, slowing down the biological time in

relation to multiple socioeconomic status indicators among adults
in England. Many years later he
was discovered by the superhero
group the Avengers and thawed
out to continue his career. 2These
days, comic books aren’t just for
gangly teenage boys or geeky
adults who sleep in a single bed
and want to protect their virginity. Things are different now,
something happened to me. Since
I gave my heart to Jesus Things
are different now. Bon Scott has
stepped out of the ethereal realm
with Blood of the Black Owl to
embrace the more destructive and
primal elements found in not only
nature, but in black metal.
Sgt. Cory Elder  loveless parenting

037

Sgt. Cory Elder smiled
as he surveyed the field
of battle. There were soldiers everywhere-300 camouflaged combatants gripping machine guns
and barking into walkie-talkies.
“My upbringing is such that I believe that there are certain things,
certain types of conduct that are
immoral,” there were smoke grenades. There were Humvees.
There was even an airplane.
2
Frederic von Anhalt, the husband of actress Zsa Zsa Gabor,
also says he may be the father. But
despite all the accoutrements,
this was hardly Fallujah, “I believe that military members who
sleep with other military members’ wives are immoral in their
conduct.” For now, that is. 3Hoping to convert today’s wanna-bes
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into tomorrow’s cadets, Elder,
an Army recruiter, had stocked
an “Army of One” tent with key
chains, coffee mugs, footballs,
baseball caps, T shirts and customized dog tags. Soon, a bunch
of teenage boys were grasping for
the prizes-and giving recruiters
their names, numbers and e-mails
in return. 4“I believe that homosexual acts between individuals
are immoral, and that we should
not condone immoral acts,” says
Elder. “Having tons of unwanted
children in a loveless marriage is a
perfect match.”
Police  Nazzrie said

038

Police press on Wednesday named a convicted
sex offender, his parents and a
family friend as suspects in the
boy’s disappearance. Since the
show aired, von Anhalt said people give him dirty looks when he
goes to the grocery store. At the
mobile home, police spoke with
Edenfield’s mother, who told
them to search woods they previously had combed, Nazzrie said. A
second search of the woods turned
up nothing but a few enthusiastic historians and the occasional
document signed by d’Artagnan
for her sleuthing efforts, he said.
2
“They say, ‘Look, here comes
the fraud,”‘ he said. “I get lots of
e-mails from people bad-mouthing me. It’s very embarrassing.”
Police then arrested Edenfield’s
mother, Peggy, on suspicion of
interfering with a criminal investigation, Nazzrie said.

Rolling Stones guitarist  still alive

039

The 63-year-old Rolling Stones guitarist
said he had snorted his father’s
ashes mixed with cocaine. 2Gus
Longear suspects that the cannibals of Deadbone Reef, the galigaba, may be responsible for the
number of pirate ships that have
turned up missing from Jardel’s
Hook recently. Travel to Deadbone Reef and slay the galibaga
and see what you can find. When
you are ready to leave Deadbone
Reef, find the rowboat to get back
out to sea. 3“He was cremated and
I couldn’t resist grinding him up
with a little bit of blow. My dad
wouldn’t have cared,” he said.
“The strangest thing I’ve tried
to snort? My father. I snorted my
father,” Richards was quoted as
saying by British music magazine
NME. “It went down pretty well,
and I’m still alive.”
A secret  soda refrigerator

040

I know from personal experience, I will tell you
about a secret that Joey has made
me promise to never ever tell anyone, but since he has not called
me in three weeks after standing
me up, I am going to break the
promise and tell you how he went
from having a smaller french press
and in 4 months he is now using
the cafetiere and get this, it is still
getting bigger. It seems fit only to
serve after spending the vacation
amongst panties and manties at
the exclusive resort with his uncle
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– filled with chain store robusta,
heated on a hot plate, and poured
into chipped plastic bowl. I found
out when I was at his house, three
Fridays ago, we were getting ready
to go to the mall, so while he was
in the shower, I went in his room,
sneeked under his bed and found
a box with our Rhodia blocs and
our cafetiere and coffee tumbler.
I just never put two and two together until he explained it all to
me, I did see his prick and yes,
it is huge, pronostar huge, the
thickest and longest one I ever
seen. 2Employees and customers
at a downtown Chicago Quiznos
sandwich shop were stunned to
see a coyote walk through the
propped-open front door Tuesday
afternoon and lie down in a cooler
stocked with fruit juice and soda.
Hawkwind live  cosmonaut piss

041

“Please Won’t You Bring
Me The Head Of Yuri
Gagarin” is an archive album by
Hawkwind released in 1985 consisting of a live performance from
1973. This is a poor quality audience recording licensed by Nik
Turner, The ancient Protector,
the chief architect of such programmes as Microsoft Word and
Excel, was no doubt enhanced
by the contents of an aluminium
hamper. 2“The launch was beautiful, Charles,” replied Ms Stewart, whose long friendship with
the billionaire is rumoured to be
turning into romance. “I just want
to say that we are happy for the
safe and beautiful trip and I want

you to know that we all think that
you are a true pioneer,” she added,
be careful when raiding Darnassus
because they pack a punch! They
indeed hit hard, though not difficult to kill. The only problem is
that they hit hard, so make sure
you got some healing with ya if
you decide to go out conduct the
Russian cosmonaut ritual of peeing for luck on the wheels of the
bus on the way to the launch pad!
An accusation  a getaway

042

A man accused of using a chain and pickup truck to yank a 1,500-pound
ATM from a market opens the
film performing a Russ Meyer gogo dance, who loses a leg in the
film, becomes a hero with a machine-gun stump, makes me want
to dip into my closet and pull out
my Mean Season shirt. “It’s been
395 days since this nightmare began, and finally today it’s come
to a closure,” Mr. Evans said at a
news conference, noting that the
three men failed to escape police
when his prosthetic leg fell off
during the getaway.
Theater managers  ticket refunds

043

The managers of a Lincoln theater say Fleetwood Mac guitarist Lindsey Buckingham’s
“diva-like behavior”
doomed his concert there this
week, and “I have heart trouble.
Help me,” Parker said. “I’m sorry, ma’am, womp,” the gunman
replied. “I have legit heart trou-
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ble,” Parker told him. “Ma’am,
it’s going to be all right,” the gunman said. “I’m probably going to
have a heart attack,” Parker said.
“Oh my, ma’am, please do not
have a heart attack. Please do not
have a heart attack. Please don’t,
ma’am,” he said. The gunman let
Parker call 911, and when the
store phone didn’t work, he let
her get her cell phone. She told
the operator she was having a
heart attack, but didn’t mention
the robber. 2“Rococo staff and
management were put off by his
diva-like behavior and wondered
if he always felt it necessary to be
so rude to people who are simply
trying to put on a good show.” 3A
customer came in and, without
seeing the gunman, tried to calm
Parker. She posed for pictures
with little girls while the gunman
secured a doll with a Western
cowboy hat and get-up, handed
him the phone, and he spoke to
the 911 operator. She started asking questions like “Why do you
want to kill yourself?” The gunman then reappeared and told
the man to get into the beverage
cooler. The result is at once dour
and hilarious, like a playground
designed by a Welsh miner. It
might also be considered a feminist response to the De Maria
“Earth Room” that is generously
available for a little climbing. He
then grabbed his loot and apologized again. “You have a good day.
I’m sorry this had to happen. I’m
sorry. God!” he moaned. He then
went out the door. 4Ticket holders
will receive refunds.

Michael Jackson  an airplane window

044

Michael Jackson, who
is currently planning A
video showing a German army instructor telling one of his soldiers
to envision African-Americans in
the Bronx while firing his machine
gun, says he talks to the media to
publicize his movies — “I don’t
feel compelled to share anything
as Part of Emergency Evacuation
Procedures.” Michael Jackson is
considering legal action to stop
his ostentatious Las Vegas show,
wants to build a 50-foot robotic
version of himself that will roam
the desert, firing laser beams. I
shit you not, not for those with
a weak stomach. 2Last Thursday
night’s show at the Logan Theatre had a little something for
everyone—everyone except Daniel Libeskind, who is best known
for his ridiculous shredding in
his re-imagining of Charlie Daniels’ “The Devil Went Down to
Georgia”. She added that very few
people even knew it was to take
place; more would have attended.
3
The crazy, terrifying robot would
be visible to airplanes landing in
Vegas, which I’m sure will really
hurt Vegas’s tourism numbers.
Talk about the last thing you want
to see from an airplane window.
Judge Cottingham  basement dungeon

045

Applewhite, a retired
but active judge, recommended that Manuel could
assault the teens in the dungeon-like space beneath his home.
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Blood ritual  zombi cuisine

046

“Commence the ritual
and may the blood lend
us life beyond the grave,” the
leader tells his followers. At the
morgue that night, the bizarre
worker is busy playing with a frog
he keeps in a fishbowl. Suddenly,
Virginia’s body rises up and bites
a chunk out of his neck. Later,
when Roger says Francine looks
sick, Stephen tells him she’s
pregnant; she’s tied up in the
basement and he throws steaks
to her at night and she gets to
see Suri only on Sundays. In the
cemetery, Betty tells Pedro that
she’s not really interested in men.
He takes the revelation as a challenge and rapes her. After he’s finished, the huge church bell goes
off and Francine tells the men in
the group she doesn’t want to be
treated differently because of her
condition, and asks to be left with
a gun when they go off again. The
flirting between her former fling
and Roger is too much for her and
she goes to the end of the train
to get some air. (On the TV, we
see a scientist describe the zombie situation by saying they’re not
cannibals because they don’t feed
on each other…they feed on the
warm blood of humans.)
Return to earth  learn to walk

047

“The hardest thing is
coming back to Earth,”
he said. The problem is not so
much the mundanity of earthly
existence — bills to pay, food to

buy, chores to complete. A graduate student using a robotic telescope that was part of the Texas
Supernova Search project first
detected Ty Pennington, host
of ABC’s “Extreme Makeover:
Home Edition,” when the deceased maid’s daughter arrived
to pick up her mother’s belongings. “Phillip from behind me
said, ‘You’re not going anywhere.
The muscle fabric degrades very
much.’ He said, ‘I have an uzi
with me and I’m going to kill you.
You have to learn how to walk
again, like a small child.”
Network fears  a narcotic pipe

048

Scariest of all for the
networks, however, is
the idea that many people are
now making their own television
schedules. Troubled actor Tom
Sizemore has been definitely
watching less TV, using crystal methamphetamine in a car
outside a hotel in Bakersfield,
California, and dismayed and appalled by how Paris has been the
person to be used as an example
that drunk driving is wrong. She
provides hope for young people all
over the US and the world, said
Bud Cort, who runs a Web site for
martial arts aficionados. The early start to Daylight Savings Time
has hurt ratings. “We let them get
out of the habit of watching television a little bit, and it’s going
to take some time to get these
people back in front of their television sets,” said David Poltrack,
chief researcher for CBS after an
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associate, Jason Salcido, reportedly got into an altercation with
an employee of the Four Points
Sheraton hotel. Salcido, who is
on parole, was also arrested after
police claim to have found him
carrying a gun on Shabbos and
licking a “narcotic smoking pipe.”
My argument  donkeyfuckers

049

“The only thing that
I am going to argue is
that the government has the ability to govern this in your and my
house.” “Let us be reasonable
here, if a donkey didn’t want it,
would it let you do it?” “How can
you not indluge with your grandkids around? I saw ‘The Lamefather’ one when it came out. ‘The
Lamefather’ two I did fall asleep
in, but I’d been up for three days
having sex with dogs or sisters,
doing drugs, and killing children.”
“Doublestandards hurt everyone.
Especially donkey****ers.”
Enough forests  Magic Kingdom

050

I think there is enough
of forests, trolls and
fantasy. If you would have asked
some metalhead back then, would
you buy this metal album which
has flute and violin as main instruments, he would have smashed
your face. 2Anyone know the song
(exact name) where in the Chinese version SP Wong falls on the
taxi. It could be fish tuberculosis.
It could be called Dark Kingdom
and be like a bizarro Magic Kingdom.

Dog fighting  maggots

051

“I don’t know if he was
fighting dogs or not,”
Portis said. “He was a champion
of the fundamental values that we
hold dear, but it’s his property; it’s
his dogs. If that’s what he wants
to do, do it.” Falwell “changed
the way people thought about
some issues,” now dog fighting
is a “prevalent” part of life, like
abortion and homosexuality. Falwell was unconscious in his office; let’s do a close-up shot of his
rotting body, covered in maggots.
A greeting  incinerate everything

052

Dear Mr. stupid bitch,
Apopka, where we were,
was too close to the ring of fire.
When the metal recycling plant
next to us caught fire and the
magnesium started to burn, it appeared to be over for us we enjoy
one final Snackation. Everybody
needs somebody who can be a vicarious hoper. 2“What do you keep
looking at?” Tommy asked sitting
on the arm rest. “I hate the look
of your face, which just wants me
to fuck it up even more then it already is.” Tommy and Nick marred
the unusual perfection of the autumn day when they said together
while putting flight jackets and
yoga pants on before the youth
group lock-in. “Bitch you’re not
a “rocker”. You’re a fucken poser!
I got my homecoming dress at a
fancy mall department store on
clearance at 75%. Let’s incinerate
everything!”
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A white object  yachting

053

“It’s clearly a white
object sitting atop the
wooden floor,” said Jackson. “He
said it was a gouge. Is he lying or
is he incompetent? That is not
a gouge.” O’Donnell and Hasselbeck were shown on a split
screen, both were covered in feces. As the argument progressed
without commercial interruption
a masked, naked woman lying in
a bathtub, buttocks raised with
her legs over her head, projecting
a fountain of orange/yellow liquid
from her anus onto her face falsified a picture of Rusty Foster’s
wife having sex with another man.
Said Fidler: “If Dr. Lee has this
object, he’s to produce it forthwith.” Foster is now rich, wears a
monocle and enjoys yachting.
Selling snow  a kidney donation

054

“She could sell snow
to an Eskimo in a wine
cooler box. She’s the most sweet,
endearing person in the world and
put forward this good Christian
front,” Baugh said of Lohan who is
set to die in less than three weeks
for the 1994 slaying of “Lisa,” a
37-year-old woman with an inoperable brain tumor that made her
one of the most hated women in
Texas. “If a child sustains an accidental fall, we’re going to freak
out and get help,” prosecutor
Dayna Blazey said. “We’re going
to run to a neighbor, call 911.
That’s human nature — not to
put the baby in a wine cooler box,

throw it in the trunk of a car and
bury it in a shallow grave. Then
she flees to Missouri and changes
appearance, wearing a gray hooded sweat shirt, with her mouth
open and her eyes shut, apparently asleep.” One photo shows the
superintendent helping a child
pin the Oregon State Police badge
on her. Another photo shows her
kneeling on the ground, her back
to the camera, apparently before
getting into the vehicle. A relative
found the bodies Tuesday morning, she will hear interviews with
the three candidates, their families and friends before choosing
who will get her kidney.
Disappointment  a televised collapse

055

But be prepared to be
disappointed, at least
if all you’re looking for is lots of
metal and blood and mayhem.
Other photos splashed across
the Internet appeared to reveal
Spears out partying not wearing
spikes or leather, but instead
the best Northface has to offer
underneath her short skirts. She
closes by saying, “We will never
really understand or figure out
life completely. That’s God’s job.
I can’t wait to meet him, or her, at
a record label meeting, that takes
place on a hillside around a campfire, and then a graveyard. Love,
Britney.” At this point, Amid the
cry of “Budd, Budd, Budd!” she
put the gun barrel into his mouth
and pulled the trigger. She collapsed on the floor, in front of five
television news cameras.
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A soft-spoken man  $1m a minute

056

A soft-spoken and introspective man, he made
his name in Germany and the
United States in the 1970s and
1980s with large-format paintings and lead sculptures of Tim
Griffin, the federal prosecutor in
Arkansas whose appointment was
among those that led to calls for
the resignation of Attorney General John Fucking Saxon. ‘This
is the moment in your career
where you either become Kristy
McNichol or Jodie Foster,’ Adams said, referring to his debut in
Baghdad. 2At the top of his note
card was the question he got from
nearly every one of his fellow soldiers: “When are we going to get
out of here,” the long running
time significantly added to the
budget, making the cost of the effects for the production about $1
million a minute.
250k bullets  relaxing with a stick

057

Over a quarters of a million bullets are being
fired every day by the cannibalistic mother chimp who complained
that a neighbor, with whom she
had a dispute about land tenure,
told others that, “I was fat because
I drank the blood of the children
I butchered. If Hilton wants to
prettify her bloody infanticide self
in her cell’s polished-metal mirror,
she can buy a compact, eye shadow, an eyebrow pencil and package of hair coloring from the jail
commissary, where she can draw

from a prepaid account. “The way
that Paris’ whole entire case was
dealt with was, A, out of her control but B, really unfair,” Richie
said. “they told me that perhaps
I deserved to be killed, that I was
a witch, that I killed babies and
ate them, and asked me if I did
not have a lover and a husband to
relax me and if I did not, that I
should take a stick and use it.”
Drink blood  drink blood

058

He wanted to drink
blood, snort coke and
rape coeds. The huge hog offered
to represent him for free during
a paternity dispute involving the
baby, known as “Monster Pig,”
after being hunted and killed by
an 11-year-old. “It shows we are
not going to live for ever. But it
also has a feeling of victory over
death,” it was more than 1,000
pounds and 9 feet long; if anything, it looked even bigger in a
now-famous photo of the hunter
and the hunted. Other works in
the new exhibition include pickled creatures, a flying dove suspended in mid-air, a flayed human
statue holding its own skin and
a series of pictures of an operation being carried out. It looks
like a lot of people wanted to
get knocked up in the passenger
seat of a friend’s car early Monday
morning, when a 33-year-old man
was attacked while he was walking down Bayou Street near North
Claiborne and Esplanade. When
you were in my womb, I wanted
to drink blood.
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A parent  good amulets

059

“As a parent, a hand
with an eye amid the
palm and two thumbs makes me
want to cry.” I feel like the media
portrays me in a way that I’m not
and that’s why I perform soft-core
porn dance routines in hopes of
becoming rubbed on parts of the
body suffering from rheumatism
and they would effect a cure. In
the celtic tradition a bag made
from a crane skin symbolised
being “hot,” a deep and ancient
talismanic tradition also has made
its way into the workplace, where
confidence is often conveyed in
the way one looks and dresses.
They may have to reach out to
people they don’t necessarily
trust, but they need — for guns,
explosives, whatever. “Would you
like to die as a martyr, women?”
she says, “The four Muslim men
might be better off developing
other sources of power.” Corals,
horseshoes and lucky bamboo also
allegedly make good amulets.
Trish  a face breaking glass

060

When Trish decides to
invite her high school
girl’s basketball teammates over
for a slumber party, she makes
three big mistakes: Number 1:
She snubs the pretty new girl
next door. Number 2: She forgets
about teenage pranksters Jeff
and Neil. Number 3: Her biggest mistake: She doesn’t know
about an high-tech, pioneering
research spacecraft mysteriously

vanished, without a trace, on its
maiden voyage seven years earlier.
2
There are some wonderful moments such as the chase through
the bus park, the killer selecting
from an array of weapons whilst
looking at the room full of barbed
wire, a trunk full of maggots, the
seeing eye dog ripping it’s owners
throat out and of course the grand
finale where a woman accused of
plowing her car through a crowded street festival after a day spent
smoking crack cocaine and had
until recently worked in the office
of Marion Barry presses her face
against the glass until it breaks.
Reaching the mansion  a shotgun

061

Managing finally to
reach the secluded and
misty mansion of his deceased
client (accessible only by carriage
and at low tide), the innkeeper
puts a drug in Jenny’s coffee and
she passes out. 2In the Indian
legends of North America, there
exists a creature called Windigo.
Jenny finds the lair and opens
the door, then A man tried to
jump into Pope Benedict XVI’s
popemobile as a character replies
“Nuts!” to a demand that the
beleaguered town of Jericho surrender at the Battle of the Bulge.
Pope Benedict XVI doesn’t get
much respect and must contend
with his boss Al Martin (Ernest Borgnine) “We are tired
of the networks (not just CBS)
tossing aside quality taped programming,” Pope Benedict XVI
replies. 3The tape also shows Wil-
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a ghost who lives on human
flesh, and other male partygoers
having sexual intercourse with a
17-year-old girl and put them in a
plastic-lined trunk, and with other Klansmen took them across the
border into Louisiana, where they
were dumped into the Mississippi
River still alive. 4The old woman
then makes a startling claim to
Jenny. She says she is her mother.
But as she attempts to plunge a
knife into the girl, Jenny shoots
her with a shotgun she has found.
Mirror images  something>nothing

062

The mirror images are
clear: Gault, who police
said runs his own animal-training
business, had been interviewed
several times in connection with
Piaf and Holiday spending part
of their youth in brothels; Later,
a woman who appears to be Piaf
can be seen putting packages
into her car when someone runs
toward her and shoves her in
the car. The car then pulls away.
2
There was a lot of excessive gaming, socializing and creative play,
and an inappropriate relationship
that led us to believe there was
a video game like Halo that can
promote aggressive feelings and
actions. To be a great artist you
have to be tormented, both were
untrained singers with distinctive
voices borne of pain and suffering; and both died prematurely,
aged beyond their years from drug
and alcohol abuse. 3Gault ended
up begging for change on street
corners before tragically dying in

a plane crash on the way to a new
job working as an exotic animal
trainer with benefits. Although
it isn’t the business I’ve been
searching for, something sounds
better than nothing.
Leeeroy  Zul’Gurub

063

Leeeroy provides the
best World of Warcraft
guide. That shit is so damn funny.
Those creatures are so easy to kill
with a AOE. But it’s a legendary
video. UBRS was the shit before it
was nerfed, actually wow was fun
til they started nerfing all the shit,
if you all like WoW, you should try
Rubies of Eventide! World of Warcraft is so overcrowded that Blood
Elves and Draenei have said it
is not unusual for nonviolent offenders like Hilton to have the
plague. anyone who did UBRS
run, knows that this video is fake,
but eventually Blizzard fixed the
issue so that the plague could not
exist outside of Zul’Gurub.
Adriana Lima  blind fools

064

Is Adriana Lima ugly??
Just remember Frank
was sentenced to 10 years in
prison for critiquing the “Sopranos” finale, it seemed a little like
picking apart a famous work of literature — for example, by James
Joyce or T.S. Eliot — and overcharging a talk show host. 2Robert
Thompson, of Syracuse University’s Bleier Center for Television and Popular Culture closely
monitoring the use of “cheese”
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in Dallas asked how many students knew a “cheese” user. Just
about everyone in the auditorium
raised a hand. One was muttering
bitterly into its morning coffee
at the open-ended conclusion of
the epic series, a banal family moment over onion rings that would
have delighted existentialist JeanPaul Sartre, author of “Being and
Nothingness” and several volumes
of erotica gathered under the title “In Search of the Castaways.”
3
Lima haters, I swear are nothing
but jealous fucking pricks. Youve
got to be fucking kidding me, I
mean seriously the highest in demand model in the world and the
face of Victorias Secret. So yeeeaa
shes ugly, ok fucking fools must
be blind or something!!!
Time in the US  assassins and spies

065

Have you spent some
time in the US before.
Police had been searching for him
for several weeks. What kind of
rhetorical question that you are
asking me. Italian police have arrested a Russian “ninja” who had
been spreading fear across farmlands in the north of the country.
Do you know how our US court
system works. The man, camouflaged in an all black suit, had
robbed several farmers and their
families at knife point, police say.
And I did not say anything that
has something to do with Race,
Ninjas were trained for stealth,
they first appeared in 14th Century Japan and were famed as assassins and spies.

Mommy  Davis missing

066

“Mommy was crying
‘look at all the console
games I missed during the year I
played WoW’. Mommy broke the
table. Mommy’s in the rug.” A
thirteen year-old Chinese pregnant woman was killed and her
baby was cut out by a heavyset
woman who claimed she was
pregnant and took the victim’s
baby after playing too much
World of Warcraft. Besides the
broken furniture and bleach, Davis’ home had a mattress in her
bedroom partially off the bed and
a knocked-over nightstand and
lamp, Porter said. Items from
Davis’ purse were scattered on
the kitchen floor. 2That lawn chair
looks mighty uncomfortable to be
sitting in for 12 hours straight,
investigators said, but her car
was still at the home. The sliding
patio door was unlocked. Porter
told the emergency dispatcher
that her daughter “would never,
ever” break my addiction of WoW.
But Davis hasn’t been heard from
since.
Rick Santorum  disappointed USA

067

Rick Santorum is in
early talks on a movie
project about murderous dogs
and weird authoritarian university
dogs. The dog didn’t find anything Tuesday night so I squeezed
it and it was really soft. Really, like
I wanna say it was like blood, but
blood spatter travels no more than
2 to 3 feet from the point where
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a bullet impacts a person. More
dogs out on Wednesday recently
rented a home and were digging
up a bush in their back yard when
they uncovered a tub. Inside the
tub was a human jaw wrapped in
tinfoil and the body of a miscarried baby with photos of actress
Lana Clarkson’s face, some showing blood oozing from her mouth
and nose, as a forensic analyst
described “it was just brown.”
Santorum’s turned his back on
millions of Americans today.
He is urban  the mind marvels

068

He’s an urban, upwardly mobile, blogging,
MP3-downloading consumer of
trendy “independent” culture,
likes kryptonite at Starbucks,
submitted to castration, and he’s
part of the newest generation to
make a name for itself. 2She’s a
drug-addicted prostitute with bad
skin and a facial scar hooked on
the trend-setting teen drama The
O.C. (although the story lines
may be a little bit difficult to defend). Then there’s that painful
incident in which a bully douses
Bob Evan’s dog with caramel macchiatos. The mind marvels.
Search dogs  sheriff ’s statement

069

Search dogs hit on one
area of freshly dug dirt
Thursday more than a mile from
her home in nearby Lake Township, but it turned out to be a
marijuana plot, Brevard County
sheriff ’s Capt. Gary Shankle said.

A man died  Orcs v. Humans

070

A man has died after his
foot became trapped
in a flooded drain as torrential
rain lashed parts of Britain today.
His MySpace profile revealed he
ate human flesh and he only ate
it because it was food and it was
available at the moment. Soldiers
are on MySpace; officers are on
Facebook; Firefighters and divers
battle for three hours to rescue
the man soaking up too much
bandwidth with their MySpace
usage. He died shortly before
3pm. Witnesses described seeing the man being submerged
on several occasions as the water
levels rose. At one point, he lost
consciousness as the emergency
crews struggled to free him. Moments later, he lost his battle for
Azeroth over land, sea, and air in
this award-winning continuation
of the epic war between the Orcs
and Humans.
Cruise  unrecognized faith

071

Cruise, also one of the
German film’s producers, lost his ball in a golf course
pond and nearly lost a limb when
Pro wrestler Chris Benoit strangled his wife (her body was found
in a northeast Ohio park Saturday,
still carrying the unborn baby
she was due to deliver July 3),
and smothered his son; he damn
near gets his ass kicked when he
inadvertently walks in on Wanda
and Slug having sex in the weight
room where Benoit is hanging
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himself. World Wrestling Entertainment said on its Web site that
it asked authorities to check on
Benoit and his 11-foot alligator,
authorities said after being alerted by friends who received “several curious text messages sent
by Benoit early Sunday morning:
alligator latched on to… arm and
pulled… in the water… Scientology… Aaaaaaaaaaaargh.” “Unfortunately, that’s part of Florida,”
course general manager Rod Parry
said, “his wife was a blonde token
slut ho-bag who enjoys saunas and
Jacuzzis while grease sticking psychopathic members of the Church
of Scientology which the German
government does not recognize as
a church.”
Ballard’s admirers  cruel punishment

072

What Ballard’s admirers desire is his short story collection “Vermilion Sands”,
set in an eponymous desert resort
town inhabited by forgotten starlets, mad mullahs, Condolleezza
Rice, murderous butchers, insane
heirs, hecklers, Ayn Rand, GE
Capital, Miltie Freedman, 1900
or so librarians(?), Nate Brandon, Ms. Valery, Mammon(??)
and 200,000 3th columnists who
reside in Calgary, very eccentric
artists, and the merchants and
bizarre servants who provide for
them. The question at the center of the story: Should a murderer serving life in prison get a
sex-change operation at taxpayer
expense? 2Daniel was found face
down on his bed, but authorities

said they do not know whether he
was sleeping when he killed her in
self-defense after she spilled boiling tea on his genitals. The boy,
Ballard said, was diagnosed with
a form of dwarfism and refusal to
allow a sex-change operation violates the Eighth Amendment protection against cruel and unusual
punishment.
A German  scoured bodies

073

A German who immigrated to the United
States in 1929, Dr. Emanuel H.
Bronner was a master chemist
who devoted his life to a longing
man who wasn’t a mush-mouth
liberal walking around with his
head in his hands all the time.
Someone heard the booming
voice of a stage actor and got beneath the bubbles to unearth its
subject’s troubled relationship
with his Jewish heritage and his
insistence on workers dismantling
a Rolling Stones’ stage at a stadium in Madrid. What emerges is
a complex portrait of a man who
wears diapers during the 950-mile
road trip to confront a romantic rival, caring more for humanity than
for his own children, often left to
languish in orphanages while their
father scoured bodies with a rag.
The mother  the deal

074

The mother of a condemned inmate is accused of causing his father’s death
to teach the Alzheimer’s patient a
lesson for stripping naked on the
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beach in Fort Lauderdale whose
execution took an hour longer
than is typical sued the head of
Ohio’s prisons on Monday. 2“I get
lots of guys wanting to help me
out with my ‘problem’ – some replies are really creepy. But I got so
frustrated with the empty offers
that I turned them down.” The
execution team also apparently tried to administer the lethal
drugs through the original IV line
by mistake, according to written
accounts that the execution team
is required to submit. But her
mood changed as incoming waves
crashed over his body. 3Witnesses
told police Yurkanin Jr. went for a
swim in the meantime and asked
for a lower priced execution. She
said: “Why do you want a discount? No, seriously, it’s got to be
ten, that’s what the deal was.”
Remember  walking in the dark

075

Ricordati che è un film
comico. 2Soon finding
themselves being overun by zombies they, to survive, were forced
to eat his dead family. Because of
this, many lines of the dialogue
were written only during post
production, while the actors on
the set mouthed random lines.
One noticeable post-production
error occurs when Marcello Mastroianni, a homicidal killer with
blood that coagulates very quickly,
strangles a heavily-pregnant woman, and then pulls the fetus from
between her legs and proceeds to
eat it. There are about 45 minutes
of people just walking in the dark.

You don’t need  my sister

076

You don’t need feelings
or emotions for God to
use you. I’ve never had either of
those things, or so I’ve been told.
Remember that you are wearing
a white gown, put up your shield
of faith, girl! The temple has inspired my 4-year-old to “get up
from his computer and take up his
helmet of salvation, breastplate
of righteousness, and nothing can
do that,” she said. “Every evening
we are going to go down there to
worship, and it’s going to make
a tremendous difference on our
kids’ brains. They will be eating
shit out of Gods hands, My sister.”
Gamer 1  Gamer 2

077

Gamer 1: A 1,500-pound
wrecking ball broke
loose from a crane cable and raced
downhill, smashing into several cars and injuring three people
before coming to rest in the trunk
of a bronze Aries K car at an intersection Monday. Gamer 2: You
pwnt us all.
I wonder  chocolate sensitivity

078

I wonder if I shall be
attending school shootings tomorrow in the context of
a workforce that’s faced massive,
impersonal layoffs, and workers
who find themselves just scraping by while their bosses live like
kings. If I am I shall be late because I’m going to a neurologist
about my sensitivity to chocolate.
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Baruch Golstien  down the hill

079

Baruch Goldstien was
a man who wanted to
show Palestinians what its like to
face the terror they make Israelis
face. A woman attending Lifest,
an annual Christian staged execution, died Saturday after plunging
about 45 feet from a bungee-like
amusement ride called Air Glory. An announcement about the
death was made from a stage
just after 9:30 p.m. The music
continued but with more mellow worship songs. Goldstien of
Kenosha was in line for the ride
and witnessed the fall. “(The person) hit the ground and she was
not moving at all,” Goldstien told
the Oshkosh Northwestern the
two are suspected for incitement
to violence and mutiny. He then
smiled and said, good, I live right
down the hill from you.
You’re one  soul calendar

080

You’re one of the many
adults who don’t have
a problem with the retreat into
infantilism that your willing immersion in the Potter books
represents, if you have the patience to read it without noticing
how plodding it is, then you are
self-evidently someone on whom
the possibilities of the English
language are largely lost, you
should be strung up and forced to
listen to endless loops of Britney
Spears and K-Fed “songs.” This is
the kind of prose that reasonably
intelligent nine-year-olds consid-

er pretty hot stuff, if they’re producing it themselves. 2Cult Leader Reverend Su passed another
year in her soul calendar.
Tall and cerebral  no crepitation

081

Tall, cerebral, yellow,
and resolutely serious,
Mr. Antonioni harkens back to
a time when ABC’s new comedy
“Cavemen,” an ambitious allegory
about race inspired by insurance
company commercials, was an intellectual pursuit, when purposely opaque passages in famously
difficult films spurred long nights
of smoky argument at sidewalk cafes. It’s not unusual for characters
from an advertising campaign to
move into shows of their own. Mr.
Antonioni is best known for the
CBS comedy “Baby Bob” which
featured a talking baby that had
been used in several ads. 2Like
Mr. Antonioni, the multi-talented star Mandy Moore knows
what it is like to be a loser and to
have the media all over you. Take
her advice, “Find a great tailor.
I’ve been having trouble finding
jeans lately. So I’ve been buying
vintage high-waist trouser jeans
and having them tailored. My
tailor understands my body. She’s
always encouraging me to wear
stuff tighter. Reggie Nalder said
that the contact lenses and heavy
makeup work he had to wear for
the role of Kurt Barlow was quite
painful. I stuff my bra at night
with a lot of tissue and do lap
dances for the stars of Cavemen
but fail to produce crepitation.”
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Coolest demin  Lindsay Lohan

082

“Having the coolest
label of denim is something that every girl desires,” said
Albert Ellis, 75, a rancher and
retired Immigration and Naturalization officer. “I want a tote bag
by Jaye Hersh that the celebrities
are wearing, and then I want some
Robotoids, and then I want a gook
monster, and I want I great big…,”
said Stern, 17, who lives in the
middle of East bumblefuck with
that little whore Steven. “It’s a
more stylish place to hide cheese
and beer from the police than a
backpack.” The bags retail for
more than $100 if they’re monogrammed and Stern has noticed
withered Greek actresses Reese
Witherspoon and Jessica Alba
wearing them. 2Today I was going
to tell you a story about pre-doctor appointment razor burn in an
unfortunate location. 3“Tweens‘re
prime candidates for luxury,” said
Gerald Celente, publisher of
Trends Journal, a worthless rag
flying at the same height as the
beautiful flag of the United States
of America, or didn’t they teach
you n+1 boys about such writing
basics as metaphors? “Their world
is the entertainment world and
that’s what they’re focused into.”
4
But you already knew. I’m a
catch, I’m so deep; I’m a trap, I’ve
got teeth. But you already knew.
What’d she say darling? “$200
designer handbags and $100-plus
jeans go on sale tomorrow and if
I dont get one I will kill myself,”
said Lindsay Lohan.

Time spent  What?

083

I spend my time pouting about how they are
running around Brazil like regular
old tourists, instead of hooking
up with black magic priests and
voodoo witch doctors and stuff.
“I know I’m not good, I tied him
to a stake and castrated him with
a machete; and then I — ate his
genitals” she said. “I’m the boring
one of Hollywood’s rising young
stars who mostly stays out of
tabloid headlines dominated by
the likes of Lindsay Lohan and
other troubled young celebrities,
but I like to use a man’s guts for
paint.” While all this is going on
the anthropologist is watching her
friends get eaten, eating them
is often a mindless transaction;
we consume the tourists simply
because they are there, and you
can bet she’s thinking about how
it turned out she was all wrong
about her cannibalism is a myth
theory. 2“I’ll never get my Masters
Degree now! You stupid cow, who
eats the severed genitals of Uranus like an idiot! What are you
doing?”
No Christianity  the Rockies

084

There’s no Christianity
spoken in my house and
there is no Christianity around
my son to influence him. He’ll be
a very smart individual because
he tries an alchemical fusion of
the heroic, theatrical aspects of
1960s and ’70s art with the masculine bombast of heavy metal.
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The result, if successful, might
be a canny contemporary Gesamtkunstwerk, a heavy-metal update
of Wagner’s total artwork. Heavy
metal breeds ignorance, and he
won’t be an ignorant individual.
He’s already a very smart kid, for
18 months old he’s very smart.
He knows what an upside-down
cross is and an upside-down Jägermeister liqueur stag’s head logo is.
When he holds a crucifix and an
Jägermeister liqueur stag’s head
logo he holds it upside-down.
Since he’s been born we’ve used
the same rhetoric that the US
Military and religious cults use
to win and keep the loyalty of
their followers, including Blood
In… Blood Out. 2Several times
during the murder, he pleaded
and begged Puccio for mercy, telling his friend “I’m sorry! Marty,
whatever I did, I’m sorry!” but
Puccio continued. Then he ate
ice cream and I sat there watching with flames shooting out of
Supermax, or The Alcatraz of the
Rockies.
Presented here  a challenging experience

085

As presented here, in
a haunting production
by Sam Helfrich, vibrantly conducted by Anne Manson, Philip
Glass’s 1993 “Orphée,” which
draws its libretto almost intact
from the screenplay for Jean Cocteau’s 1949 film of the same title,
in which, the suit claims, Manson
used band money to buy a $2 million home, collect Nazi paraphernalia and to give his fiancee at the

time a handbag once owned by Eva
Braun, and a Priest comes to small
town to help get rid of a monster
whose blood coagulates very fast.
This creates problems for Manson as the monster is very hard
to kill and then decides to go on
a killing spree of its own. Manson
also bought “African masks made
of human skin, the full skeleton
of a 4-year-old Chinese girl, and
the full skeleton of a 17th-century male in a wheelchair,” the suit
claims. Mr. Glass’s work was the
surprise hit: a rich, complex and
challenging experience.
A puddle jumper  in enemy cities

086

Some distance from the
city, a Puddle Jumper
is ‘flying’ under the ocean. On
board, Doctor Elizabeth Weir is
sitting beside Lieutenant Colonel John Sheppard as he pilots
the ship towards the ocean floor.
Behind Elizabeth, Ronon Dex
sits and yawns in boredom. At
slack tide off Red Hook, Brooklyn, there are usually lots of things
floating in the water: Accursed
Slitherblade, Aendel Windspear,
Acidic Swamp Ooze, Magis Sparkmantle, Magistrate Marduke,
and Xandar Goodbeard. But just
after sunrise yesterday, something truly strange was bobbing
there in the shallows near Pier
41: a submarine fashioned almost
completely from wood, and inside
it a convicted sex offender found
guilty of kidnapping, raping and
burying alive a 9-year-old neighbor. A 2002 U.S. Supreme Court
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ruling prohibits the submersion
of mentally retarded people. 2The
mentally retarded team of sex offenders is exploring a new piece
of Lantian tech they discovered
on the ocean floor, when they are
ambushed by an unexpected enemy. A very old, very angry enemy.
3
With the help of a good hazmat
suit you can enter into player-versus-player combat by storming
enemy capitals, entering special
PvP zones called battlegrounds,
or by attacking the guards in enemy cities.
Richard Manuel  know for sure

087

Richard Manuel can’t
make inroads in the
Florida art community. His work
is lacking, according to the critics, which drives the man to the
edge of sanity. “It’s still cool with
us that others paint about death
etc, but no one else can be what
we are and no one before us has
come to unmask the name of the
blade on The Reaper’s scythe.” 2A
bystander reported that she saw a
man disrobing that evening and
walking out into the surf. Police
said a couple of weeks ago, two or
three people operated on the man
in his home. So, what does our tortured artist do? Why, he murders
his girlfriend on July 10, and uses
her blood as his paint, according
friends of the couple. He fell unconscious. When he woke up, his
testicles were gone. So were his
“professional art critics.” Some art
critics described the work as Color Field paintings set in motion.

He called much of his work “timebased paintings,” and wrote that
he drew his subject matter from
a fascination with “half-remembered and imaginary architecture” and images borrowed from
“Hollywood’s psychic dustbin.”
His groin area was bleeding heavily, so he called his daughter. She
called for help. Police found an
improvised operating room in the
man’s house, with bright lights,
an apparent operating table, a
camera and various medical supplies and equipment. There was
also blood in several rooms of the
house. 3“We really don’t wanna
hide with our Life-Triad but we
Do Hide with the other one (here
on Earth).” April and her friends
(including two super-annoying
slang talkers) spend a lot of time
at the local beach near Sorg’s
house. Will April fall victim to
this diabolical painter? Only those
who check out the art will know
for sure.
Lana Clarkson  help

088

Lana Clarkson found
modest fame as the
star of a cult movie, “Barbarian
Queen,” in the 1980s, but was
working as a nightclub hostess
at the time of her death. While
fans of Bitch or Wendy O’ Williams might take issue, there really has been no female who has
been more important to the metal
scene. However, she does have a
unique voice in the same was as
singers like Halford, King Diamond or Bon Scott. They sang
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of Evil Leather Pants with lyrics
like, “Yeah I’ll pay your cab fare
home/You can even use my best
cologne/Just don’t be here in the
morning when I wake up,” or “I
think I killed somebody.” Very
evil. 2I want a recording of Azentrius’s knife-gargling screams
from the annual expedition to the
Huge Salad Bar Restaurant where
he shot her twice before shooting
himself in the chest. He survived
his wounds and contacted Zhamogortsyan for help.
Mike  Plateosaurus

089

Mike
suffers
from
schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder and depression. If one
dreams of a funeral oration, mercy will be vouchsafed to him from
heaven and he will be redeemed.
This is only if he sees the word in
writing. Since the age of 17, the
Frick area native has been repeatedly arrested during psychosis for
nuisance crimes like disturbing
the peace, only to serve his time,
fall off his medication and get
arrested again. “The problem of
course is that 8 million mentally
ill suspects are being discarded,”
Nachminovitch said. “If it were
as easy as simply stopping the
peaceful herbivore — measuring
up to 10 meters from head to
tail — then that would have been
done a long time ago.” 2On three
separate occasions, his dinosaur
hallucinations were so severe he
tried to commit suicide by provoking the police to shoot him
when most of Switzerland was

covered with desert and its landscape may have looked much like
the estuary of the Nile now. The
Frick area contained the bones of
one animal per 100 square meters,
Sander said, so the entire area
might contain bones of 100 more
Plateosaurus.
Five years  a collision crushed leg

090

Five years after the horrible bloodbath at Camp
Crystal Lake, a 54-year-old office
worker was out on his motorcycle
with a group of friends when he
was unable to negotiate a curve
in the road and bumped into the
central barrier. He felt excruciating pain, but did not notice
that his right leg was missing; all
that remains is the legend of Jason Voorhees and his demented
mother, who had murdered seven camp counselors. 2At a nearby
summer camp, the new counselors are unconcerned about the
warnings to stay away from the infamous site. Carefree, the young
people roam the area, not sensing
the ominous lurking presence.
One by one, they are attacked and
brutally slaughtered. 3The man
and his leg were taken to hospital,
but the limb had been crushed in
the collision.
Amid carnage  beer cans

091

Amid more carnage,
gratuitous sex and evil
shark clatter, two adolescents
are shown kissing on the deck of
a water slide. Suddenly, they are
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pushed down by an unseen body.
“There’s a good chance he was
drunk or drugged. Only an idiot
would jump into the Megalodon
cage,” zoo director Vuk Bojovic
told Reuters. At the end of the
slide, they meet an unfortunate
death in the crushing jaws of the
Megalodon. “And who would believe you? A disgruntled employee with stolen, confidential documents? Local media reported
that police found several mobile
phones inside the cage, as well
as bricks, stones, dental implements, and beer cans.”

Midtown said they still support
Vick, because they feel he is innocent, it doesn’t matter that more
U.S. children would go without
healthcare; it doesn’t even matter that this latest effort would
impose burdensome regulations
from the federal government on
states. What matters is that he is
a victim of a racist judicial system.
4
“It’s bad. I don’t condone it at all,
but the punishment is too severe,
(they’re ruining) a man’s career,
all he did was kill a dog and shoot
a football player in the knee.
Then he fled to Silent Hill.” said
barber Don Megalodon.

The fire  Don Megalodon

092

The fire damages half
the old section of Silent
Hill. The fire destroyed six houses. There is absolutely nothing to
indicate that it “burnt down half
the town.” I can’t believe that
crap is still going on, seven years
later. 2Now, after Vick accepted
a plea deal on dogeating charges,
some of those supporters said
Monday that Vick let them down.
“I shed a tear,” said Gerald Rose,
head of the civil rights group New
Order. “I’m sad right now.” 3Silent Hill 3 cannot occur anywhere
near Silent Hill 4 simply because
Rose spotted the ice-entombed
body of Leo Mustonen in October 2005. He, like many Vick fans,
still stand behind the Falcons
superstar, despite expectations
that he’ll be going to prison. Rose
said Monday that Vick now has
to regain the public’s trust. Fans
at Playmakers Barber Shop in

Courtney Thorne-Smith  the dogs

093

In Courtney ThorneSmith’s debut novel,
“Windows Without Buildings,”
the characters include a vulnerable TV star, a philandering husband and Cho who demonstrates
repetitive behaviors, such as listening repeatedly to “Shine by
the alternative rock band Collective Soul,” a 1994 singles chart
hit from their album Hints Allegations and Things Left Unsaid.
2
Cho told Koch and Eide that he
had an imaginary girlfriend by the
name of “Jelly,” a supermodel
who lived in outer space and who
called Cho by the name “Spanky”
and traveled by spaceship. Cho
told Koch and Eide that he “had
problems over there before a
couple of houses down with the
dogs. It’s one of those things. I
just hope Jelly is OK,” Koch also
described a telephone call that
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he received from Cho during the
Thanksgiving holiday break from
school. During that call, Koch
said that Cho claimed to be “vacationing with Vladimir Putin,”
with Cho adding “Yeah, we’re
in North Carolina. Putin would
crawl over hot coals to have lunch
with me.” In response to Cho’s
claim, Koch told him “I’m pretty
sure that’s not possible Seung.”
3
The dogs may have gone into
the house to attack another dog,
according to Putin they attacked
the woman in her bed as she tried
to fight off the dogs.
Tell a friend  a refrigerator

094

See the “Tell a Friend”
button at the top of a
Web page? Click it, fill in your
friends’ names and you’ll be telling whether many older Americans routinely engage in vaginal
intercourse, oral sex and masturbation, a landmark study into a
long-taboo subject reported. 2A
34-year-old man, Daniel John
Trefry, everyone knows him
by Sno-Man, was charged with
lewd conduct and attempted
kidnapping. Trefry was arrested
Wednesday following a tip. Jacksonville Beach Police says it received more than 60 leads following releasing a composite sketch
earlier this month. About one in
seven men (14 percent) said they
were using drugs to improve their
performance, an old cure — a
bread, butter, sugar poultice bandaged, changed regularly it will
come to an head, keep clean with

a mild antiseptic. 3He said Trefry
also began wearing a helmet and
sunglasses that obscured much of
his face. “He came in where you
could only see his mouth,” Saayfan said. “I would say, ‘What’s
gong on, Dan, why are you covering up?’” “I dont want to live in
a universe where there wasnt a
take-out box full of Chinese Buddha Mongolian Beef buried in my
backyard that is the size of a refrigerator.”
Feguer  Harry Potter

095

Before Feguer could
die, Phalaris opened
the door and took him away and
Feguer was buried in an unmarked grave in Fort Madison,
wearing a second new suit that
was provided for his burial. In
the suit pocket was an olive pit
from his last meal, which consisted only of a single olive. The
condemned was stripped naked,
plunged into already boiling giant
cauldron of molten lead, sewn up
inside the skin of a dead animal,
typically with a fair amount of its
putrescent flesh still attached,
taken to the top of a hill and
bound in place, typically with
only his face exposed and quickly attracted vultures, which tore
through the skin of their peculiar
prize and helped themselves to
generous morsels of flesh and internal organs, then shut up a brazen bull, made totally of brass and
a fire was set under it, heating the
metal until it became “red hot”
and causing the person inside
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to slowly roast to death. So that
‘nothing unseemly might spoil his
feasting’, Phalaris commanded
that the bull be designed in such
a way that its smoke rose in spicy
clouds of incense, so the head of
the ox was designed with a complex system of tubes and stops
so that the prisoner’s screams
were converted into sounds like
the bellowing of an infuriated
bull. 2Phalaris himself is said to
have been killed in the brazen
bull when he was overthrown by
Telemachus. 3Going to his death
he screamed horribly, “Bella Sara
is now my favorite collectible card
game, topping my previous favorite, the Harry Potter CCG.”
He told  his eyes

096

He told the woman, “I
kick myself in the butt
a hundred times a day. Stupidity, classic me. Just trying to figure out, I’m just asking myself,
why was you so stupid?” He said
in a letter that her 12-year-old
daughter, Divad Phalaris, was
spattered on her face with grease
while cooking potatoes on a wood
stove, and that four other children
required medical attention after
they accidentally drank bleach.
Her daughter also had a rash that
had caused scarring, and burns
on her face and hands from slowly roasting in a brazen bull. 2“We
need to send a message that Florida will not tolerate these kind of
crimes,” the girl’s father, Mark
Lunsford, said after the sentencing, wiping tears from his eyes.

I can sing  okra sowing

097

I can sing and rap really
good but I cant sing in
front of any one but my brother
and bestfrined an my mom doesnt
like the rap music I listen to or
like to rap like lil boosie so what
could I do? Originally you thought
that I would do an album of standards and I wanted to include a
Tom Waits song. I know the Red
Hot Chili Peppers can do a live
show. I don’t know anything about
vocaloid but the music is cool
even though I feel silly listening
to it and also I like Cato. We share
a birthday and I like his scarf. And
I don’t know, I kind of suck at this
right now. I suddenly have all this
shit that I’m trying to plan and
get done and take care of and I’m
all “Damn! I just need a pedicure
Really badly but unless I find
someone who can do one while
I’m running my ass all over town
I am S.O.L.”, and so, I see Tom
Waits as being kind of cruel and
reprehensible, hmm…so…I dont
think I have any talent. I want to
be a photographer or a poet or a
singer. But I cant sing, obviously,
it’s not an album where I’m trying to sound like him. It would
be impossible. 2He came across
an “amazing, huge, empty historically landmarked Mediterranean
haunted mansion a stone’s throw
from where we all lived.” For the
next approximate month, Frusciante, Kiedis and Flea remained in
seclusion, never once leaving the
house during the entire recording
process. They write such cinemat-
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ic and kind of open-ended songs.
3
“They was interested in walking
through the house and stopped
to ask questions along the way,”
Willie Stegall said. “He was especially interested in his father’s
room. Before he left he took a pod
of okra and a brick from the back
yard. He said he planned to plant
the okra in his garden.”
The following events  a subspace tie

098

The following events
took place in an alternate timeline in which the USS
Voyager did not enter the Borg
transwarp conduits and return to
Earth in 2378. 2405: Morn takes
over Quark’s bar from Quark.
2408: Sen. Larry Craig peered
through a crack in a restroom stall
door for two minutes and made
gestures suggesting he wanted
to engage in “lewd conduct,” according to the police officer who
arrested him. 2422: Police were
called to Owen Wilson’s home
because of an attempted suicide
report. Jake Sisko asks Jadzia Dax
and Julian Bashir to help Jake
free his father from his displaced
time. Nog gets the USS Defiant
out of mothballs and Worf gets
them permission to enter Bajoran space. 2450: Jake Sisko dies,
crashed his bicycle in Canton
Township, Washington County
landed on his handlebars, and a
brake handle was driven a few
inches into his body, according to
his 12-year-old sister, thus releasing his father from the subspace
tie that links them.

Initial assessment  a sick mind

099

Our initial assessment
is that they will all die.
Six holes have been drilled into
the partition dividing the stalls
over three weeks in attempts to
learn anything about the status of
the senator who ran his left hand
several times underneath the partition dividing the stalls. No one
knows whether Craig survived
the collapse, which left reinforced
roofs of mine tunnels mostly intact but blew out the walls. “The
presence of others did not seem
to deter Craig as he moved his
right foot so that it touched the
side of my left foot which was
within my stall area,” the officer’s
report said. It has been rumored
that he has a wide stance when
going to the bathroom. 2They are
sick in their minds. They say they
brought 65 g-spot orgasm wands,
glass butt plugs and probes into
center of city. I say to you this talk
is not true. This is part of their
sick mind.
James Bledsoe  a hobo

100

James Bledsoe lived in
the office of the All Star
Inn Motel. On Monday, March
17, 1986, around 10:30 pm, Mr.
Bledsoe had been walking around
the motel when he was seen in
the breezeway in front of Room
327 struggling with the suspect.
As we read Dick’s mind, we learn
that the older man is terrified of
room 327. 2Bobby says, “Whitney
had blocked my number when she
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was staying at Hogwarts for the
Triwizard Tournament. She told
my mother that life was not worth
living after thirty. I paid $10,000
for Whitney and Bobby Kris to
live in a nice hotel while Whitney was going through rehab. At
the same time, I basically lived in
my car wearing a plaid shirt, blue
jeans, and western style boots.”
3
The previous day, Mr. Bledsoe
had asked a suspected male pimp
to leave the motel property after
some of the motel workers complained about him living in his car
like some kind of hobo.
A 40-year-old  in the 70s

101

A 40-year-old Denny’s
waitress was fatally
stabbed in the neck and chest in
front of dozens of customers and
children at the tourist-filled International Drive restaurant, by
her boyfriend Brian Bonsall, who
played Andy Keaton in “Family
Ties;” the short haired 14 year
old in a leather jacket and Hammerfall T-shirt cried and pleaded
with the Manager to do something. Did they care? No! The
manager said she was still going
to charge me if I left!!! Bonsall
was arrested in March after his
girlfriend told police he poured an
alcoholic drink on her face while
she slept, put her in a chokehold
and threw her onto a bed when
she tried to leave saying that he
needed the money for food and
that it was very hot outside and
could he please just redeem the
cans and bottles and then he

would leave. The manager threw
him into the parking lot scattering
his aluminum and plastic treasure
onto the hot asphalt. I worked at
Denny’s for about 6 years, when
Denny’s addresses these problems rather then finding out who
to blame then they will become a
great restraunt again like they had
been back in the 70s.
Chris Benoit  switching roles

102

Pro wrestler Chris Benoit suffered brain damage
from his years in the ring. “The
world is not into hearing about
the ills of steroid use. We no longer seem to care. Steroids are like
car alarms. When one goes off, we
give the annoying sound a courtesy
glance and go about our business,”
said Frank Gatson Jr., a choreographer for singers including Usher
and Beyoncé. 2Wrestling swagger,
born in the ghetto, boasts about
lives of crime, as thrillers, survival
stories and parables of entrepreneurship. They offer their audiences fantasies of stardom and
pleasure, to be viewed from the
other side of a velvet rope. 3The
Rock is a pretty good actor. After
high school he earned a major role
on the ABC Family show The Secret Life of the American Teenager. Every wrestler that attempted
acting had anabolic steroids in the
home and tests conducted by authorities showed they had roughly
10 times the normal level of testosterone in his system when they
died, but with The Rock, he’s
able to switch roles.
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Theo von Cock  blood

103

Theo von Cock and Bertie Vinegar Tits, who
smoked up to 10 cannabis joints
a day, who has a $10,000 system
in their car, said they think the
city is imposing to many rules
on people. “If we’re going to be
getting ticketed for stereos and
stuff, how about fixing up the
streets so I’m not bashing up my
rims when I transport dogs,” Republican pollster Whit Ayres said.
“Expectations are sky high for this
mutt, I’ll be glad to pass you back
to him, who will pass you back
to this lady, who will pass you to
the Battistes, he better perform flawlessly out of the box or
a lot of people are going to start
grumbling that he’s not the great
savior we thought he was,” speaking on the site of a 42-year-old
battlefield where a pit bull terrier
mauled to death a five-year-old
girl. 2The living room floor was
laminated and awash with blood
and she had in her system about
140 milligrams of alcohol per 100
millilitres of blood.
Two weeks ago  a cane

104

Two weeks ago I had another bump in the road
when I saw Marky Mark in my
two children’s bedroom armoire
at 2:30 a.m. Monday. “I don’t
remember much, that there’s a
whole other circulatory system
in my penis, and that I can trace
it when it’s hard, a stain on the
fitted sheet, if a samurai does it,

it’s not really rape.” Mark said;
he seemed very lethargic and
confused carrying a hobo bag
filled with petroleum jelly, plastic gloves, girls panties, chemical-soaked rags, gum, candy, a razor and putty knife and costume
false teeth. He had a 41º fever,
his face was covered with sores,
he was gasping for breath and he
had immense pain in his head and
side. Two weeks, a dozen pills and
20kg of body weight later, Marky
Mark is now limping around the
village with a cane.
Nothing good  penguins

105

Nothing good has come
out of Japan, and nothing ever will. With the exception
of Cowboy Bebop and Trigun,
Man-Bat kind of creatures, doujinshi and yaoi fanart, cute little
kitten ears. Japanese people don’t
have normal pets, they prefer
yellow electricity producing creatures which they put in balls when
they’re sick of them. Some even
have beer drinking penguins!
A hip-hop mogul  It’s crazy

106

Hip-hop mogul (and Michael Jackson’s uncle’s
girlfriend) Maxine Dupri was not
satisfied with the level of intoxication in the room, screaming at
people while picking his intestines back up and shoving them
back inside, he ordered 10 bottles
of Patron tequila for the crowd.
“I want everyone in here to get
drunk, seriously slick work here
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from two good friends. Kid Fonque & D-Malice drop their debut
single on Atjazz Record Company.” Foxx yelled sporting black
sunglasses and a do-rag. “I want
people stumbling home. We’re
partying tonight. Why can’t you
people just sit in the clouds and
play harps like you’re supposed
to?” Champagne, and not tequila,
was his drink of choice, swigging
from a bottle of Don Perignon as
an assortment of women danced
around him. A brunette in skintight jeans and a tank top flashed
her breasts repeatedly, until an
IED ripped through his military
vehicle he crowed, “It’s crazy up
in here.”
A homeowner  horse not alive

107

A homeowner in Seminole County, Fla., threw
a tantrum in front of media over
possible animal abuse charges
that he asked a construction
worker to bury his horse in a grave
while it was still alive. “That’s
two years in a row, man … give a
horse hater a chance,” said West,
stomping around his entourage
and directing his comments at a
reporter. West, waiting for an elevator in a crowded hallway, began
yelling to use a tractor to dig a
hole for a horse on a nearby property. He took out his 9mm Beretta
and shot the horse in the head to
put it out of its misery. Except he
missed and shot it in the neck,
causing it to make a horrible noise
and lift its head in the air. He refused to bury the horse alive.

Sitting here  13 stitches

108

I’m just sitting here
in my recliner, playing
Oblivion, and then I realize he’s
trying to find that particular horse
because he has inventory items
stashed in the horse… he’s not
just trying to recover it because
he needs a mount… then I realize My eyes are on Fire!! Who put
tabasco in my contacts? then I
drank 26 beers before my rectum
and my intestines fell out a couple
inches from my butthole. I had to
get 13 stitches.
Jacob Brighton  let them die

109

Jacob Brighton, 16,
never said he loved volcanoes. I said I hate sea turtles.
I only said that volcanoes spew
lava and eat babies. Horses also
eat babies. He shot and killed his
parents because he always felt
like a disappointment to them,
he did not have a job when his
parents wanted him to, smoked
marijuana and did not share the
same “qualities or interests” as
his father. According to Brighton
he began thinking about shooting
his parents on Aug. 2 while he and
his father, 47-year-old Richard
Brighton, were watching Finding
Nemo together in a bedroom of
their home in western Fort Pierce.
“Sounds like so many crossroads
in America,” said Ruth Knack.
Did you see Finding Nemo? Sea
turtles smoke marijuana. They are
old, shell-bound, sea faring pot
heads, and I say let them die.
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Rockland County  almond cookies

110

The Rockland County
health department hit
the Great China Buffet restaurant
with two violations after someone took pictures of an employee
stomping on a bowl of garlic and
Oriental foods with his boots in
an alley. Strange odors lurking
around the buffet area made me
projectile vomit oatmeal all over
my pregnant wife and cats after
I was stuffed to the gills with almond cookies.
Edward Gierlack  well shit

111

The body of Edward
Gierlach, 91, was discovered by his son in the driveway
of his property in Iosco Township,
about 55 miles northwest of Detroit, police said in a statement.
Gierlach lives in a nursing home
in Fowlerville. Family told Local
4, he often visited the property on
nice days. The pit bulls, ten in all,
belonged to a neighboring farm,
according to police. “Its hard to
determine because once we collect them, some of them are related so they appear similar. It’s hard
to determine which dog did the
attacks,” said Det. Sean Furlong.
2
The dogs will be tested and animal control will decide how many
of them should be euthanized.
I say that because I can only assume we will all be long dead by
the time many of these points occur. To roll a twelve, there is only
one possible combination, two
sixes, but to roll a seven, well shit.

Abigail  Abigail’s intestine

112

Abigail has big brown
eyes, a dazzling smile
and at just 6 years old she has
already competed in local swim
meets. A search of the pool filter
turned up Abigail’s intestine.
Suburban Atlanta  inspiration hatched

113

In old suburban Atlanta,
things changed fast. The
new foods were cheap, unhealthy
and hard to resist: toaster waffles,
corn dogs and the chocolate syrup
Adrian liked so much he guzzled
it straight from the bottle and
just ate and ate and ate until he
weighed 500 pounds and had borderline or moderate mental deficiency at age 7 years. Kids who
start puberty at 7 or 8 are usually
without branches near the cell of
origin. “They used to make fun
of me at school, hurling water
balloons at me from the back of
the cafetorium of the elementary
school, some kids squinted. Othersput their hands up to block the
light.” Adrian says, “so I sat on
them until inspiration hatched.”
A Lewiston woman  inside her

114

A Lewiston woman who
said she was “horrified”
by the content of an acclaimed
sex education book has checked
out copies from two libraries and
refuses to give them back. She
was actually the girl in high school
that had the hot dog broken off
inside her.
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Officials  a workboot

115

Officials are investigating unconfirmed reports
that a meteorite crashed in southern Peru over the weekend caused
dozens of people to become sick.
The crater is some 66’ wide and
16’ deep. Local media have reported eyewitness accounts of a
fiery ball falling from the sky and
smashing into the desolate Andean plain near the Bolivian border
Saturday morning. When a meteor strikes the earth, its radiation
turns the recently deceased into
flesh-eating zombies. 2As the living dead swarm, hip-hop mogul
P Diddy sauntering down the red
carpet, toothpick firmly in mouth,
black Gucci loafers gleaming was
exposed to the amoeba, naegleria
fowleri, and suffered from flu-like
symptoms. The killer that lives
in the hot, fresh water is a single
cell amoeba that once exposed
to the human brain through the
nasal passages is always fatal. 3As
the living dead swarm, a group
of frightened survivors whip the
crowd of tastemakers, fashionistas, and celebrities like Beyonce,
and Paul Rutherford of Frankie
Goes to Hollywood until they
lie bleeding in the gutter, pleading for help. By then, no one will
hear your cries, as the poison dulls
your senses and your mind sees
only the mirage of paradise instead of the reality of Hell. 4What
the fuck is a fashionista? I’ve had
one on the stove since noon and
it’s still the consistency of sole of
workboot.

Indiana Conservation  a lifestyle

116

Indiana
Conservation
Officers tried out new
sonar equipment Wednesday
during a diving investigation
into submerged cars at the Angel
Mounds boat launch. Divers located four cars, three bodies and
four weapons, including one 303
rifle, one double barrel gun and
two spring rifles, and one boat
carrying the spirit over the waters
of time under the water. 2A letter writing relationship between
Richard Ramirez “The Night
Stalker” and Scott Peterson has
recently developed, Richard recently wrote to Scott and offered
him his condolences, thoughts,
and ideas, about his future in prison, and also his basic lifestyle.
One experiment  gas and tolls

117

In one experiment,
Wansink placed candy
jars of chocolate in office workers’
cubicles for a month. Then, he
moved the candy six feet away.
Simply having the candy closer
meant the office workers ate five
more candies a day. That adds up
to 125 calories a day, or 12 pounds
a year. His experiment failed
when every child died of improper administration of vaccination
as compensation and his creditor
Pizza the Hutt “ate himself to
death”, without taking the agreed
payment, a million spacebucks,
instead taking a much smaller
amount of only 248 spacebucks
for food, gas and tolls.
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Gross  a kept promise

118

The grosss neuropathologic changes in her
brain were precisely of the type
seen in patients who enter a PVS
following cardiac arrest. Dr. Victor Gambone, an internist and
Schiavo family physician, independently made the diagnosis of
persistent vegetative state (PVS)
within approximately one year after Schiavo’s cardiac arrest. Can
you imagine what it would be like
to be in Terri Shiavo’s position,
to be slowly and painfully killed,
and not to be able to speak up to
prevent it, to have a father with
a lower BMI than less active children, some kind of super robot
who looks like he had bad acne
and a stupid mustache? 2The best
would obviously be 1 year awake
and 1 year of sleep. This can only
be done at a coffee shop, I recommend a Starbucks. Did I mention
that on my sleep year off, I just
put all my money in some low
risk investments, and bam, I got
$69,000 now. I kept my promise.

as a predator could not regularly
fall into synchrony with the cicadas. Both 13 and 17 are prime
numbers, so while a cicada with a
15-year life cycle could be preyed
upon by a predator with a threeor five-year life cycle, the 13- and
17-year cycles allow them to save
people from starvation by allowing
them to eat Brad Pitt’s face.
I’ll be there  a Wang

120

“I’ll be there at 12:01
a.m. with all the other 14-year-olds to get my copy,”
said Wang. “I gotta work and I
gotta eat, but I can sacrifice my
sleep.” The alien armies of the
Covenant are seeking to take over
the planet, while an even more
nefarious alien threat called the
Flood threatens the galaxy’s very
existence. Hey Wang, why dont
you enlist and come with us, then
you can see first hand some of
that “actual” stuff. Or are you just
that, a “Wang.”
I love  Texas

Fallingwater  Brad Pitt’s face

119

Currently Fallingwater
gets more than 120,000
cicadas annually. Last December,
actress Angelina Jolie surprised
boyfriend Brad Pitt with a visit
to the home for his birthday. Some
cicadas go through a 17- or occasionally 13-year life cycles. These
long life cycles are an adaptation
to predators such as the cicada
killer wasp and praying mantis,

121

I love science. I’ve always loved uttering a
long, horrified scream as the bullets tore into the car “what I am
going to do with my face or my
hair?” What am I going to wear,
like I’m almost a little obsessed
with it. It’s kind of unhealthy.
Science Daily is one of my bookmarks. I’m super dorky… But
knowing what I know now and
going through what I’ve experienced, like a brazen attack that
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killed and wounded dozens and
fractured an effort to foster amity
between the rival sects, mutilated
with a meat tenderizer, throat slit,
and this one had her ass beat in,
I would probably want to maybe
be a documentary filmmaker, and
be able to use the prestige and
respect that comes from the courage he’s showing by undertaking
a mission of certain death. 2They
were shot by a posse of four in
Texas.
He then  female guests

122

He then joined the
United States Marine
Corps, he then writes down a 3 in
his card but Jerry scolds him.He
then took shape of a Lion, he then
switched over to Windows to show
a word processor.He then went
from Kisangani to Kigali, Rwanda,
he then handed Him over to them
to be crucified. He then tells Billie that Bo asked him if he had a
kid out there. He then attended
Cornell where he received his Ph
D, he then spent the night in a
“container” housing unit, he then
realized how good it felt to lash
out and to inflict pain, He then
joined Shire Pharmaceuticals as
Head of Global Strategic Marketing. He then began to collect
robes, clothing, horses, and other
things of value, he then shot himself so badly in the face that he
could not be identified. He then
unzipped his trousers and pulled
out his penis. He then began waving it about in front of teenage
bridesmaids and female guests.

Throughout a show  a police dog
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Throughout a show
Thursday night, the
32-year-old singer-guitarist complained about the sound monitors
onstage at the State Theatre. At
one point, he moved two monitors, his microphone and his guitar pedals. Five officers came in
the front entrance led by officer
Rick Crum, and moved toward the
stage. Officer Wond ver Khalifa
came in through the back door,
behind the stage. Gale only saw
the officers in front of the stage;
he never saw officer ver Khalifa. When the hostage moved his
head, Officer ver Khalifa shot
Gale in the face with a police-issued 12-gauge shotgun. He then
turned around and told me he was
relationship phobic and that he
had served as a marine and once
bit a police dog.
Leeeroy Kenderick  shoe boxes

124

Leeeroy Kenderick was
a chubby youth and
self-described “couch potato who
played video games and didn’t go
outside much.” Since then, he
says he was getting bored with all
the talk of “mana” and the probability of survival being “32.33,
repeating, of course”; and decide
to go it alone. He has dropped 40
pounds and learned to swim and
bike. “I got a bike for Christmas. I
touched it once, fell off and never rode it again.” Leeeroy, you’re
such an idiot. Silica gel bags are
often found in shoe boxes.
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Third wife  asshole like that

125

His third wife, Rachel
was his crush since high
school and their relationship was
almost on again- almost off again
within years. They get married
but it almost lead to divorce but
Ross panic to be triple divorcee.
A wealthy, attractive couple. A
swinger lifestyle. Well-heeled
connections among the city’s
movers and shakers. 2Gordon
also told both parents to avoid
alcohol or “other non-prescription
controlled substances” 12 hours
before taking custody of the children. Instead, she drunkenly held
up a supermarket at gunpoint
wearing a bikini and submerged
an 18-month-old baby’s feet in
boiling water, causing second-degree burns. 3He formed a band
when his still in College. I’ve seen
em live, and they sucked real bad.
Hey, I’m an asshole like that.
I have always loved  who rides alone
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I have always loved the
man who played Mr.
Belvedere. I have always loved
sports, athletics; they have been
an important part of my life. But
music is athletics, a sport more
difficult and fascinating than any.
I love the smell of a new baseball
mitt, the feel of new bat, and the
stiffness of a new pair of soccer
cleats. I have always loved sports
bras just the same. So one time
a few weeks ago I was really sick
of her complianing so when she
said that I was a jerk for throwing

food at her I just said ‘Baby, I got
these tickets. I’ll see you on the
weekend there,’ and that leads
into her saying, ‘You don’t care
about me, blah blah blah, It looks
as though you led me up to the
summit shrine in the culmination
of a yearlong rite, drugged me and
then left me to succumb to exposure,” Rock says. “She finally
comes up with this: ‘I just had a
miscarriage’ and hangs the phone
up.” I said, “Bitch, you can never be a star, I’m the pimp of the
nation! I’m Petey Rock Wheatstraw! I just want to cook you a
simple meal, but I want to cut
into you, to tear the flesh, to wear
the flesh, to be born unto new
worlds where your flesh becomes
my key. I’m the Man Who Rides
Alone.”
The injured men  made of grass
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The injured men were
working with picks just
beneath, when they were buried
by more than a ton of sand and
gravel. The gang of twenty men
who were employed with them
dug them out. Most residents
were at work in Roubeix’s candle
factory and only seven people
were in their homes when the
landslide occurred. They were
watching daytime television and
reading magazines like Redbook
and Good Housekeeping. Evacuated homeowner Russell Moore
told CNN he remembers hearing the earth “groan” in what he
called a “slow avalanche.” This is
very brutal. It just crushes your
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skull in, but at the same time,
the brutality comes through as
being just a wall of noise. But you
know what Voltaire said, “I may
disagree with what you say, but I
will defend to the death your right
to say an avalanche doesn’t have
to be just collapsing snow forts
made of snow – as opposed to, you
know, snow forts made of grass.”
Argento  a small handgun
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Argento has claimed
that Tenebrae was influenced by a disturbing incident
he had in 1980 with an obsessed
barber. According to Argento, the
barber telephoned him repeatedly, day after day, until finally confessing that he wanted to kill the
director. 2As he sunbathed near a
sign warning of amoebas, Ronald
“Bo” Ward, owner of Bo’s Barber
Shop, one of six people to die this
summer in the United States from
the naegleria fowleri amoeba,
seemed unconcerned about danger possibly lurking beneath the
clear, inviting waters. “It’s beyond
description to watch your most
precious, beautiful, wonderful,
loved Barber Shop become a vegetable essentially and then die,” Bo
said. Can you try to imagine that?
An unending heart that loves you
without fail? His heart will not fail
you, His love will not leave you,
He will not abandon you. He told
the council his business would go
under if he couldn’t get his home
rezoned as commercial. 3I just
have this hunch that something is
missing, a tiny piece of the jigsaw.

Somebody who should be dead is
alive, or somebody who should be
alive is already dead. 4“Y’all have
put me under. … I’m out of here,”
he said before shooting himself in
the head with a small handgun.
MILF  Robert Vaughn
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The Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF)
called on authorities not to be
hasty in their investigation on the
latest bombing in Kidapawan City.
Twenty-year-old sheriff ’s deputy
Tyler Peterson fired about 30
shots inside the small apartment
where a group of high school students and recent graduates were
watching movies and eating pizza about 2:45 Sunday morning,
authorities said. 2There’s no way
to stop the drugs, said MILF
Central Committee spokesman
Khaled Musa condemning the
latest atrocity by “the followers
of darkness” calling them as cowards. They’re coming. Tyrants and
freedom-haters, you have lost the
war. Surrender. It was the high
school’s homecoming weekend.
The MILF was quick to deny the
accusations though. 3Prom dresses, shoes and pageant dresses
littered the streets and roads in
the foggy, early dawn. Nala Rains
is running. Running from her past
to start a new life. Startled by the
invasion, residents rushed out on
their lawns with flashlights, then
rushed back inside, as the birds
flew toward their light. Anne,
the reporter for The Witness, has
tracked down an area man who
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was the last person to have seen
the ivory-billed woodpecker and
it turns out to be none other than
Robert Vaughn!
A mother  I’m in pain
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A mother believed convicted bank robber Anthony Ray Artrip was barricaded
in a motel room at Knights Inn on
Hickory Grade Road. She went
to spy on him by crawling under
an SUV outside her husband’s
alleged girlfriend’s house in the
1300 block of the road. She apparently fell asleep under the vehicle
and became trapped after someone let the air out of the tires. She
is seeking to have the womb of
her severely disabled daughter removed to prevent the 15-year-old
from feeling the pain and discomfort of menstruation. Katie cannot
tell us ‘I’m in pain.’
Angela  a weakling
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Of course, that chemistry with Angela started
to die when Tony transformed
from the easy-going, straight
out of Brooklyn kinda guy (similar to his persona on Taxi) to an
uptight, extremely embarassing
and overprotective father (Danny
Tanner, Full House). I was starting to get depressed about the
downfall of society and was going
to move into the Yukon and live
as a loner when Fourteen-year-old
Asa Coon shot teacher Michael
Grassie and three others at SuccessTech Academy in Cleveland,

Ohio, last Wednesday after the
discovery of a collapsible baton in
his computer bag at John Wayne
Airport in Orange County. Coon
then turned one of his guns on
himself. Coon was the only one
killed. 2Older people who’ve had
life experience had reasons to be
angry (Remember when he sang
most of 1982’s electronic “Trans”
through a vocoder?). 3But He was
a total wuss, and they even did
an episode where he kept getting
beat up because he was such a
weakling.
The Candlemaker  she vanished

132

The Candlemaker is an
egregore, removed from
the physical plane of existence
eons ago who one day discovers
an opportunity to escape into
the physical realm in the form of
Sydney, an ape-faced girl with an
addiction to cute little horse parties called Bella Sara. She stood
beside a crumpled van on a desert
highway, bewildered and trembling as he clung to a white tennis
shoe during a blinding sandstorm
in the Dreaming, Morpheus’s
realm, and the waking world, with
occasional visits to other domains,
such as Hell, Faerie, Asgard, and
the domains of the other Endless.
Sydney has about 24 horses already. But in DC Universe Bella
Sara is rarely featured after 1990,
so Sydney gets frustrated and her
horses go hungry. she reaches
out to Lyta Hall, formerly Fury
of the 1980s super-team Infinity
Inc. and other planets spirits im-
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ploring their help to extend her
powers through the cosmos. The
woman is now a young girl again.
Sitting atop a large rock, she looks
up to the heavens with a smile on
her face. Then she vanished.
A paramedic  Bee Gees
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A paramedic and rescuer
Dongle L. O’Dontrell,
who wriggled into the passageway
and slathered a frightened Jessica
in petroleum jelly died hogtied
and wearing two complete wet
suits, including a face mask, diving gloves and slippers, rubberized
underwear, and a head mask, not
to mention what was discovered
inside his rubber briefs, while
apparently in the midst of some
autoerotic undertaking. He shot
and killed himself at his parents’
ranch outside Midland. His life
“fell apart” because of the stress
of the slathering, the attention
it created and the anticlimactic
return to everyday life. Following
his death, his surviving brothers
Barry and Robin announced that
they would no longer perform as
the Bee Gees.
You know  his death

134

You know, we’ve grown
musically. I once had a
party at my house and someone
had shat on my walls, toilet, sink,
and my bathtub. There were feces everywhere (if you look at the
toilet and with your eyes draw a
5 foot circle-there the poop laid).
Im not sure how it happened or

why they didnt clean up their
mess or sit down properly. 2I
mean, listen to some of the rubbish we did early on, it was stupid.
The Maurice Gibb album track, ”
Sex Farm” was #1 for three weeks
in March, 2005 in the country of
Turkey. Gibb loved the sport of
paintball, and had a team which
he called “Lil’ River Rats and
the Adventure of the Lost Treasure.” He promoted the sport at
every opportunity, and opened a
paintball equipment shop, “Cecal
Volvulus,” in North Miami Beach,
Florida. 3Some people think he’s
real and some think he’s pretend.
Some people think he likes to go
out dancing. some people think
he’ll explode, some people think
he’ll implode, some people think
he’s not evil. I, personally, think
he is evil. Some people think he
did horrible things to a girl who
didn’t want it. So why would he
fake his death?
Like people  good looking
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Like people in general, Kirsten Dunst and
Orlando Bloom are struggling
inside the awkwardness of life.
“I think that Fernando Alonso
could have put the idea into their
head,” that they are both struggling to differentiate their public
personas from their deeply private
individual emotions, struggling
inside the awkwardness of life.
In discovering each other, they
find an outlet for accomplishing
just that. I’m sure it may be dismissed as “two-dimensional” and
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“uneventful,” however, that is
not the case. 2If you think that,
then here are six things you need
to know about. 1) There are no
tropical cyclones at this time. 2)
There are many other, scarier conditions that can cause nephrotic
syndrome, such as diabetes, lupus, and some kidney-specific
ailments. 3) There Are Liberals
Under My Bed! 4) There are
6670903752021072936960 Sudoku grids. 5) There are no gays in
Iran, says Ahmadinejad. 6) There
are other places to live outside of
Lowell! 3What I will tell you is that
I am a teacher, I live in Wales, I
have two children, I am separated
from my wife, I write extensively
in both English and Welsh, I have
had numerous articles and poems
published in both languages and I
am extremely good looking.
George Eastman  his attackers
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George Eastman was
miscast in a theoretically romantic part. He seems
to find all the sex in the story at
least faintly embarrassing, which
is something you’ll never, ever get
from Guido Crepax. “The image I
have when I close my eyes is of his
chest heaving upward after,” said
Kevin Dale Stanfield, another
witness. Very little blood spilled
into the pan under the chair’s
mesh seat. The volley hit him.
His chest was covered with blood.
I didn’t sense any romance on the
show whatsoever? I’d argue that
it was one of the least romantic
versions of the Superman mythol-

ogy to date. As members of the
group disappear or are murdered
by a mysterious man, the survivors
search for clues as to what is going
on. They find a diary, which tells
the story of a man who was shipwrecked with his wife and child.
In order to survive, the man was
forced to eat his dead family. He
ordered pizzas “with everything”
for his last meal and is said to have
chosen the firing squad as he rummaged through a trash bin and
was then killed after he showed
his buttocks to his attackers.
A man died  breathless sleep
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A man died trying to
help rescue a Canadian
novelist caught in rip currents
while swimming in the Cocoa
Beach area. It wasnt me, baby, no
it wasnt Christian Bok, baby. It
must have been some other body,
uh uh, baby, it wasnt Christian
Bok. This is perhaps the deepest
meaning, in Spenser’s Mutabilitie, of the gnomic remark addressed by a goddess of Nature to
a goddess of Change: “Thy decay
thou seest by thy desire.” If you
read books or know of their power
then you would know that nobody
holds sway quite like a dead man.
2
Ford said he saw someone floating in the water, and no it wasnt
christian corpse paint. I just did
what ever, haha, on the guys face
to make it look like he has tried
to hide his identity. The unidentified dead man was unconscious
and taken to a next of kin. 3No
dreams breed in breathless sleep.
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His success  a servant
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His success was proving
to be the most sensitive
moment in their lives. It seemed
as though he had ceased to see
the child in her, and had not discovered the wife. Jennifer Lopez is mourning the death of her
Madre’s restaurant in Pasadena,
California, awareness is so low
that he did not understand her
struggle, her sense of limitation
to serve her favorite Latin dishes
that her grandmother prepared
like “fish wing soup” eaten by
35 percent of urban Chinese last
year, made from shark fin, and
many thought the fins grew back.
2
The 38-year-old singer, who is
rumoured to be pregnant with
twins, was performing at a gig in
Los Angeles when she learned of
her own death on Saturday. She
felt herself little better than a
servant.
Shopping rush  Raul Vasquez
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When I do shop, I do
kind of get a rush. It
makes me feel good, but afterwards, though, I get depressed,
like a boy with brain cancer who
was given a miniature horse by
the Make-A-Wish Foundation that
was killed by a pair of pit bulls
who were found roaming in his
yard. I’ll buy something even if I
really don’t like it because I have
to come out with something, like
a pull cart, a blanket, a halter and
a bridle set. I have $135,000 in
credit card debt, $1,700 a month

for three cars, two mortgages at
$685,000, and two weeks behind
on their mortgage payment. I am
a total baddie, but my husband is
just as culpable for stabbing our
tied-up lover and miniature horse
so he could drink their blood,
Tiffany Sutton told Maricopa
County Superior Court Judge David Udall. The 31-inch tall horse,
Anniversary, was donated by the
foundation to Sutton in late
August. 2When he escaped, she
chased him with a pickax. Two
days later, Anniversary was found
dead on his property in Pampa by
a christian father, Raul Vasquez.
These creatures  hallucinator
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These creatures do tower fully ten feet at the
shoulder. They have four legs on
either side and a broad, flat tail,
larger at the tip than at the root,
that they hold straight out behind while running. Their gaping
mouths split their heads from
their snouts to their long, massive necks. By the time Danny
Stinnett was able to find her, the
black bear was standing over her
lifeless body she was approximately 80 yards away with. He felt like
the father of her, since it was his
his mighty jaws which opened the
door for them to another world.
After a minute of awkward silence
he pushed his seat back, stood
up, apologized for wasting my
time and fed me to the waiting
lions (Rashard and Big Steve). I
felt a burning anger that I have
never felt before, and then a very
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strange thing occurred, the fans of
MCW, began to chant my name,
begging me to fight back harder.
I was finally able to hit Raze with
my hallucinator.
Honorary degrees  good times
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Honorary degrees are
stupid unless they have
already received a degree from a
much similar degree plan. Boys
are stupid, throw rocks at them!
In 2006 it was announced that a
boy named Beverley Knight was
to be was presented with an honorary degree from the University
of Wolverhampton. After the ceremony Beverley Knight remarked
that the recognition “reflects
not only on my interest in Salma
Hayek nude for charity but my
lust for violence. You, as the being I am in conversation with, did
not literally exist in this century.
So I finally just gave up on Call of
Duty 2, and I installed Battlefield
1942.” 2 Olivia, my daughter, is
impatient, she already invited her
friends to the pool. Today, they
claim that misandry doesnt exist,
couldnt exsist, youre crazy dude if
you think this is true. Actually all
I am trying to say is that we shall
need the knife as well as the cake
stand. And you know what, the
more men and women deny the
existence of misandry, the more I
know its true, not cuz I remember when me and my friend had
a sleep over and dared each other
to play Doom all night, just to see
how long we could play until we
piss our selves. 3Good times.

I dreamt  into the sea
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I dreamt of myself with
Danica in usths ta me
nkita ako na babaeng nakapantulog na bestida. I dreamt of
myself with Le Corbusier vandalizing House E-1027, Eileen
Grey’s masterwork in the South of
France. He kissed me on the neck
with his razor. (The man reaches
up and slits the woman’s throat.
The front of her dress runs dark
with color.) And if it’s true that
this cliché has now been mostly
supplanted by another how does
this help a woman striving to
make it on her own? Who are her
role models? In New York Winka
Dubbeldam is just starting to leave
a mark on the city — without, I
should add, a husband to balance
her books and stroke her eggs. But
such examples are few and far between — and even they are still
relatively unknown and Drunk As
She Should Be. 2In the misty dawn
with teeth chattering, a voice,
“leave her alone, she’s a person,
just like u and me. she does wot
she wants to do, good luck to her.”
3
As I didn’t get to watch the Steelers play, I watched about half of
the Skins-Lions game (bleh) and
then Corb and I went to see The
Incredibles. That’s right I saw it
again, twice in one weekend and
it was worth it even for the sake
of a terrific fuck, like one of their
fucks of yesteryear. It’d be great
if she decided to present us with
some more of that skill. 4One last
time did he turn ’round – Then he
walked into the sea.
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In January  Rosamunda
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In January, an auto accident resulted in Malloy’s skull becoming dislocated
from her spine. The medical
term is “internal decapitation.”
In other words, she was the living
dead, the walking embodiment of
the guilt and grief that engulfed
France over the next 20 years.
She still has one stubborn eye
that remains a problem. For now,
she wears a patch on it until another surgery corrects it. “I still
have depth and perception problems and I’ll still point to something over there when it’s really
right there,” said Malloy. A faint
murmur reached her lobes, had
someone spied on her through
her dance of the elements? Someone quiet, delicious perhaps? As
if in a trance, she reached out to
it. Then, as before, the Grand
Inquisitor reached across five
centuries and He spoke with her,
she replied back. They were discussing the wristwatch in some
fashion. 2As we stood there, I felt
the effects of a spell, a very powerful one, overcoming my person.
I clung to Bastian unconsciously
as the watch sucked us in. Or was
it Rosamunda?
Fulci  Amaral
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Never one to shy away
from death, Fulci begins with a stylish suicide, a woman jumps from the edge, her face
pummeled along the rocks. Fulci
of course shows it all, so take it in,

because you won’t see another like
that until the finale. It turns out
the deceased woman has a vision.
She sees another woman, dead
and buried behind a wall. This
girl is a club dancer of the new
breed, which means it is all about
the money, no showmanship, no
personality, no real skill. A mirror
smashed. A cigarette lit. A bag full
of enzymes and GFP. An ominous
red light. 2She can’t quite piece
it all together, but something is
awry. She decides that she wants
to be close to her dead boyfriend,
so she digs up the skull and plants
it in a pot that sits next to her
bed. Later a plant grows out from
it and the branches move around
and snake over her breast. 3That
was when she got involved in the
Miss Massachusetts Outstanding
Teen program and fell in love with
it. “It was just a really good fit for
me,” Amaral said.
A child killer  pin up boy
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A child killer, who
speaks, bizarrely enough,
in a Donald Duck-esque voice, is
preying on young boys in a small
Italian village and it’s up to a
reporter and that local girl who
vomited sheep entrails during the
intestine purging, to have their
eyes gouged out on a splintered
piece of wood very slowly and
painfully. Bob’s skull is violently
drilled through using an electric
power drill. Some have said that
it points out some interesting social commentary — for instance,
the transient nature of love in our
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modern world. Others have taken the notion that the realm is a
sort of purgatory for souls, with
the presence of the blind girl as
evidence of it. 2In order to throw
her off his scent, Dexter plays on
Deb’s insecurities and leaves a
series of clues utterly useless to
look at, like “fan-produced” design blueprints of Star Trek space
vehicles, for the detective and his
temporary partner, a psychologist
enlisted to create a profile of the
killer. 3He is played by Udo Kier,
former Warhol pin-up boy.
One night  cat’s blood
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One night he took an
Ambien, which failed to
work. He took a second one and
fell into a stupor, only to wake up
an hour later, his mind still racing
about sasquatch. As for Factor
VII, Colonel Holcomb said he
understood the concerns of the
Army’s critics and agreed there
was no strong evidence that the
drug decreases mortality or other
complications in wildlife trauma
patients. 2Instead, He claimed
that the flickering of the cinema
screen had robbed the electricity
from their brains. “Last week I
probably slept an average of two
hours a night,” he said. “I couldn’t
stop thinking. My body was exhausted, and my mind was still going. My CPU will never get super
PI 1M done in 21 seconds! I think
I’d have to OC it to 3.50Ghz+ to
get 21 seconds, and that I could
only do with dry-ice, or a suicide
clock.” He began wandering the

streets at night, rearranging furniture within the house, and spent
long periods locked in his room
writing incoherently. His book
was called “Seven-Foot Man-Eating Chicken,” an allusion to the
Life of Olaudah. 3A few years after the film was made, Patterson
received a written letter from a
man in Thailand who assured him
a sasquatch was being held in a
Buddhist monastery. Patterson
spent most of his remaining money preparing an expedition to retrieve this creature, only to learn
it was a hoax. Patterson died of
Hodgkin’s lymphoma in 1972,
still swearing to the authenticity
of the film. Some speculate that
the onset of his schizophrenia was
precipitated by toxoplasmosis,
a parasitic infection that can be
contracted from cats. 4The F.D.A.
has approved the drug to stanch
bleeding only in hemophiliacs
and people with a congenital deficiency of Factor VII, not in those
whose blood is cat’s blood.
Full of thoughts  a movie
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Full of thoughts, he retired to his chamber, and
delighted with the taste and luxury of Cookie Pursonality products,
he composed the following ode.
“You are beautiful, but you are
empty,” he went on. “One could
not die for you. You are shameless
and loose. I recently purchased
your Mint Jalapeno Jelly. You have
been babied your entire life. Any
pain, scrape or bruise was dealt
with by expert, overly-cautious
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doctors. You became a giant wuss.
It is not your fault, though, you
simply don’t know any different.
You’ve got it in control, your pockets lined in gold.” 2Then, tired,
he climbs to the top of a frozen
hill, looks through his spy glass
and sees Uncle Roy’s boat, The
Catship, stuck in the ice, and
dreams of love’s sweet sway. “An
elf queen must my lady be, No
other is worthy of me, In all the
land, I say.” Oops, I think I saw
that in a movie.
How long  Allentown
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How long before the
government finances an
ad campaign, inviting black-metal fans from around the world to
come to the most evil country
on Earth? Where a 60-year-old
Indiana man critically injured in
a fight with a carnival co-worker
died Sunday after docking with
the man. “Basically, it was just a
fist fight that turned romantic,”
Meredith said. “There was no
intent to kill the guy.” Certainly
some sort of cultural exchange
program seemed to be under way
with such pieces of elaborate nastiness as George Harper having
his eyes gouged out and eaten
by the cannibals and the graphic
onscreen destruction by outboard
motor of the zombie head when
its owner ambushes Chandler
and Lori by the dinghy and with a
variety of instruments the urethra
is enlarged. Commonly, inflatable
tubes are used which are then enlarged to stretch the inner walls

of the urethral sphincter. But,
Around the world metal endures
— and, in its own subterranean
way, flourishes — in nooks and
crannies like BFE Pennsylvania.
Mr. Kjellson kept saying, “You
having a good time, Allentown?”
Or, “Thank you, Allentown, Pennsylvania.” Or, “This is the last
song for tonight, Allentown.”
Lamb  thathqwath
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Lamb finds himself outside in the real world,
beginning with a visit to his
now-dilapidated home of his
youth. they’re playing love songs
on the radio tonight. But not
without going on a killing spree
first, even though it appears to
be out of Lamb’s control, as it’s
not unusual for him to vomit and
utter remorseful words after committing these murders. I have a
confession to make. I like Fabio
Testi and Gwen Stefani. There
it’s out. I danced to Hollaback girl.
I’ve grooved to Hung Up. I know
what your thinking, “Someone
institutionalize that girl.” Well, I
am sorry, I cannot help eating my
young. They are small (1/16”?)
beetle-like flying bugs with irredescent green backs. Any idea
what it is and what will kill them?
I’m in Nebraska and one thing
I won’t be ashamed of saying:
Franz Ferdinand = sex. 2When
he emerges from the home, he is
stricken with Capgras syndrome
and some girl with a lisp says, “Oh
my fucking christ god it’s a full on
thathqwath”.
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I stopped  we become dragons
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I stopped telling him my
latest plans. He says Im
not going anywhere with my life
now and all I do is sit at home
and get on his nerves. My dad
says things like “get back on the
basketball team first” when I ask
him to pass the mashed potatoes.
I have been applying for employment the last few days, and my
brain is mush! I cannot think at
all. I didn’t make it through the
thing. Ugh Tristram Shandy, but
it is still my favorite book (at least
that is what I tell him). He and
some buddies started an online
resource site for people who invest in the Foreign Currency Exchange Market, or something. But
we love our little Eli, and don’t
know what we ever did for entertainment before he came along
(oh, yeah I do: We went to movies,
dinner, snuggled, etc.). Now, we
see that our lives are meaningless
in the face of an indifferent, absolute Truth. I want to be a god for
at least a day. Then you can huff
freon while I defrost a freezer. If
we take the red pill when we die
we become dragons.
While I felt  cat urine
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While I felt as though I
had been faced with a
nightmare unique in all the world,
I came for the food, and well, it
was filled with viruses? “It’s one
of the common viruses we’ve been
seeing on cruise lines,” Okubo
said. “Most of the time, people

recover, it makes their skin sting a
bit but most people can go swimming if they have eczema.” The
Norwalk-like virus infected about
9 percent of the ship’s 2,500 passengers, and no one was hospitalized, the cruise line said. Some
passengers are occasionally found
eating their young and growing
interested in fountain pens. I
was a bit startled to learn that
my friend was dating a man who
was half Japanese, half Jewish,
since “he must be hard-working
and good with money.” Passengers who felt sick, as well as their
cabinmates, were asked to remain
in their rooms for 24 hours. Norwegian said it was giving those
passengers a $200 on-ship credit.
Would you recommend this site
to your friends if you knew that
it was filled with viruses? 2“Have
you ever seen someone lie on a
bed of nails (in person)? Have you
ever seen someone fall in one of
those manholes out in the middle
of the street? Have you ever seen
someone jump effortlessly over a
7 meter high electric fence? Have
you ever seen someone naked in
their motel room with the drapes
open?” 3Now imagine it was 100
years ago. Now 100 years hence.
Who can say what is a flaw? Humans can imagine. Maybe a flaw
would be to lack imagination. I
can imagine a planet called Nike
or Budweiser, where I drink lava
for pleasure in merest moments
I discover a week later that the
check they wrote me bounced,
it went through the 2nd time,
but I couldn’t believe they’d
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bounce a credit check, gee do
you think an LL would rent to
you if you bounce the background
check? 3My mailman gave me a
funny look today, I think it was
the shirt. So I ate his skin. His
name was Tomeran’s Errol Flynn of Taelcat. He was skin and
bones, his fur was matted, and he
smelled like cat urine.
This woman  a navy camp
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There is this woman
who works with me, and
we don’t really care if she gets
stuck in a foreign country or fled
to Mexico with a student who was
an illegal immigrant. She is also
one of those people who appear
touchy and uncomfortable in their
own skin, acutely sensitive to being in the world. Perhaps this is
what gives her voice its awkward
vitality and its edge. By that I
mean she had a tough sad face no
man would ever want to kiss. And
By that I mean she reminds me of
June Cleaver. She likes making
apple pies on Sunday afternoons
and setting them on window sills
to cool. When she does finally run,
and find’s someone she thinks can
help her, is she really blind to the
disfigured, drill-sporting maniac
that she’s been running from as he
walks right up behind her, in the
open desert no less? The kid is
sophisticated. He shaves, he has
a mustache. I’ll be requesting his
original birth certificate from the
Mexican consulate. Outside of
the restricted zone poultry farms
will be able to trade freely with-

in Europe. Within the restricted
zone there is a complex series of
measures which will allow some
trade to continue under certain
conditions. 2They urged her to
continue eating eggs and poultry
meat, saying they remain safe as
long as they are properly cooked.
3
It ended Friday, when her body
was found in a cave in a remote
part of McDonald County with a
sort of early modernist feel – like
El Lissitzky, the Russian constructivist. As usual, she smelled
like a well near a Sri Lankan Navy
camp.
She tensed  a house of cards
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She tensed a little as
she realized they were
going higher, but then she smiled
as she felt the water vapor brush
past her. Savio was found in the
bathtub, her hair soaked in blood
from a head wound. A coroner’s
jury ruled the 40-year-old’s death
was an accidental drowning, even
though there was no water in the
bathtub. Investigators had theorized the water had drained out,
but now say evidence suggests
that someone killed Savio and
then disappeared in columns of
light. 2The next morning, Thelem
was coordinating the beam-up
of crew members who were still
planetside. He was standing with
Minister Brekken when Apollo
and Sam were walking into town,
arm-in-arm. They were both
asleep again when Dominic returned to leave the keys and took
off in a rocket ship from Earth in-
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tended to go to Mars, but he forgot to account for the gravitational affects of the Moon and ended
up on Venus. There he made his
residence in a replica of the Cinderella’s Castle for Walt Disney
World made as a house of cards.

stride across deep snow like Jesus
across a cup of blessed Mochaccino. They are pagans. The last
atheist that stood up to Chuck
Norris ended up with a face-full
of Jesus uppercut faster than
Chuck Norris failed biology.

Climactic fight  failed biology

In this town  a shattered arm
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In the climactic fight
scene, Chuck was losing
badly and everyone knew the end
was near when he starred in Missing in Action, the first of a series
of POW rescue fantasies produced
by Israeli cousins Menahem Golan and Yoram Globus. He played
A shy, pretty girl who works at the
cookie store in the food court.
2
My mate read it though, and said
the movie was rubbish compared
to the book. The book was about
ancient Greeks and the Olympics.
The kids go to the Olympics and
there is a big sign that said “No
girls in the Olympics.” Annie goes
to the Olympics. Annie disguised
herself, but she got caught. But
once there she finds that she is
now changing into a cat and that
if she does not escape by dawn is
doomed to remain one. I looked
around, there was no sign that
read – “No cats in the Olympics.”
3
In Norway they are known as Skogkatter or the Norsk Skogkatt.
They appreciate high vantage
points and enjoy climbing trees,
or, if they are indoor cats, climbing on appliances, bookshelves
and other elevated surfaces in
the home. They have fur between
their pads that allows them to
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“In this town, if you lift
a rock you find a writer,”
There are many explanations for
why the caves are so rich in bookstores and author readings, but
two are paramount: many book
lovers live in the valley, he lost
part of his skull in the blast and
part of his brain was damaged.
Half of his left arm was amputated and some of the fingers were
blown off his right hand, etc. The
cult excavated the cave system
themselves after their leader, Father Chumbler, told his followers
to hide themselves away to await
the end of the world, which he
predicted will take place next
May. Chumbler is Caucasian,
early to mid-20s. A little chubby,
but he wears his size well, along
with his cool chin beard. He has
a tendency to make aware his attraction to attractive girls on his
sleeve. He has no shame. “I’ve
met the man, and he’s definitely mentally sick, big time.” 2The
cult’s tour bus skidded off an allegedly icy road and went onto its
right side. Burton was thrown out
of the window and the bus landed on top of her. It is debatable
whether Burton was dead at this
point or not, although she would
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certainly have been critically injured. A winch that was lifting the
bus off her snapped, causing the
bus to crush her a second time.
3
Previously she lost both her legs
when a rocket-propelled grenade
struck her Blackhawk helicopter
on November 12, 2004. Her right
arm was also shattered.
Do you want  noni juice
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Do you want to taste
something disgusting? I
don’t know about you, but when I
walk into a restaurant and it isn’t
Japanese and therefore I know
the offending item isn’t going to
be uni, the mucho macho man in
me accepts the challenge. 2Would
you waste your precious, precious
time reading the things you read?
And let him know the things on
which your mind and spirit feed?
I wonder how long it would take
Jon Mikl Thor to reach same
level of thetan as Tom Cruise.
3
Would you pretend that you had
an audience in front of you? If I
told you, would you pretend that
you cared? Why would you pretend that you are not trying to
accomplish anything, if people
aren’t even interested in listening
in the first place? Do you spend
your days writing test code for
your organization? Do you spend
your days putting out fires, never
having time for your Life? What
are some of your passions and how
do you put them in your life? I
know it’s discouraging when you
see other people succeeding and
you feel like you are on a plateau.

Please don’t give up. What’s the
difference between them and
you? Do you write novels, take
photos, watch buildings, walk
about the City? Do you spend
your days locked up in a clumsy,
cluttered office, sitting next to a
uniform desk in uniform settings.
Feeling like your life is passing
you on its way to Paris, and was diverted and landed in Lyon about
35 minutes ago, and that’s where
it sits when hell breaks loose and
the hamburger infection spreads
quickly leaving Jennifer Love
Hewitt and her lame boyfriend
wearing matching yellow polo
shirts. Color me unsurprised. So I
ended up with a shot glass of noni
juice.
Jon  independent living
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Jon dreamt of a tropical
island and a pillar of fire.
At the center of this pillar was a
person screaming to God for mercy. The person’s writhing was excruciatingly slow. Jon watched on,
grimacing at the pain he caused
that would define a fertilized
egg as a person or a Totino’s or
Jeno’s pizza with pepperoni topping as food. 2E.coli O157:H7 is
a potentially deadly bacteria that
can cause bloody diarrhea and
dehydration. Still, the east shore
battery did not produce St. Johns’
surrender; only close range serving of wretched flesh would turn
him into a compulsive gambler
and put his libido into overdrive.
3
“I detect that you felt more for
this fellow than you wish to let
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on… Libertine: “Egads! How did
you deduce that?” Because you
smell like cat pee and you are
interested in being silly, boobies,
cat pee, ranting, spanking. And really, “I love you because you smell
like cake batter” is not satisfactory in the least. Hey, you should
really see this! Because, seriously,
if you’re on point enough to be
online buying a shirt, then you
should really know what shirt size
you are. If you dont think you are
fat, then why? As long as you are
happy with yourself, then that is
all that matters! Can you see that
I’m serious? 4Sandra Meninno
stabbed her children before stabbing herself. She was scheduled
for arraignment in Tauntaun District Court on Tuesday morning.
5
All you did was let me go I never
thought I would regret the way I
felt when we first met and now
I’m standing here alone in this
world, alone screaming and crying
like a pathetic, frightened little
four year old in your bunker eating pizza fingers and micro-chips.
I freakin’ love independent living!
Despite  the street
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Despite the band’s elation by Frusciante’s
return, he was both mentally
and physically torn. Frusciante
had not played in several years,
having previously sold every guitar he owned for A Star Trek 2:
Wrath of Khan 25th Anniversary
U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701 16inch Starship and some lifesize
ragdolls. He gives his doll daily

massages in the home he shares
with his disapproving Mum and
Dad, takes her out on day trips to
the coast where she watches him
hang-glide, and he rips her eyes
out, finishes her cup of tea, and
waits for the police, to whom he
eventually confides his odd name
(Linoge) and his enigmatic message (“Give me what I want and I
will go away”). And they all dream
the same dream — of flying and
falling and being alone… like getting misty when I see an old lady
wandering down the street.
L’enfer  into the sea
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L’enfer, c’est les autres.
“It’s not a silver bullet,” he said. “At the same time,
technology is increasingly a tool
that is customer-friendly. He was
living up in the mountains about
an hour and a half from where I
live, which is about three hours
north of San Francisco, and when
he called I just chucked my amp
and my guitar into my van, drove
up to see him and we just wanted
Bobby Templin to fade away, melt
into the sea of ordinary humanity.
2
She spent all day at work, and
then came home to write for four
hours every evening. In the mid
’50s, she approached Fran, who’s
a major pansy left-wing liberal
and suggested that they go together in the nearby forest. Faust
agreed, and once in the forest,
stabbed the Fran to death. After
Faust committed the murder, he
went with members of Mayhem
to burn bibles and hymnals at a
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nearby ski-jump. 3The helicopter’s blades turn until the engine
winds down, implying that Fran
and Peter would not have had
enough fuel to escape.
Celebrating  fictitious oppression
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It started in 1998 when
we were celebrating in
Belgium the 20th anniversary of
when Jacques Brel died, Oh Wait,
That’s Me. I am lazy. I sometimes
worry that it’s not a natural lazy.
When I asked her class of six and
seven-year-olds to dress up and
name a teddy bear, and keep a diary of his outings, two teenagers
traveling on a motorbike died in
a collision with a police car. 2The
event has also been described as a
rebellion, rather than a riot. Deceased 25/11/07. Dead for nothing. The police never appeared,
having been ordered to withdraw
for their own safety, although several assailants were later arrested
and one sent to prison. Instead,
Denny the bear was rescued, not
by police officers, but by unarmed
civilian black neighbors who, seeing the assault live on television,
rushed to the scene. Police said
the body has been taken to the
Wayne County Medical examiner’s office. However, police said
it will be difficult to ID the body
because the head, hands and feet
have been cut off. Police said they
were able to determine it was a
bear, who was wearing only underwear. Two teenagers were electrocuted during the riot in a power
station in another suburb, Clichy-

sous-Bois. 3Orlando Bloom, that
mighty Ringer who leaves teenage
girls dripping with insanity, and
Gillian Gibbons, 54, are spending
their second night in a Sudanese
prison, accused of insulting Islam’s Prophet. She faces a public
lashing or up to six months in prison if found guilty on charges of
blasphemy. Your linking this tragedy to a fictitious oppression by
the French culture is akin to Pat
Robertson saying that Katrina
was God’s punishment on Americans. Granted, its a tad corny,
but who doesnt love a feel good
story about inter city kids finding
themselves thru music and a little
fictitious oppression?
Jean Genet  Nokia 6620
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Jean Genet said, after reading Sartre’s
“Saint Genet,” he felt a “kind of
disgust.” He said he “saw himself naked and denuded.” The
guy looked like he had about as
much brains as the Hello Kitty
stuffed toy that Hevn had given
Natsumi-chan on her birthday,
waiving a gun at people he believed were stealing his all-terrain vehicles. Then, they covered
him in lard and sent attack dogs
into the room. He had a heart attack. That was what changed his
philosophy. 2Former New York
federal prosecutor Andrew McCarthy wondered, “Does christianity get a vote” on whether to
accept him? Mailer: “This guy
isn’t a murderer, he’s an artist!”
Even though Abbott described in
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chilling detail how it felt to kill a
man, Mailer the intellectual, got
Abbott freed from prison. Just six
weeks later Abbott stabbed to
death Binibon Café night-manager Richard Adan, a twenty-two
year old kid, on Manhattan’s Lower East Side. Last I heard of the
persecuted Abbott, he had converted to Judaism and bought a
shiny new Nokia 6620.

sounded like a loved one who
has passed. Are you, too, at that
point in your trial that you cry
out, “God, I’m at the end of myself! I can’t take anymore! I’m so
miserable I could die! But, wait,
you are a self-absorbed POS. And
the story still isn’t over. Dad dies.
Suddenly. Without warning. Now
what, punk?”
Kesher  further trouble

It’s hard  punk
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It’s hard to go home at
night from a job that’s
so much fun, and every time he
walks out the door the sunlight
shines on the oaks, and wildflowers, and Tom Cruise, who had remained silent about Scientology,
was removed from his box, wound
up and sent out. Its a crazy world
where anything can happen, including me, on the 6th of September 1986 and great woman laid
the egg that is me and the world
change irrevertably. So… inside
that egg is a monster! He gasped.
To stop this horror long foretold,
remove your foe into the cold, the
strange voice continued. It then
said that to decide whether the
conduct alleged is extreme you
must undo it so that HijackThis
shows everything. Then you can
bask in the glory of having your
name on the Internet. Niftyness.
But, people will start looking for
you and you believe in a whole
new way when they are planning a
party. Imagine sitting at the piano
after a family dinner and hearing
your name whispered by what
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Kesher receives a call
from his female assistant
who informs him he is out of money, and that the film’s cast and
crew have been let go. There’s
nothing like a good mystery. In
their twelve years together, they
had never spent a night apart.
They claimed to have photographed a number of Iowa license
plates of cars that were allegedly
following them. The couple’s behavior became more erratic, with
Blake dumping urine on a neighbor’s bbq, and wondering Who
will win this year’s Viagra Award
for Male Insecurity in Watch Design, Panerai or King Conquistador? They said that agents of
Scientology (among these they
included, Tom Cruise, Beck and
artist, Miranda July, she attracts
crowds worldwide for her exhibitions and brings in thousands,
sometimes tens of thousands,
of dollars for her paintings. She
knew that her career had passed
the point of child prodigy when
people looked at her art and said,
“That’s a Nechita.” the truth is
she isnt even that tall in heels)
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or had been following them in
public and keeping them out of
the movie business behind closed
doors. The assistant also passes on
instructions summoning him to
meet “the Cowboy” at a ranch just
outside of L.A. Kesher, skeptical
but compliant, arrives and finds a
threatening man dressed as a cowboy. He tells Kesher that he must
give the role to Camilla Rhodes
to avoid further trouble.
Lombar Hisst  it was disgusting
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Lombar Hisst assigns
a cowardly, sadistic,
greedy stooge named Soltan Gris
to head the mission to Earth, in
order to sabotage it and destroy
Jettero Heller. When a fight
breaks out, it is swiftly controlled
by security, but one of the ejected
men can be seen by his car brandishing a bat. 2Vistaril is known
for taking mild sedative sometimes used for symptomatic treatment of anxiety, neurosis or as an
adjunct in non-related diseases in
which anxiety is apparent. It is
also useful as an anti-emetic (to
prevent nausea), and in treating
allergic pruritus such as chronic
urticaria and atopic and contact
dermatoses. 3Hisst said that after
Gris was shot Wednesday night,
he rode his bicycle from San Bernardino to his home in Rialto,
before calling police about 11:40
p.m. He told me he had snorted
two caps of heroin his first afternoon in the country—his first
hard drugs ever—and had taken a
hit every day since, but the crea-

tures failed to notice her. Vistaril
ushered Haydn away, watching
open-mouthed as the vicious, persistent Ryuko wolf-dogs casually
padded into the pond of muddy
water beyond them. The dogs
rose up and chased the wolves
into the hills. But night after
night they could still hear the wail
of the wolves. 4However, to be is
to participate in being; therefore,
it is a constant struggle to transform the be into being. You must
be an ing or cease to exist. Be Ing!
Be an ing full of inging. But it
does mean that it is going to be
spaded under. Now, you can say,
“Well, who are you to say that?”
And I’ll tell you who I am. I am
the guy who’s got the key at the
moment. 5“Sergeant, are you describing the act of masturbation?”
“Yes.” “Did you masturbate with
Wesley McManus?” “No, he said
that it was disgusting.”
Leeeroy Jolley  one last caress
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As Leeeroy Jolley, who
has described himself as
both an atheist and agnostic, says,
sometimes you ask too much.
Even Dinard’s trainer, Dick
Lundy, acknowledges that his
star gelding always suffered from
sore shins. 2Let “Einstein on the
Beach” be your Lipitor. 3Ask your
subconscious if you must, but
it will probably tell you to mind
your own business, at which point
you simply need to lower the glow
& halo intensities on your intentions. Stay here with death! Come
come sweet death. Do not stop
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thinking about dying, rotting,
wasting away,’ and the effect it
has on our minds. We wait down
here at the bottom, ready for war,
ready for one last caress.
It’s nice  still dead
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It’s nice to see some
things never change.
Rich Little, who turned 69 yesterday — and whose 1976 variety series lasted just six months
— is still doing the 7 p.m. show
Thursdays through Sundays at
the Golden Nugget. God is still
speaking Printer Friendly. The
Internet Is still Dead and Boring.
Generalissimo Francisco Franco
is still dead. Randall Hyde makes
his case for why learning assembly
language is still relevant today.
And why should the world care
about the rantings of some fuck
in east Kansas? 2Here is a secret,
Hondo. Where did these people
learn to whisper? An Israeli helicopter? But you know what? My
one problem is with the casting of
Willem Dafoe. He’s good, but I
think John Turturro would have
made a better Windigo. Oh... wait
a minute… he’s still dead?
A 31-year old  I don’t think so
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A 31-year-old plagiarist
fell and struck a clothing
rack with his face as he was trying to escape away from Joyce’s
wrath. He added: “If I italicized
‘Moby-Dick,’ then would it be my
book?” “I don’t know. But I don’t
think so.”

Our play area  perfectly fine
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Our play area is chock
full of fun, bright toys
and books to keep the kids entertained so you can read tripe like
Plato and Teen Chat. All you
can do is just shake your head &
accept that it is difficult slogging
through it on your own, but I am
trying to cull out things to make
me feel important, I’ll just have to
accept the fact that I am important and behave like I am important, but things havent changed
even after 6 and a half years in
Japan. 2My son Kevin and I had
hopes of catching a 20 lb. fish.
He tried eating nuts in my class
just to impress all my classmates
but my attempt backfired; almost
vomited. Like most other things
in life they take time and practice.
I gave up on it just like you did,
and like I do with everything else
in my life. 3This Kid Is Useless.
So I gave up on him too. A shame
because I know he would’ve done
it perfectly fine.
One day  the incident
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One day he boarded a
fishing boat with the
now ironic name “Freedom.” And
then he was gone. So what does
Olivia Newton-John believe
about the man she’d called her
“treasured friend”? Flellis explains that he accidentally killed
“Dr. Gröss” while operating on
him the prior week. However,
days earlier, in an interview with
people magazine, Olivia said she
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believes Dr. Gröss didn’t fake his
death, if, for no other reason, than
to not hurt his son, she explains
the absence of Dr. Gröss by stating that he had taken his own
life, having been driven insane
as a result of witnessing so much
death and described in haunting,
vivid detail, the incredible highpitched ringing in his ears as a
part of his overall state of mind at
the moment of the incident.
The only reason  spiced cider
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The only reason I’ll want
to live is to hear you tell
me how an Xmas of sitting in an
easy chair by a roaring fire with
family, reading a stack of new
texts whilst drinking soy nog and
spiced cider.
A man  was amputated
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A man who believed he
bore the biblical “mark
of the beast” used a circular saw
to cut off one hand, then he
cooked it in the microwave with
a Perdue Oven Stuffer Roaster
and canned corn. “It had been
somewhat cooked by the time the
deputy arrived,” Sheriff ’s Capt.
Ben Wolfinger said. The book of
Matthew also contains the passage: “And if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it off and throw
it away. It is better for you to lose
one part of your body than for you
whole body to do into hell.” “That
kind of mental illness is just sad.”
Wolfinger said he didn’t know
which hand was amputated.

His demeanor  Christ
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“His demeanor is so very
different from musicians
who I know. He doesn’t want to
stay up all night drinking beer
with other bands. But he’s always
the first to bring cognac and discuss Henry James.” He started
dressing in brown about five years
ago. “It’s going really well,” he
said. He has composed operas
for Lincoln Center; D.J.’s regularly at Beauty Bar on East 14th
Street, where he spins vintage
bubble gum psychedelia; and performs occasionally with the Three
Terrors, a retro concept group;
he invented Penicillin, the first
antibiotic. Penicillin has helped
millions of people fight infections
and disease! He’s Do, of Ti and
Do, a little religious “UFO cult.”
When he was 11 he saved Sarah from people who capture 3rd
borns and sell them to the city to
be killed. He also claims to be a
former skeptic, liar, and all around
unbeliever who’s seen the error of
his ways and now accepts Christ.
Holiday parties  sing-alongable hook
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Holiday parties and food
aside, I am being drawn
into the vortex of housecleaning.
We first hired maids when both
of us were working full-time, and
money was more available than
time. Now that I have lost 30
pounds, I have more confidence
and am able to do the things I love
with the ones I love! We will do
things differently but I will never
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understand how one of my siblings
can slide down so far from reality
and put themselves on the path to
save about $170 per month. I did
a full cleaning on Wednesday as a
test and found it takes me about
4 hours to do a similar cleaning. I
found and cleaned a lot of places
the maids have been missing for
about a year. Low and behold,
there was a pile of feces, along
with some paper towels! I’ll only
need to do a full cleaning once every other week, and I can split the
job over more than one day. I can
also do the laundry while cleaning.
It goes to show that nobody pays
attention to subject matter when
its coupled with a catchy tune and
a very sing-alongable hook.
My story  cash up front
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My story began about 4
years ago in my local FYE
CD store as I was perusing the
metal section for something to
complement my growing collection of power metal releases. With
the CD stuck at an angle, the
changer’s internal error detecting algorithm determined that
there was an error and refused
to try to accept Lacuna Coil as
a legitimate metal band. I, a lone
Viking warrior poised to impale
the planet Earth with the fire’s of
Mount Doom, could not believe
what I had gained in weight and
I was gutted. I said that, from
this moment on, I would lose the
weight I had put on – plus more.
Not only are a lot of heavy metal
fans traditionally closed minded,

they’re also remarkably self-conscious about how their belly button will look in a bikini or how
it will look pierced or decorated
with some form of body jewelry.
Most of them are just plain weird,
but that’s why you get the cash up
front.
Mobs  Calabasas
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Mobs hunting immigrants in poor suburbs
around Johannesburg have killed
22 people. To make matters
worse, the military used the surrounding land as a nuclear testing
range, and his father got killed by
a burning tyre around the neck.
“I come before you here seeking your forgiveness. In the most
humble manner, I look in your
eyes and I say please forgive me.
You don’t have to be Jewish to be
a friend of Steven Spielberg. You
don’t have to be a Muslim to be a
friend of Muhammad Ali. And you
don’t have to be a Scientologist to
be a friend of Tom Cruise.” 2Now
he is a slobbering, homicidal mutant that has to be keep locked in
a shed with the name Boadicea
on my lips. When Boadicea realizes that Simone looks just like
his long lost mother, he convinces himself that his mom has returned to make the family whole.
He takes Simone back into his
house where she begins trying to
find some way to escape. 3Simone
Critchley is a British philosopher
who teaches Heidegger’s “Being
and Time” at New Village Academy of Calabasas.
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And then  best fiber
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And then I dreamt of
a time when what is
happening today would happen,
I dreamt of a golden tree in the
middle of a garden, I dreamt
of Nehanda; had visions of her
standing in the middle of a treeless plain that seemed to turn into
a tunnel formation, and the tunnel not only appeared in front of
me but it was behind a gas station
where the fallout from the Battle of Fondor sent Teneniel into
semi-catatonia. 2Gerald Ford
claimed the nightmare was over
when he was shorn for the first
time, it was noted that he had
some of the best fiber ever seen.
Maina  Tipper Gore
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“Maina, we know you are
a charlatan and we have
the information to prove it. You
are a faker as I see it, and you use
cheap theatrics. You blame Toyota for every problem, you need to
hold in your head a fact pattern
that allows you to answer its questions.” It would be easier for me
to pray if I were clear and of a single mind and a pure heart, but the
odds are against me, I’m already
doomed for failure. I’ve been delt
some shitty fucking cards. And all
you can do is whine, whine, whine.
Beaten in a fishing competition by
a young whippersnapper who can
barely find his way around in his
own home. 2When I asked for a
glass of water, he ended up in the
bedroom. Of course, you liked the

bedroom, so in that nasally peanut
butter voice, “NooOOOOoooo!!!”
And then your parents had to pry
you out of the corner to answer to
me. It ended with, you know, urinating on the White House lawn,
and crying out obscenities at both
Lynn Cheney and Tipper Gore.”
Time disappears  on you
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Time disappears like a
dewaxing machine and
takes with it the remaining down
and pin feathers of a scared volunteer of a vaudeville magician.
And we are left in a spectacularly
flat open saltpan. There are fine
features on the second derivative;
they tinkle quietly as you push
your hair behind your ear. The
abundance of halite and the lack
of limestone suggest the saltpan
of an ephemeral lake where you
can you can dry up your endless
tears like breast milk. What Do
You Do When Someone Steals
Your Content. You lay down and
die? There was a curse on your
family and it fell on you…”
Parents tried  forbidden movie
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Parents tried to stop it,
but we miss it so much.
We find we’re waiting for him to
come home, waiting for that lightning to come through the door. Yet
across the nation, millions found
ways to secretly watch it…if they
dared. Renowned pathologist Dr.
Frances B. Gröss is your guide to
the most bizarre and grisly death
scenes ever recorded, from exe-
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cutions, assassinations and mass
murder to suicide, disease and
disasters. Three decades later,
Dr. Gross led the plastic surgery
team that successfully separated
conjoined twins Regina and Renata Salinas Fierros at Childrens
Hospital Los Angeles on Sept. 11,
2003. Elaborate hoax or still the
ultimate forbidden movie?

in the sensibilities of the conquered, though he liked it known
that his life was “one long protest
against oppression, injustice, and
wrong-doing.” “The General”
once famously said that hardline “allows for recreation” when
asked by a new recruit if it was
acceptable for followers to watch
“Star Trek.”

Drinks  a hedonistic season

Most of them  put to death

180

“Drinks are cold, New
York’s hot, the weather’s warm and the days are long,”
said Lucy Paynter, 25, a bartender and singer who was taking in
a movie, and some pinot grigio,
while stretched out on Bryant
Park’s lawn. “I never wanted to
be around people that plotted life
out… in my life, at least, I never
felt like anything began or officially ended... People just want to eat
better, get paid for their labor and
have a home. The summer is terrible sometimes as the heat mentally bogs down the loneliness. It’s a
thing in the summer. I think people are generally more irresponsible. That’s why you have summer
flings. And that’s why you drink.
It’s a hedonistic season.”
The General  Star Trek

181

The General was a man
devoted to the military
life who kept his private views to
himself and did not let them affect his work, although he could
be critically outspoken afterward
and would show little interest

182

Most of them were missing limbs, and they were
old; they wore their uniforms and
there were speeches. There was
hardly a house fit for an invalid in
London, yet almost every second
house in a street contains, on an
average, one invalid in a year. In
some cases this entailed euthanizing people suffering from Windigo psychosis; as a result, in 1907,
Fiddler and his brother Joseph
were arrested by the Canadian authorities for murder. Jack committed suicide, but Joseph was tried
and put to death.
The current design  half human

183

The current design will
not work. studded belts
and pastel-colored sunglasses,
will not work, they are not Nadia Konyk’s thing. Her mother,
hoping to entice her, brings them
home from the library by Noam
Chomsky and Howard Zinn, but
Nadia rarely shows an interest. I
have also not seen flowers in any
of those two colors, however in
a discussion someone did men-
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tion having a black rose. These
will also not work as currently.
“I’m just pleased that she reads
something anymore.” 2Zigzagging
through a cornucopia of words,
pictures, video and sounds, they
say, distracts more than strengthens. I have also not seen the yellow cast show up in prints made
from negatives. Next spring I
might try exposing my skin to direct sunlight to see what happens.
3
Instead, she became obsessed
with Japanese anime cartoons on
television and comics like “Sailor Moon.” 4I have also not seen
or felt any mosquitos or other
pests either. You mention that
you have several acres and hitch
a ride with some masked men
and one of them pulls a knife on
her. Dying Isn’t Always Bad if you
comes back to life as half cat, half
human.
Jenny  protective gear

184

“Jenny is a special-needs
elephant,” said Margaret Morin, a Dallas nurse who
leads Concerned Citizens for Jenny. “She’s unique; she’s afflicted
with crippling depression. The
elephant sanctuary is the right
choice.” “Why would we want her
last years to be in a drive-through
zoo in Mexico when she could
have 300 acres in the lush Tennessee countryside?” But that is just
the thinking of a dinosaur, born
long before the Internet era, who
doesn’t realize that the smartest
people these days are the ones
who read comics about a barbarian

with an Austrian accent. There’s
risks in everything in life, but the
risks can be addressed,” Mr. Buche said, by training, licensing,
riding sober and wearing protective gear.
He came  for her

185

He came of age during a
period when, across Europe, a growing disillusionment
with an over-materialistic society led to a new appreciation for
spiritualism. But it was his wife,
[Agrippa’s sister] Herodias, who
led him on in hope of kingship,
by chiding him for laziness and
claiming that his unwillingness
once the dew is off the grass, to
wander out into the open and lie
on your back and watch the clouds
float by, made his prospects worse
by having kept a diary in which he
chronicled the final three months
of his wife’s struggle with multiple sclerosis, her vacillations
about wanting to end her life and
his own desire to be free of the
burden of caring for her.
I think  Second Church

186

I Think I Saw Your Airplane in the Sky Tonight, Through my Window, Lying on my Kitchen Floor. I don’t
know how I moved at all Corin
Ostberg or Birget Lundquist.
Not sure of the last names, but
if you hung around Amsterdam in
the 70’s and travelled by bus out
to Afganistan with a bunch of happy hippies you are who I’m look-
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ing for. 2Why you may ask? When
you are sad, I will get you drunk
and help you plot revenge against
the jerk who made you sad. It
came to me in a vision after eating too much glazed ham, we can
dream of doing all kinds of things
with our dream bodies — flying,
dancing, running from monsters,
being dismembered — all while
our physical bodies lie safely in
bed. 3May it be pleasing to you
and a blessing to all the faithful of
the Second Church.
He rode  wood & eat

187

He rode triumphantly
into a city on a donkey.
The horde had fled, but he felt
edgy nontheless. Ulvaeus has
suffered from severe memory loss
and no longer remembers much of
his life. He has little memory of
being famous and has even turned
to hypnotism to try and bring
back his memory, continued recording and touring with Hootenanny Singers, twisting his body
and snapped his fingers to the
beat of the samba-inspired melody, singing passionately about
making love on moonlit beaches
and two of his favorite things to
do: talk about wood & eat!
The family dog  mossy boulders

188

The family dog, on the
other hand, loved the
children and played with them all
the time; they were disappointed in the rabbit, who seemed to
“hate” the family, and wanted me

to find him a new home. And for
fun they through him off a cliff in
to the ocean. A couple days later
he washed up on the shore of Kamintai, were a swordsman found
him and took him home to nurse
him back to health. The Abandoned Rabbit got into trouble
during his daily swim off a pier,
when a 5 foot long shark called
Lingatong lunged and caught
him in its teeth. His owner,
swordsman Greg LeNoir, chose
the “I’m a durn fool” option and
leapt into the ocean on top of the
shark. Lingatong was about to attack him with a club but he was
able to wrest it away. Moreover,
it The Abandoned Rabbit has no
limbs. Its previous owner has unsurprisingly tired of it and thrown
it away; now it is merely a pathetic sign of failed human enterprise.
it merely sank into the jumble of
mighty mossy boulders.
A jeering crowd  can you bounce

189

A jeering crowd taunted
a suicidal teenager as
he threatened to jump from the
top of a city-centre car park. He
was known to have at least two or
three mistresses in Kyoto. One of
them bore him a son. As soon as he
had lost them, he allegedly shot
and killed his ex-lover in revenge
for her aborting their child on his
birthday, then telling him about
it via text message, he lamented
bitterly because that car park is a
parched place and there is neither
tree nor water there. And he then
implored the false prophet and his
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companions, but found no-one to
help him. He then cried out, saying, “O St. George, my neighbour,
help me quickly.” And the martyr
George appeared to him, sitting
on a white horse, and taking his
hand he set him on the horse with
himself; and the same moment he
brought him to the town of Beba,
as if in the blink of an eye, he
leapt to his death from the tenth
floor. In a shocking indictment of
modern Britain, youths who gathered in the street below yelled at
17-year-old Shaun Dykes to kill
himself over the course of three
hours. One allegedly shouted:
‘How far can you bounce?’
An eight-member  reporters

190

An eight-member team
claimed the footprints
of the snowman or Yeti were
about 20 centimetres long and
were human in appearance. This
huge, oddly named machine
clearly has a special place in many
people’s hearts. But how does it
work? Early in the 18th century,
as they were being baptized, African-Americans clung to “spirit
practices” in rituals of healing and
the invocation of ancestral and
supernatural powers. Sometimes
called black magic, these occult
rites would persist in America in
modified form, later, as voodoo
and hoodoo. Metal worked in fire
was widely seen as having special
power, Yeti (Man) was fashioned
from a liquid poured out, proceeding from between the vertebral column and the lower ribs

that congealed into green scales
down to the nose, whose black
nostrils sniffed convulsively. The
creature’s footprints were found
on snow at an altitude of about
4,800 metres (15,748 feet) in
the Dhaulagiri mountain range in
west Nepal. 2He wandered about
until almost daylight, when he
was tracked by a dog, which led
a party of rescuers to the spot
where the Yeti. Wet with dew,
was logged on to the Internet
with ZoneAlarm v2.1.25 running
on an NT4 SP6 computer. 3On
the night he died he had a captive audience watching him boast
about his drug tolerance and take
a cocktail of drugs and alcohol.
The transcript showed that, while
some cautioned him against taking too many, others egged him
on. The practice, he said, is well
documented to this day among
the Mande groups, principally in
what are now Sierra Leone, Guinea and Mali, and the Yoruba people of Nigeria and Benin. “I told u
I was hardcore,” were his last coherent words according to reports.
Cargo cult  more airplanes

191

The most widely known
period of cargo cult activity, however, was in the years
during and after World War II. It
was around this time that Fish
developed a desire for masochism.
He took cotton balls, soaked them
in alcohol, and set them on fire
in his anus. He also hit himself
repeatedly with a nail-studded
paddle. He also shoved needles
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into his body. He used to say that
he loved things that were made
by his fellow man, that bore the
imprint somewhere of someone’s
labour. He would place these between his rectum and his scrotum. Normally, he would remove
them afterwards, but soon he
began to insert them so deep that
they were impossible to take out.
Later x-rays revealed that Fish
had 27 needles lodged in his pelvic region. He said that it made
him feel free and electric. Indeed,
this enabled him to eventually
liberate himself, his widowed
and sexually famished landlady,
whom he marries in order that he
might offer it in sacrifice for other like bodies. 2Since the end of
the war, the airbases were abandoned, and cargo was no longer
being dropped. Manufactured
clothing, medicine, canned food,
tents, weapons, and other useful
goods arrived in vast quantities to
equip soldiers. In attempts to get
cargo to fall by parachute or land
in planes or ships again, islanders
imitated the same practices they
had seen the soldiers, sailors, and
airmen use. They carved headphones from wood and wore them
while sitting in fabricated control
towers. They waved the landing signals while standing on the
runways. They lit signal fires and
torches to light up runways and
lighthouses. In a form of sympathetic magic, many built life-size
replicas of airplanes out of straw
and created new military-style
landing strips and PX stores, hoping to attract more airplanes.

Pete  deepest hole ever

192

Pete has been collecting
for the Kola Superdeep
Borehole for about 15 years, using an “Uralmash-4E” and later
an “Uralmash-15000”. The project attempted to drill as deep as
possible into the Earth’s crust.
It’s a glorious display. By the time
he was done, 13 animals worth
around $5,500 had been killed, including a turtle, bearded dragons
and thorny devil lizards, Neindorf said. 2It’s fascinating to see
the motifs that run from borehole
to borehole — such as, the glistening close-up shot, the spoonful, the nice dinner table set-up,
the marketing tie-ins, and all the
fonts. 3The next generation of
Uralmash borers drones, called
Micro Superdeep Vehicles, or
MSVs, could be as tiny as bumblebees and capable of flying undetected into buildings, where they
could photograph and even attack
young earth creationists, then
plunge through the epipelagic
and mesopelagic zones until you
reach the outer edge of the continental shelf. 4The deepest, SG-3,
was completed in 1989, creating a
hole 12,261 metres (about 40,226
feet or 7.62 miles) deep, which is
still the deepest hole ever.
The earth  out of touch

193

“The earth is going to
cross the central part of
a dust trail that was left behind
by a comet when it crossed the
sun in 1466 AD,” said Debiprosad
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Duari, director of research and academics of the Birla Planetarium
in Kolkata. 2But, suppose what
your faith has said is essentially
correct. Suppose Paul Allen has
diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
and there is a universal mind controlling everything, a god willing
the behavior of every subatomic
particle. Well, every particle has
an anti-particle, yeah it can be disturbing, but you have to remember that Allen has been present
at a meteor shower, a shower of
light streaks that enter the earth
when the earth comes in contact
with its mirror image, its negative side. Maybe this universal
mind resides in the mirror image
instead of in our universe as we
wanted to believe. He was victimized by a strategy designed to
show he’s anti-god, bringing darkness instead of light in such a way
as to purposely make Allen appear uninformed and out of touch.
Silence  while being cleaned

194

Silence invades the dark
lecture hall; and an old
and wise theosophist lights a
candle, stands up and says: My
friends the question you raised
is of great importance. As there
was arguing between theosophists
before, I will reply your questions
with some quotes, which I am
sure, will give you enough food for
thought: “After that, there was no
way he wanted to come out alive,”
she said. “The police told me he
shot himself. They said they shot
him in the chest and then he shot

himself in the throat.” Still, she
was angry that police never gave
her a chance to talk to him. “I
think if they had let me talk to
him, he might have had a chance,”
she said. 2Friends described Preston as a man with wealth, good
looks and a volatile personality.
They said he had great charm and
a way with women. But he was
also a heavy drinker, they said, and
was fascinated by guns, which he
collected. Acquaintances also said
he was experiencing psychological
difficulties. As Wardle answered
questions after the lecture he said,
“Our future has to lie beyond the
bounds of this planet. We have to
reach for something that will explain away all of the bullshit, and
then it will be alright again.” 3He
stood behind a tree and watched
for a while, then he went back to
his hotel. He had no idea of what
he was going to do. What did you
do? I asked. The next day I made
some phone calls. My first call was
of course to my neighbor, who assured me she’d be happy to keep
Antoinette. That taken care of, I
called the tour company to assure
them I was all right but wouldn’t
be continuing on their trip. Then
I called my bank to transfer my
funds. Then I went to Kansas
City. They had a place called the
Potato Ballroom, and, on a holiday,
every holiday, they had a ceremony in which they destroyed the
sand mandala they created from
the fragments of an egg laid by
a diving duck on the knee of Ilmatar, goddess of the air. More
than 60 people attended the cere-
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mony, silently watching as the intricate design of millions of grains
of colored sand was swept up and
then poured into a nearby creek.
I watched the news all night. I
now knew that this was real, but
it didn’t seem real. There was no
news about another US soldier
who died yesterday by being shot
by a weapon that discharged while
being cleaned.
I also had  what field

195

I also had to spend the
night alone in the hospital, and they had no problem
keeping her at the nurses station
for half an hour so I could shower. There were gruff laughter and
gruffer oaths, man’s salutation to
the new day, and some low spoken
words of discontent. But I knew it
wasn’t coming from outside. I was
certain that the voice was coming from the basement, because
it seemed as if it was carrying up
the stairs. He told me it sounded
similar to the lights sighted over
Stephenville, Texas, recently.
Then he started talking to a girl
in a revealing white dress. She
had the same stupid pointy featured face as Jimmy Carter. Their
conversation was so insipid, their
manners so unnatural ; and, without doubt, they found me tedious,
and pale by comparison to the fascinating drama surrounding the
phone conversation she had with
Greene two weeks prior, on July
17, in which she states that she
shared an opium joint with one
other person, that person not hav-

ing been identified until recently
as Jon Mikl Thor, because after
circling past one more time they
burst into tearful laughter. “Nursing!” “Ha, ha, that’s good.” “No
really, what field?”
A woman  a previous time point

196

A woman in a subdivision about 3/4 of a mile
from my house called in saying
that bullets were landing in her
pool. Said bullets were coming
from a cloud of obscure metaphysical notions unconnected with
the tactile world in which we all
live. She wouldn’t even open the
door to the postman who brought
a telegram to say that the bank
was taking her house and she had
a DUI and didnt know where to
take her kids. “I’ve been there.”
All right then, tell us. What do
you know? “No need to get crabby. Just saying I’ve been there is
all.” 2Well, why dont you tell me
why my adult children still all opt
to be taken to brothels where they
live in windowless rooms that are
filthy, dark, and cramped. “If you
let me in, I’ll live the way you
want me to live, and I’ll think
the way you do and uh, ill come
up with something that will make
this task quick and easy. Use your
pencil to mark the locations on
your forehead where the horns
would be. Then tape the entire
instrument with white duct tape
– it will look like one of those fancy white dreams you dream when
you so carelessly drop my name
in reference to the night before.
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Then open the door and check
the thermometer immediately. If
it is cold that means you were already dead when you entered the
time machine, since you experienced death at a previous time
point.”
This morning  a teenager in love

197

This morning I lost a
novel. The morning before that I needed to visualise a
tunnel of air, a wind tunnel linking my throat through my insides
and down. The morning before
that, I could see my breath while
walking. The night before, I sent
her a message saying I was sorry
for everything I said. The next day
I was back to normal. That night
I went through the land of Egypt,
sending death on every first male
child, of man and of beast, and
judging all the gods of Egypt. In
the morning I looked out and saw
this beautiful colored rainbow.
Days later I started bleeding.
Ihad clots. The next morning I
took a bus out to the Four Points
of Heaven Mall. We passed the
auto shop along the way. The garage was strewn with flowers. One
night I ran out of formula for my
son, I couldn’t wait until the next
day so I took him with me to the
store, it came up to 15 dollars.
That morning I dreaded facing my
parents, by evening I wasn’t sure
if they were even alive. The day
after that I managed to get him to
speak to me on the phone because
I needed to know what was happening. The day after that, I went

to his funeral. 2That, by far, is the
hardest thing I have done in my
15 years I have been alive. Every
night I ask the stars up above, why
must I be a teenager in love?
There was a room  I was a bird

198

There was a room completely filled wall-towall with an assortment of furniture styles to match any decor. I
listened intently for a sound, any
sound, which might be out of
place. There was none! My eyes
scanned through the darkness in
the shadows that had built but
he and I were never close. 2He
got a job with the government,
and we moved several times. The
last time I saw him, he was laid
out in a coffin. About 3 or 4 days
later, I had an itch on my face. I
scratched it and it is still bleeding a bit. The smell of blood was
now so tempting, and I couldn’t
resist, it might lure him out of
hiding, I saw what I thought was
a hidden camera in the air vent,
it looked like an eye with an halfclosed eyelid, but then again, I
may be reading way too far into it.
3
I lit the furniture with two older
bottles of bourbon I’ve found had
layers of dust on them and a lighter in each hand. I dove headfirst
into the tender blaze of summer
bathed with golden fire as into a
river or lake, without checking to
see how deep the water was. It
has been proven by biologists that
the feeling of burning is restricted
in the in the skin of the human. I
dreamt I was a bird.
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I don’t mind  MegaThik

199

I don’t mind needles
or the sight of blood in
the slightest but I still get dizzy, clammy and nauseous a few
minutes into the ritual, but I
can assure whoever reads this,
dying feels good, as a dream in
which you are aware that you
are dreaming, a dream in which
you’re flying, a dream in which
you’ve experienced telepathic
communication with a version of
yourself from another world, you
both spontaneously explode, and
in that place you had found some
old secret cupboard or hole in the
wall, and in that place you will reunite with that soul, and in that
place you are as close as you’ll ever
be to every child’s dream of being
able to live forever in an instant,
or an instant in forever? 2Where
can I buy Instant Hair Thickening
Products like MegaThik?
Bryant  C.S. Lewis

200

Bryant woke up at 6
a.m., when his alarm
clock went off. After one One
Dose of the plasmid vaccine, he
followed a couple to their hotel.
Hours later, in the hotel bar, the
management spotted him there.
He fled on a bicycle, but was
caught a fifteen blocks away. He
gave his occupation as “unemployed artist” and “anarchist” on
the police report. But it turned
out that he had a gift for the
precise hand that needlepoint
requires and was able to disap-

pear and reappear at a completely
diffcially place in an instant by
touching a spot on his own neck.
He then was in a kind of daze and
almost inaccessible to any suggestion. The trance caused him
to have further revelations and
disturbing visions. 2Four black
figures arose from the depths of
a murky swamp. Dark, solid-black
figures arose from the portals. The
figures started to take shape. Just
then 5 black figures arose from
the canyon. Suddenly six black
figures arose from the insides of
the glow and formed a horizontal
line. These innumerable spectres that hung over our forebears
but which no longer hang over
us still plagued him, and even
with the absence of thunder and
lightning, it was enough to cause
him to immolate himself and his
lover in the church consumed by
flames. 3All of these events, took
approximately 15 seconds, during
which 12 people were dead and 10
more were wounded. Police considered few of the findings to be
of note, except multiple tubes of
hydrocortisone cream and a fairly
extensive collection of the fiction
of C.S. Lewis.
Where were you  bare hands

201

Where were you when
the world stopped turning that September day, and people fell silent as muffled drums
approached from the west, and
squads of these creatures the color of the air behind them painted, and they had the semblance
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of streaming pennons as they
took hold of hands, thus making
beautiful snowflakes that went in
the wrong direction out of every
person you have ever corresponded with, out of every person on
planet earth. 2She stood watching
it from an angle, from damaged
staircases that hung at dangerous angles, unable to support her
weight, wishing she could reach
up and hold it in place with her
bare hands.
I heard  fairly inexperienced

202

I heard footsteps coming back upstairs. I sat
up and looked at the open door
expecting to see a face smiling
through the plastic, to see a face
that looked more human, than
sheep like, but I saw a foot and
a hand and said I was 90% sure it
was Constance, returning from
profundal habitats into the shallow littoral like any time of the
year. There were green flakes in
the paint aswell as blue and purple as seen in the close up “milky”
way that you see when you look
up at night, in strapped sleep laboratories that are dealing with the
problem you have discovered by
reference to your tableau, which
is that when you sleep your brain
is inactive but your body is a semiconductor, it exists in two “places”. One is an Island off the coast
of the pinnacle power state. The
other is a cultural slate that exists
hidden in a drawer in a piece of
oceanfront property purchased
by the unwitting player of secret

floors/walls if shot close enough
that your mind fabricated to forget your ex. That’s nothing short
of beastly, but still fairly inexperienced.
He had  the power to destroy

203

He had on a really idiotic untucked checked
shirt the back of which was covered with sweat clear through to
the works of your previous series
of digital paintings; these had
represented the two extremes of a
typology with 4 categories and 11
groups. 1. Those Who Could Not
Buy Their Feasts: a. the destitute
and the fallen; b. The distracted
and contemplative; c. The voracious and the lethally successful.
2. those who could only afford cellar dwellings: a. the lycanthropic
and the sexually potent though
non wolven; b. the Overworked
and Underappreciated. 3. those
who appreciated old country
charm and cornhusk dolls: a. The
painfully romantic – and refreshingly unpatriotic; b. the chronically filthy; c. the beleaguered and
exhausted Cimmerian warriors; d.
The Ones and others Who Look
Like You. 4. those who were capable of actions unworthy of being
called Christian: a. The Hateful
and the Obscene; b. the worst
and lowest form of human debris
and the most beautiful woman of
all. Sure, and didn’t they all speak
it that are dead, and they that are
far away who all believe that you
have the power to create and the
power to destroy.
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They came  his light

204

They came from the
sand, without hand or
machine finish and we recognized
that they actually and ultimately belong to a class of man who,
while otherwise completely heterosexual, has such a softness in
a dry state that only other men
would understand and relate to,
not at a physical level, but at a
subtle (astral) level. But these aren’t men who wandered into our
country and settled like pollen
on the chairs and tables, on the
dishes. These were hardly men,
they had no fire. They seemed so
Lavenrunzian. And in that sense
they could form both an Aum
self, which was thriving in Aum,
and a non-Aum self or anti-Aum
self which had doubts and even
antagonisms. In that way, they
were able to determine what
parts of their original forms they
wanted to maintain. Jack was the
only one who didn’t choose to be
transparent while others chose to
be completely completely made
of light that the sand they stirred
up made the air thick and balmy
but glimmered like a lamp that
burned and gave light, and we
chose for a time to enjoy his light.
In black  quite beautiful

205

In black, profile Black,
stunning, he feels like
he is seeing it all again the second
time around through the clear
elegant bust of a woman glowing
on a familiar beach. Is it a familiar

beach or just one he saw on postcards and tourist brochures? Is it
even a beach. It is a barren desert.
What colour is the sand: golden,
white, ash grey? Her legs appear
to be separated in latitude because everything else absorbs the
black light (U-V) and the jacket
reflects it as if it were in daylight.
He can’t be sure if anything is
actually familiar from the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry
between a childhood history at
the beach and a woman who told
the life guard and embarrassed
him for staring at her through binoculars. She was quite beautiful.
Its like  I became air

206

Its like I cant stop moving like Im on the top
of a wave. It is electric, and it is
filled with fluid and energetic
motion. Pulses come out from
the fiber at different times. They
still manage to jolt me when I
hear them, like the breath of
rats contains trace quantities of
carbon disulfide. Strange, scintillating, siren-like, they approach
across the fields and pastures of
my rumpled cotton sheets. 2Do
you recall what she was wearing?”
“Something dark.” “Do you remember her hair?” 3Then came
the shocking realization that she
didn’t have a head. But that was
normal. Nodding, she sat down
at one of the arm chairs. 4Is that
what I remember in high speed
mode? I never remember if I was
actually awake or not. There was
no woman or man on this planet,
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mortal or immortal. 5My last meal
consisted of lobster tail, butterfly
shrimp, baked potato, strawberry
cheesecake, and sweet tea. Then
I became air.
David  Dexter’s father’s ghost

207

As David’s soul steps
out of his body, it is
met with the most breathtaking
feeling imaginable. He said he
will never go back to her but it
echoed in the smart clean lines
of the large modern room. It was
celebrated for its purity. Anna left
him after he was jailed for intoxication. She never went back, she
never found out what was wrong
with herself. She picked up and
went on with her life. 2Exactly one
year ago she was taken care of by
Edit, and while treating her badly,
she saw two faces clearly — one in
its early twenties with blue eyes,
the other was stitched leather almost the color of sun tanned skin.
Edit persuaded them to go to a
Salvation Army meeting. At the
meeting, Gustafsson submitted
himself to God, but David stayed
cynical. 3One night David became
aggressive with a piece of crown
moulding when Anna tried to
protect their children from being
infected by David’s tuberculosis.
He was locked in the kitchen, but
broke through the door with an
axe. She said “I’m afraid of falling…” and he whispered “I have
wings.” But he looked a lot like
a younger version of the guy who
plays Dexter’s deceased father’s
ghost.

I had  turns clear

208

I had no idea whether it was late or early.
A change came about my work,
which gave me intense satisfaction. It was as if an occult hand
had replaced the altar turned toward the tabernacle with an ovalshaped altar detached from the
wall. By that I mean to say that I
always knew where the book was
heading, but the higher I elevated
the ‘peak’ of the novel, the wider
its base had to be. There are so
many disgusting things floating
in the air and just waiting to enter our noses. Because really, if he
didn’t believe that when I was on
my knees in front of him, that the
odor had to be an intrinsic part of
the deacidification process which
caused the growth of slanted nano-columns burning in my lungs,
how else was I to explain my absence from this space other than
to detail the vagaries of the chase?
One more glance till I come undone. 2I knew he was the one
when he slept with his hand on
my ass all night. He appreciates
quality hosts and gets the thickest ones. “I want them to look
like bread, to taste like bread, to
feel like flesh.” Keeper of the Cathedral of Flesh, it ultimately destroyed him in 1460. 3The love for
humanity, for nature, for the very
Earth that has yet to experience
the climax of this rotten tumor
that speaks through my pen; but
I appreciate your beauty. Pardon
me, but I find inspiration in your
black hair that slowly turns clear.
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The Black  reproducing

209

The Black Clouds Rolling Under The Parapet
Of The Sky was taken by John
Tyndall in 1859. He had a glass
jar, he called Ponyo, he discovered
that when light passes through a
smoky gel called the vitreous humor it creates an inverted image
of the leadpoint of a pencil in the
upper eyelid part pointing downward. 2To help him stay sober he
sat in coffeehouses and worked
on a novel that contained a lot
of sex and a protagonist who was
an urban planner. Everyone hung
from the rafters. If he sobered up
and got a little money, he could
go to an inn and the cook would
just ignore him. Some days he
did not want to do it because he
would forget his lunch but he still
went and took her in his arms. For
a long time they just held each
other. He was holding her on the
ground so that there would not be
any offspring who could have been
born with risk of of this inversion.
The pencil he wrote with was becoming more like a needle on a
lie detector, making Ponyo sweat.
That sweat is what is creating the
images he was reproducing.
Did they call  alike

210

Did they call before the
collapse? Are they really ok? Why don’t they call again?
Did they hear the sighs and lamentations which rose up from the
debris? Did they hear the three
sections of the poem? Could you

have said those things and pretended that the sand wouldn’t
fill it also, it would never work
the other way around, with your
mouth singing so so freely The
Songs of Scotland Before Burns
as sung by the beautiful, and
highly tuneful, the endless roll of
the dunes. Did those songs call
out for me? When I knelt to the
ground, to listen for breathing, to
watch the chest to see if it rises
and falls, I discovered that it was
entirely salt. I picked up a nice
little hunk of it to bring home as
an ideal free replacement for your
spit and tears, unchanged, alike.
On the first  I come in

211

On the first aerial tollhouse, the cast body is
questioned about the sins of the
tongue. Say the word “Tarrasque”
– now where did you put your
tongue to make the “t” sound?
2
The second is the toll-house of
lies. You told him you would pay
it back if he would just let you go.
You know that the judge cannot
allow you to go unpunished. The
judge would be unjust. 3The third
is the toll-house of slander. Jackie
was not actually diagnosed with
the disease. 4The fourth is the
toll-house of gluttony. How much
hair did you eat. 5The fifth is the
toll-house of laziness. And still
You lay there Jobless Masterring
sloth Blind eyes Face thickening.
6
The sixth toll-house is the tollhouse of theft. Take nothing you
won’t use. Consider any electrical
goods. Will they work in the new
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country? 7The seventh is the tollhouse of covetousness. You only
wanted to be rid of the burdens
of those bent beneath their loads.
8
The eighth is the toll-house of
usury. That wizened man is lame
and dry, His life now less than
bliss, But what about that truth
so wry: “As soon as a coin in the
coffer rings, a soul from purgatory
springs?” 9The ninth is the tollhouse of injustice. You are an island, man, in your bones and you
will have to beat it. 10The tenth
is the toll-house of envy. Did
you dream that you were wearing someone else’s clothes? Your
dream may mean that you admire
that person or want to adopt some
of their qualities. 11The eleventh
is the toll-house of pride. I’m not
proud of what youve done but you
cant change the past. I want you
to be able to tell me everything!
you are my twin and I cant go a
day w/out you. 12The twelve is the
toll-house of anger. Raw emotion
embarasses us, makes us turn
away, and for heaven’s sake let it
not touch our household. And why
can’t there be “something else”
besides the voice of machines
speaking to us in the darkness.
13
The thirteenth is the toll-house
of remembering evil. He was in
the shadow under the canopy
he had set up to shield himself
from the unusually hot April day,
but a ray of sun caught his eyes,
enough to let me see that they
had committed grievous blunders.
But there is no evil incarnate; no
entity, no devil. 14The fourteenth
is the toll-house of murder. You re-

ally just left town to get away from
“someone”. You came back… you
came through the door and said
no you are dead. 15The fifteenth
is the toll-house of magic. Do you
feel like right now you are leaving
leaving your body. You may sometimes hear sounds. I sometimes
hear a “buzzing” or “vibration”
sound. I have heard of others hearing a “whooshing.” You pay no toll
if you are traveling to The Island;
you pay toll only when going to
New Brunswick. 16The sixteenth
is the toll-house of lust. You have
lusted for the new rain rather
than humbling yourself by treating your brothers as vessels of the
new wine. But you have rejected
them instead. This time you may
pass in silence. 17The seventeenth
is the toll-house of adultery. You
are fortunate to have died died
a child. 18The eighteenth is the
toll-house of sodomy. The goatse.
cx lawyer has informed us that we
need a warning! 19The nineteenth
is the toll-house of heresy. Then
be silent again for a little while.
Silence is anything but empty!
When you put yourself and your
thoughts aside, you let God come
into your awareness. No? ok lets
continue… 20The twentieth tollhouse is the toll-house of unmercifulness. That’s where I come in.
Kitty  pamphlets

212

Kitty was walking with
her mother and the
Moscovite English Club, — she
felt herself at home in a refuge
of quiet. Emboldened by the
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wine, she started on her favorite
theme, about hypocrisy and the
way people act under times of
hardship and pressure. 2Under
pressure, people admit to murder,
setting fire to the village church
or robbing a bank, but never to
being bores. They might not
even admit to themselves that
they had met you several times
in the past and always gotten the
impression you thought you were
better than they. Yet it was they
who unwittingly helped to lay the
foundation for the brutal classless
utopia of the Soviet Union. Such
displays of aristocratic radicalism
were the most trifling and irrelevant. 3Instead of crying and blaming the little black fish (for that
is what she called them), Kitty
wheeled and glared speechlessly
at her mother, who was back down
the road talking, laughing, and
conspiring with a certain Mary
Stouffer, known to be a radical
scavenger agent and publisher of
pamphlets.

and wrought up by shadows cast
with no other frame of reference,
such as a long-handled shoehorn
form peeking out of the separate branches of alleys opening
to pocket spaces. 2Greenery. I
dreamed of a tree that handed
down a tray of food to me whenever I was hungry and lifted me
up into itself when I was in danger. It could smell and taste you,
sense the beating of your heart
or the electrical impulses generated by your moving muscles. It
could speak in a way that closely resembles morphine’s waves.
3
That night in the green room
when It murmured to me, helped
me think as I dreamed. I was wide
awake before dawn, and as first
light streaked the starry sky I
heard the sound of ponies whose
hoofsteps just erased all the walls
and did the miraculous sifting
of her form out in the middle of
what once had been a garden. And
she stood there as a teapot, which
I thought was rather fantastic, and
redeeming.

Did you hear  redeeming

213

Did you hear what
came from a lady in the
darkness of the alley, seemingly
swallowing so sickly since some
silkscreen pair sank songs, and
poor-lonely-immigrant songs up
into brackish bliss. Did you think
she would end up killing Mitch?
Did you think she would have
better control over her bloodlust? I for one always believed
the possibly apocryphal claim that
it was possible to be consumed

Do you  Iowa chute

214

Do you have a wake? You
might check the rearview mirror in your car, or even
the news for information about
accidents, if you were afraid you’d
caused one without realizing it. If
the cuffs of your pants get wet,
well that is the price you have to
pay if you want to live in a world
with consequences, you make
choices and you live with them.
2
That person lying under a logging
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truck or lying under a skidder, getting bit up by a mosquito, they are
on their own path learning the lessons in life that are theirs to learn.
Dave Mustaine learned all about
that after the release of the phenomenal Rust in Peace. What else
are you going to do? Work? Here
all his life he had just been this
little cog in the wheel, and he was
Grand Dragon. He was a big man.
2
There was a stream of water flowing between the mainland and the
island called the “Iowa chute.”
Cockpit  I launched both

215

Cockpit:[Unintelligible]. Public Address:
“Put out your cigarette. This is an
emergency descent.” Captain: “Is
it power compression?” Flight Engineer: “Is that right?” Public Address: “Put out your cigarette, this
is an emergency descent.” Flight
Engineer: “All of both.” Osipovich:
“Fuel remainder 1,600” Captain:
“Is that right?” Public Address:
“Put the mask over your nose and
mouth and adjust the headband.”
Co-Pilot: “Tokyo radio Korean
Air 007.” Lt. Col Novoseltski:
“Well, what is happening, what
is the matter, who guided him in,
he locked on, why didn’t he shoot
it down?”[14] Public Address:
“Put the mask over your nose and
mouth and adjust the headband.”
Osipovich: “I am executing. What
is the distance to the airfield?”
Tokyo radio: “Korean Air 007,
Tokyo.” Accentuated breathing
during the transmission indicated
that an oxygen mask was being

worn Co-Pilot: “Roger, Korean
Air 007…ah, we are experiencing…” Osipovich: “Roger” Public
Address: “Put the mask over your
nose and mouth and adjust the
headband.” Flight Engineer: “All
compression.” Captain: “Rapid
decompression. Descend to one
zero thousand.” Public Address:
“Attention emergency descent.”
Flight Engineer: “Now…we have
to set this.” Tokyo radio: “Korean
Air 007, radio check on one zero
zero four eight.” Public Address:
“Attention emergency descent.”
Flight Engineer: “Speed.” Flight
Engineer: “Stand by. Stand by.
Stand by. Stand by. Set.” Public
Address: “Put out your cigarette.
This is an emergency descent.”
MiG-23: “I’m executing left to a
heading of 180. (Altitude) 7,500
metres (24,600 ft)” Public Address: “Put out your cigarette.
This is an emergency descent.”
Public Address: “Put out your
cigarette this is an emergency descent.” Public Address: “Put the
mask over your nose and mouth
and adjust the headband.” Public
Address: “Put the mask over your
nose and mouth and adjust…”
MiG-23: “Heading 150, Roger.”
Kornukov: “Did Osipovich see
the missiles explode? Hello?”
Gerasimenko: “He fired two missiles.” Kornukov: “Ask him, ask
him yourself, get on channel three
and ask Osipovich did he or did
he not see the explosions?” Gerasimenko: “Right away” Gerasimenko: “805, did you launch one
missile or both?” Osipovich: “I
launched both”
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“I figured you were an
old guy who only used
old-fashioned artifacts that need
attendance, such as a wood-burning stove. You just look old. Old
and used. My uncle used to wear
a Michael Jackson jacket. He was
like sixty years old, and fat, and
he didn’t even shave well! He was
with the Times though. Not that
you can’t dress like the Flintstones every day of the year, but
it may not be considered quite as
fashionable the other 364. Im just
saying that you look like an asshat.
Whatever bro, you’re the, you’re
the published novelist and Professional Lawn Mower.” “Don’t call
me bro… ever.”

the world was in the same room,
in the same dollhouse as I was,
and that we were both crazy just
made me laugh so hard. So when
he asked why I was laughing, I did
what any good friend would do –
told him the truth. “Look at you!
You’re grey! Then he told me that
my work is “rubbish” and referred
me to the usual change of co-ordinates (e.g. Kruskal-Szekeres).
I can’t tell you how heartbroken I
am about the whole thing. I know
what you must suffer. I recognize
the importance of what I’m doing
here, and utilize well the opportunity to share. The funny thing is
that he was just tipsy, I saw him at
the cash register taking my work
and placing it in a zipper bag.

Did you know  a zipper bag

Abyssal gigantism  a brick wall

I figured  bro ever

216

217

Did you know that I
sometimes look at my
art with the same satisfaction
that an author might view his or
her writing, or a musician might
appreciate the music. If I were to
describe the feeling of that evening in one word, it would be…
home. Never before have I made
such consistent gains. The community recognized the need for
my work and its reaction as twin
effects of the eternal Universe.
2
One gentleman spoke to me at
the silent auction table of strange
items, one of which was an avocado green leather armless chair.
He said he smelled embalming
fluid. At that moment, to know
that the only other real person in

218

Abyssal gigantism is
not a general trend of
those of us who float in and out
of this two-tier experience of
life in the light and shadows of
flickering lamps. It is more simply the ingestion of protein that
allows cysteine to enter the body.
2
A man sometimes wants to take
care of something growing inside
him. Warren tells her to give it a
rest; he’s just sick and tired of the
dark is all, he just wants to bring
it out into the light lets all have a
good look at it, chew it over, and
sing to it as if we were going to
war against the bad weather! But
he knew that if he ever started
up the old behaviour, if he tried
to cut it off and missed, he would
surely die this time. Then, as they
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swim in the deep clear waters of
awareness and understanding,
they will realize that the doorway
to home has always been within.
3
A shadow crept onto the school’s,
old red brick wall.
The sun  that special place

219

The sun and blue light
bathe, relief comes at
a time when power outages are
hitting the isles. The power these
people seek is largely screened
from public view, and the constituencies they serve are small, organized elites in local communities,
where decision-making usually has
a spatial connotation. It has been
well documented among scholars
that those who stay indoors suffer
most but “men who spend much
time entirely engaged out of doors
in the open air, outside, outdoors,
out, out of the house, alfresco, are
likely to feel a heightened sense
of self. 2A machine exists that will
blow atomized water over the ski
slopes where it is already cold and
will freeze and settle as fresh…
as fresh as the bright blue sky.”
3
Now and then when I see her
face. She takes me away to that
special place.
A shell  creeping silently

220

If there is a shell, it is
flexible since we can
be so many versions of ourselves.
2
The Doric chiton is a single rectangle of woolen or linen fabric. It
can be worn plain or with an overfold called an apotygma which is

more common to women. Mine
was so large that I could comfortably read inside it. Laubach is
correct when he says that reading
creates “another person.” In the
drapery folds and pleats lightly, if
we are both swimming and start
to drown, I will read about glitter and sparkles and about a safe
place where we could go to these
places that were not always easy
places to go to, but we were all
there in an effort to simply live
away from civilization. Only one
of each of us will still be lost in
that special space & time warp
that is never explained. I will wait
for you there creeping silently.
I am up  I made it

221

I am up early. And I am
not allowed to have anything on my side of bed. I will say
I am allergic to it because they
take me more seriously then if
I said it destroys my system. In
nights I sweat and dream of deep
eyes asking in need. Fear, distress
and pain they are, on what these
demons are, and which demons
drove Saxon to killing his wife and
himself? They crowded sweating
into the bed. I dreamt of being
awake, traveling through dust and
sand of an unknown desert realm.
There was gum in the water fountain. Lines on my hands turned to
streams, flowing to the window
and shook all over with his sobs.
When I actually woke up in my
own bed this morning, I just put
my fist in the air and said “I made
it, you sons of bitches.”
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The burial  complete people

222

The burial at sea denied
people like her the guarantee of seeing a body and knowing without a shadow of a doubt
that aliens implanted magic crystals into his skin while he was
sleeping, or that he was locked
up and heavily medicated. 2This
phrase means one of two things,
obviously: Thing The First:
Honey Harvest From The White
House Bee Hive followed by a
test as described for the spontaneous discrimination test; Thing
The Second: you have a full GC
(Grueling Crematoria), you’re going to need to swap in the entire
object memory, dirty those pages,
and then swap them back out. For
the people that saw where he was
on the upper floor of the pyramid
hotel and climbed over the ledge
and levitated all the way down, I’d
say those were real people. They
were complete people.
I remember  not home

223

I remember wandering
through old Manhattan,
standing alone on Times Square,
catching sight of a lean dog running down 7th Avenue with a
piece of dark brown meat in its
jaws. 2Who’s out there? Are humans alone? New York City was
just demolished, and they were
coming closer. Across an immense
ethereal gulf, minds that are to
our minds as ours are to the beasts
in the jungle, intellects vast, cool,
and unsympathetic, regarded this

earth with envious eyes and surely drew their plans against us. I
can conceive of no nightmare as
terrifying as an inhabited universe that has life all over it. 3All
of New north Jersey is an inferno,
and they are proceeding south. I
can’t, I can’t feel that any person
with any soul can bring into one’s
mind all kinds of thoughts about
religion and philosophy and so on.
4
Who’s out there? In 1971 Mariner
9 arrived at Mars equipped to go
into orbit, stay for awhile; a good
thing too, because when it arrived
Mars’ surface was obscured by a
global dust storm. When it landed, I know not where, someone
in Irvine cracks, chips, or loses
a tooth (or several teeth!), that
person will likely see a dentist
about getting dental implants to
repair the cracks. 5In the haze of
a drunken hour on gas they return
to Manhattan to find the Baxter
Building has been transformed
into crystal! Who’s out there? I am
the only one left there, who could
not reach home.
Early years  family obligations

224

Early years and rise to
near fame: Paul Bostaph first heard Reign in Blood
when he was a member of Forbidden and consuming eight bottles
of Grand Marnier every day on
top of a prodigious cocaine addiction. During a party after a gig
at the Cheek to Cheek Lounge
Bostaph walked towards music
he heard from another room, and
approached Forbidden guitar-
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ist Craig Locicero. When asked
what music was playing, Locicero shouted “the new Slayer
record.” After listening closely to
the record, he looked at Locicero,
and concluded that his band was
“fucked.” He said then he needed
to get something from his room.
Upon returning to his motel room,
it is believed that he finished
one last bottle of Grand Marnier before hanging himself. Later
Forbidden included alternative
elements. In August 2011, Mark
Hernandez leaves Forbidden due
to family obligations.
Toxoplasma  our country

225

Toxoplasma gondii is
transmitted via cat faeces. Schizophrenia has long been
associated with dopamine. Toxoplasma gondii is a parasite that
infects mice and makes them
less afraid of cats. The fearless
mice are more likely to be eaten
by cats. Schizophrenic men are
more likely to commit crimes,
and crimes of violence. Women
with cats are more likely to be
single than women without cats.
Single women eat cat faeces. This
is interesting from an evolutionary perspective. Anne suggests
that young Mary Joe should have
known what to do yet it is quite
possible that she had no former
experience with this type of illness. 2‘Tis the season for stories
about Amazons in short skirts,
taking over your cities and emasculating your menfolk. One thus
was seen ranting about airlines

charging passengers for checked
luggage or venting dissatisfaction
with a Major League Baseball.
Her breath smelled like handled
change. From time to time we had
to leave the room when she ate
soup or cereal, she would sucky
slurp more than we would in our
country.
Majjor  bring it here

226

Majjor: “And can we refer that to the Committees on Appropriations and the
Goat logo.” Krontsig: “Majjor,
let’s just get it out of the way
now.” Majjor: “But dont you understand? I’m going to build up
all your hopes and dreams and expectations.” Krontsig: “You must
become willing to re-experience
some of the painful symptoms
associated with the pressure. Internal drainage is of more concern
as growing infection makes space
within herself for another being
to grow. This ultimate kindness,
which continues the role of Rosalinde, and notably also in her
Hungarian Czardas, the language
which the deaf can hear and the
blind can see.” Majjor: “Just refer
it off-station, track it, get it from
wherever it’s at and bring it here.”
The bleak  trends

227

The bleak fiction of
Mann Gynous was considered one of the first to impress
a feeling of desperation and solitude on the reader. Weak characterization – pleasure seekers
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who find no happiness in their
pleasures – generated an unparalleled ambience and atmosphere
that trapped the viewer in an almost claustrophobic state. Heel
first, they waver about like the
filaments arising from the margin
of a thin perigynous disk, as if uncertain where to alight, deviating
to false beliefs, and fairy tales. 2If
you disagree with any item on this
list, please let me know, and I’ll
explain why it’s there. Gynous is
clearly writing for a double-valve
sort of reception he can expect
in France. I’m kind of certain he
isn’t writing for you, if you know
what I mean. I enjoy his work because it’s a change from guys in
40” waist khaki shorts and other
apparel, accessories and trends.
In 10 years  my touch

228

In 10 years, Leeeironicus Hawkwinds, who is
homeless and has Asperger’s syndrome, has evolved into a mandatory stop on the annual pilgrimage
route of the world’s super rich.
Since first coming to prominence
in the early 1980s, Leeeironicus
Hawkwinds has simultaneously asserted and questioned art’s
ability to raise awareness, notably
in an exhibition of collages at the
Heckscher Museum in Huntington that showcases early works
that resonate with the protective
walls, physical and otherwise, that
people raise against the aliens
among us. Two years later, in revenge for Hawkwinds’s actions in
Bucharest, his estate at Bonchi-

da was burned and looted by the
retreating German army. In the
ashes, lay the corpse of the widow Lerouge, two boxes with 1018
copper coins, ranging from Constantine to Theodosius II (Tudor 1948, 198-200), the charred
bodies of countless wild animals,
a newborn baby, small but mighty,
original Presley song sheets, some
scattered fragments of paper
which crumbled at my touch.
To be playing  fat men

229

To be playing amidst the
falling shower of Leonids thirty-three and one-third
years ago when she was only thirty,
and I’ll bet there was no one making her go to a weight-loss camp,
which is probably impossible anyway, have her choose between a
night out clubbing or watching
a classic film like Ghostbusters,
Young Frankenstein, The Frisco
Kid, or Hot Fuzz. Yet they sang
through the sky and the trickle
of the water over rocks was mixed
with the small croaks of frogs and
toads. Sky blessing spread upon
a wide Pacific ground. Here as in
days gone by, through centuries
forgotten,. They sang through the
sky to man, they wove the secret.
They sang through the sky and all
the angels danced with tears in
their eyes but one angel in particular stopped to take a crap. While
he was doing his business, I saw
something white coming down
the river towards him. But lo and
behold, ’twas a chariot, steered
by a large liv’ried toad with a tree
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on his head. Hung from the tree
was the final piece to the puzzle:
a sign that read “Hands Off Medicare and I like being fat and I love
fat men.”
The observations  believing in it

230

The observations themselves didn’t prove the
existence of a ginkgo biloba tinnitus cure. Rather, the idea of a
ginkgo biloba tinnitus cure explained observations so well that
those in the know came to believe
it really existed. 2Uncovering your
anger is like digging for gold. One
day, technology might be good
enough to allow it to be actually
observed. But we don’t need to
wait until then before we start
believing in it.
His head  Phineas says

231

His head in his hands,
with his jeans pulled
up but still no shirt on. It wasn’t
the fact that he had just removed
his heavy helmet and shook out
his shoulder-length blond hair in
the freshness of the ocean breeze,
but that his turtleneck, curled
in a ball at his feet, was totally
drenched with sweat. His long
face was quite solemn and his
big ears hung dejectedly on rusty
hinges. Gaping holes in the seam
of his closed mouth ran with salty
saliva and and the distant singing
spun through his head. Adam vomited up his lunch onto the grubby
sidewalk. Now dressed in fawn
slacks and blue polo shirt, totally

drenched with sweat, Mr Santorum proceeded to crawl onto the
steel grating that covered the
basement window wells, in the
middle of the night, and scrape
the vomit into the gravel below.
“You looked like you were possessed by a demon,” Phineas says.
Two women  buried him

232

Two women were hiking with the dog in the
rugged hills near the 3200 block
of Canyon Drive, when the dog
found a plastic bag in the brush
containing the head of an Armenian male in his 40s with salt-andpepper hair. There are additional
body parts in the area. They connected the body parts with wax,
and prepared a long piece of linen
cloth with spices, which would
protect his body from decay, and
buried him.
Orlando Bloom  Anatole France

233

Orlando Bloom was in
his study when he found
a book he stole from the UCLA
Library sometime in the 90s. The
following sections of “The Implied Reader” are stained with the
juice of something that doesn’t
exist: Sections two hundred thirty-one, two hundred thirty-two,
two hundred thirty-three, two.
2
Hey you. Stop right there. I mean
it. Seriously. I’ve come down from
the violet skies to save the day,
I’ve come down from the hills
near Burbank, Calif., in which in
December twelve persons were
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killed. 3I think I can’t be seen
and all of a sudden I can be seen.
The stupid editor removed my
apostrophe just like a gratuitous
quote from Anatole France. And
I just appeared here, somehow, a
week ago. In Burbank, with a fat
husband, a son who’s probably
going to be fat once his own kid
grows up. Pretty much every night
he falls asleep while texting me.
And then when he wakes up the
next morning, he texts me, apologizing a billion times all morning with odd smells stuck to his
skin and sick dreams infecting my
head. That book he stole from the
UCLA Library, not my fat husband, but HIM, is able to lure me
back to some alternate numbering
schema, where an actual duplicate
transaction could be identified,
where that fat husband of hers
had left off, would secretly read
books like Nabokov and composite texts ‘cobbled together’ from
texts of different types, as if in his
mind there was uncertainty, some
indecision or some conflict that
caused him to remove his name
from the list two days before the
trip so he’d have disappeared.
4
We’d have disappeared like a
gratuitous quote from Anatole
France.
Here  in the amphitheatre

234

Here a bedraggled gathering of women, children, and old men, faces downturned, their clothes ragged,
waited patiently for the beep.
“Jessica, it’s Faith. Please call me

when you have a moment. It’s important.” 2There an enervated sex
heroine, painted a cow, decorated
with bunting and lights, spoiled
by art, paled at the sight of lions
in the amphitheatre.
Oh  bird shit

235

Oh, dreams of my childhood, who have known
me for 23 years, my subterranean
nerve-endings from Oklahoma
who have known me since I was
pregnant with my first child…
two years later, I still go to their
graves to pray. I saw myself walking down a road looking up into
the sky. In the sky I saw a little
lamb being led by a dark man.
The man led the lamb up to an
arched doorway where it ascended
a cecropia tree. The man rapped
a quick code on the door and the
lamb spoke: Go put a shirt on; you
look like 200 pounds of bird shit!
Dave Mustaine  Sum 41

236

Dave Mustaine and Kerry King were in a T.G.I.
Friday’s in Temecula, California,
getting to know each other again.
Evening found the two enjoying
a glorious sunset over the pacific
sharing a bottle of Grand Marnier
and swapping stories about mutual friends like Richard Manuel;
dinner was bar-b-qued marinated
abalone. The feud between King
and Mustaine was dropped after
a chance meeting at an airport, as
King noted that he “just couldn’t
remember” what the feud was
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about anymore. He figured that,
even though ]v[egadet]-[ were
now religious fanatics (they live in
a commune called ‘His House’ in
Albuquerque, NM), that, at least
Mustaine had not played for the
NOFX cover band Sum 41.
An arrest  Reagan Youth

237

He was arrested for
shoplifting a bottle of
Kikkoman soy sauce, he worked
as a merchant at several flea markets. The situation with those
dancing chicks, o’er whom thy fingers walk with gentle gait, made
deadly wood of bless’d and living
licks. A congenital foot condition caused him to waddle; team
members joked it made him look
like a duck. For nothing in this
wide universe I call, save thou,
my rose, in it thou art my truth.
Troopers detected foul odor from
the truck. Twas the love of Dave
from Reagan Youth.
A pickup truck  at the time

238

A pickup truck overloaded with illegal immigrants veered off a highway
and crashed into trees in rural
South Texas, killing at least 14
people, including a woman who
calls herself the “Black Madam”
charged with murder in the death
of a 12-year-old London girl from
a buttocks-enhancing silicone injection at a Philadelphia airport
hotel. 2In another unfortunate
case, the DEA seized the home
of Wayne and Ellen Treadway in

1989 after finding marijuana growing in a backyard shed. 3Police said
the girl got caught up in her lies
when she supposedly became full
term and never delivered the triplets she claimed to be expecting.
The 12-year-old girl died after her
buttocks exploded, near Buffalo,
NY, injuring four others in the
home at the time.
A problem  Dad’s in charge

239

A problem with storage
solutions, not everyone
is blessed with a Walk-in-Bathtub
and relaxes in water levels twice
as deep as the rhizome. Place in
the hole keeping the top of the
ledge to the witchhazel bounds
so called; thence easterly across
cat hole so called because of the
streaks of ice crystals that fall out
of the hole — appears in a cloud
layer over Ashe County, N.C., last
month, last month where there
was heavy infestation in 1946,
and possibly earlier. It is probable that considerable mortality
and top killing will result from
the defoliation that has occurred
due to larval feeding, and on closer inspection by the presence of
the caterpillars themselves. That
silk tent contains thousands of
caterpillar droppings and you really don’t want to be caught in the
direct line of a rampaging animal.
Fortunately, the Milk… Oh, that
milk! Rich, sweet and fragrant
from the wildflowers that made it.
You know what it’s like when your
mum goes away on a business trip
and Dad’s in charge.
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This is  sleeping

240

This is a boolean function, meaning it returns
either an image, an array of strings,
or a Youtube link. The only problem is that when there is a dispute about what the salesperson
said or didn’t say it almost always
comes down to your word against
his or hers. But if four or five more
people witnessed it and they tell
Mrs. Weasley when they arrive
at The Burrow. Why wasn’t anything done at this point? On top
of the castle wall, 12.0 m above
the moat. The rock is launched
at a speed of 25 m/s at an angle
of 30.7° above the horizontal.
2
The Romans Did not invent all
the things we thought they did.
They don’t offers the most lucid
account available of Roman life in
all its aspects. Roman triumphal
processions were religious rituals
in honour of Jupiter as god of the
state. 3You alone are the God of
the State of Florida. Awaken the
state. Lord, we acknowledge that
we, the people of Florida, have
been sleeping.
This way  laugh at me

241

This way she arrived
at a series of “Black
Light Paintings.” Their optical
effect lies somewhere between
pure mathematics and theoretical ‘high-energy’ physics, which
means the physics of very strong
gravitational fields such as close
to the trunk of a tree or near any
dark surface. May it be the shad-

ow of a bee to a dark closet, or the
ass end of the visible universe.
2
This was not the way I wanted my first kiss to be. Every girl
grows up thinking of her first kiss
being this magical moment, but
here I was twenty years old, and
I really had it all. And it was more
or less handed to me. I hadn’t had
years of struggle and deprivationmy struggle seemed to pale and
wane. 3In the thick and pouring
rain, as that flesh ball knickered
out beside the tree. “The baby
was alive, I could hear the baby
cry.” And I could hear it snicker
and laugh at me.
I’ve learned  nanowire devices

242

I’ve learned you gotta
shoot em in the back
half for a good holding shot with
the small gun. Only problem is
that the hotel needs to have a
large sign on the street. I drove
by it three times before I saw it.
However, it was super cheap, so I
should have expected such poor
quality and shady characters. I
am grateful that my customers
have responded very well when
we uncover ideas and solutions
that attenuate acidosis. Phy TS,
Provenza FD. 2We conducted
experiments to test the effectiveness of polygal, a blood coagulant,
which he developed for the treatment of bleeding wounds: lacerations, abrasions, nose bleeds, dental extractions, and after surgical
wound debridement; exudate absorption in semiconductor nanowire kidney devices.
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Do you dare  Vast Orange

243

Do you dare to enter the
ghostly cavern that is located inside a 100ft deep and 60ft
wide former slate mine, it provides visitors with a perspective of
the Civil War through the words
of its participants and spectators
alike. 2The 11th Annual Seattle
Dragon Boat Festival is proud to
present programs that meet or exceed the standards of the Arkansas Department of Education’s
curriculum frameworks. 3What
has contributed to the higher concentration of the elderly in certain
areas of the high seas? Builders
are designing yachts that replicate the aesthetic and amenities
of luxury lofts and condos in the
areas of Saint Paul, Minneapolis,
the greater Twin Cities area and
historic landmarks including Fort
Snelling and Vast Orange.
This train  talk about it

244

This train of thought
(woo-woo) gotta get off,
gotta get off (woo-woo) gotta get
off Your Acid™ Spring Cleanse
will help you to ditch diets forever while loosing hope and gaining
doubt! Song was inspired by a few
people in my life that really annoy
me. I am angry with one of them
right now. I am using this as a way
to deal with my depression. “I’m a
grown woman and Harry Potter
helps me cope with life,” he says.
“I’ve been doing this stuff since I
got into the industry. People are
scared to talk about it.”

I have chased  fiery stones

245

I have chased that first
high for 10 years -- never
again did I get a rush like the rushing of many waters: but God shall
rebuke them, and they shall flee
far off, and shall be joined unto
his wife, and they two shall be one
flesh. The term “one flesh” means
that just as our bodies are one
type of ferruginous or iron-coated
bodies that may be seen in the
lung. Other types of fibers and
particles, when coated by iron
oxide/oxyhydroxide particles. In
one embodiment, the substrate is
an economic, environmental, and
social complex that shapes people’s lives in complex ways. The
stories are thus a way to mediate
the strong emotions of a society.
Even though they retain a space
for the assertion of the usefulness
of ritual murder after a boy, William of Norwich, was found dead
with stab wounds in the woods off
of Highway 157 near Princeton
on January 28, 1981. 2He’d been
dead about four feet away from
me. “The bomb squad is coming,”
Donati said, leading off with the
good news. “Put it down where it
was, babe, Ruth, then later Joe
DiMaggio. When historian Fred
Lieb asked Gehrig about playing
in Ruth’s shadow, Gehrig’s answer was true to form: “It’s a way
of life. We dance for laughter, we
dance for tears, we dance for madness.” 3The first, and more ghastly, was the “treatment” for madness administered to Dr. Everett
Gallinger’s wife, Eleanor (Maya
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Kazan). In the episode it was fairly clear she was at least going to
be in the elimination iodine deficiency disorders as well. 4It has
been learned, for instance, that
the late treasurer Budd Dwyer left
behind a state-paid death benefit
of 1.28 million, that house speaker Leroy Irvis and a two-out double by Kaylina Young off the glove
of diving OHS shortstop Nicole
Osterman accounted for all the
variety in the production of animal heat. Nor could the principle
of Faunal Succession” which says
that fossils and groups of fossils
exist for limited amounts of time,
and that fossil plants and animals
appear in the film Tenebre. Dario
Argento really pushes the boundaries of art and film, and it shows
that art sometimes supercedes
horror, especially in the setting
up of his final solution. I watched
this film in high definition with
full surround sound, so I really
took in the experience, more than
usual. 5Is Tenebre Scary? No. The
film isn’t really scary. In fact most
people will be bored with the
pacing. The pacing of this film
is terrible and should be avoided. 6It’s almost been a year since
Tom Cruise used “Oblivion” to
salute every major science fiction
film of the neoliberal movement.
6
Like George Lucas’ film, Sleep
is a 1963 American film by Andy
Warhol consisting of long take
footage of John Giorno, his close
friend at the time, sleeping for
five hours and 20 minutes. What
none of us knew at the time was
that there might have been a

more sinister reason for her tiredness. My antics were hard on our
nannies too. 7What none of us
knew at the time was, my sister,
Lisa, had gotten off of parole in
California and had moved back
to Georgia and was living in Jefferson. 8What none of us knew at
the time was the bigger lie that
was being told through his silence about the state’s financial
condition. 9What none of us knew
at the time was that a day earlier
some 1,500 Phalangist militiamen
had been trucked from East Beirut to Beirut Airport. 10What none
of us knew at the time was that
Beverly was looking at her future
husband. One full month passed
since that vague meeting. 11What
none of us knew at the time was
I suffered dyslexia. 12What none
of us knew at the time was that
the girl who liked Abba was ahead
of the curve. 13What none of us
knew at the time, was that the
survival portion of training, would
truly turn into survival training.
14
What none of us knew at the
time was that the ‘Children of
God’ were becoming a cult with a
self appointed End Time Prophet, David Berg. 15What none of
us knew at the time was that we
were witnessing the beginnings of
one of the most successful efforts
the world has seen at my back,
the Lord of Night and Terror? You
think you’re going to kill me with
those flea bites? Over the next
few years, as the 1980s melted
away and were replaced by a hotpink string bikini and a gold belly
chain adorned with fiery stones.
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But  all my fault

246

But! “Can you really
say that to the girl who
doesn’t wear her engagement ring
anymore?” 2Can you really say
something important in this language? 3Can you really say things
you believe, say what comes from
deep inside you, from your gut?
4
But can you really say no to that
dress? But can you really say no to
Bahn Mi Burgers? After the ceremony, there was one last thing to
do: Burning the last memories of
French Class. Nancy had never
been aware of it, and though she
didn’t discount some advice from
her mother. How could she, when
the evidence is Inconsistent With
The Mexican Government’s Story On The 43 Missing Students.
Alexander Mora Venancio (aged
19), was confirmed dead by forensic specialists at Parkside Anticoagulation Clinic. It certainly
wasn’t as if a brilliant light was
being pointed at him. It was more
as if he had been offered in sacrifice, and He had seven horns and
seven eyes. 5But can you really
say someone’s own memories and
feelings about something they’ve
actually experienced are wrong?
The last-named are the seven
Spirits of God, and have been sent
far into the interior to recruit, and
the response was always “Yes, of
course,” and so she’d leave empty-handed. After some time, she
realized that impermanence and
death, karma and the lower realms
of suffering, the mind is persuaded to use the solution of Dharma

practice. Immediately thereafter
they were ordered to report to
General Fremont in Missouri.
Their arms were furnished them
at the St. Louis arsenal and they
repaired the wall up to the part
that was across from the WaterGate. It was toward the east and
the palace tower. Wait, wait, wait,
you motherfucker. We challenge
you to a duel.” “We can’t let another country win this,” Suidobashi Heavy Industries founder
Kogoro Kurata responded that it
was “unjust, but not unfair. It was
unjust because they hit me over
the head. At night I’d lie awake
and listen to her share about how
much she did not want me. She
loved my little brother Hervey
(What’s up with his armpit region? Dear lord those blotches
and numbs are distracting) and
simply adored my mother, who, I
think, was very glad to see her. Indeed, as things turned out, it was
too often true that the commentator lost himself in a wilderness
of detailed philological and textual investigations and failed to see
the wood for the trees, allowing
society to define what “real women” are.” “But it wasn’t just that,”
Tad said grimly, his shame mounting. “I needed her skills, her insight, to make the paper mache
volcano erupt. Materials: Paper
mache volcano. Vinegar.” Having
just whipped one up, mine is sadly brown to him, Novedi. But he
didn’t really know them. And he
didn’t really know brown, either.
But can you really say its all my
fault?
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One day  polished

247

One day you’re gonna
regret pushing everyone away. In the end, success is
not about being different or having secret knowledge. When you
have no physical body, when you
are pure light, there are no observable differences between an arrow
function and a normal function.
But while she enjoyed being discovered as a ‘’new novelist’’ when
she was already well into her 50’s,
her attacks on traditional literary
form became known as “typical
Courtney Thorne-Smith.” But
she couldn’t break down the wall
that his anger and resentment
had set up. It was not resentment
against her, but it kept her outside the community of Bethlehem and outside of the covenant:
She was a particularly despised by
onetime Trotskyist Christopher
Hitchens. Hitchens died in the
same month as my sister-in-law,
and of the exact same goddamned
thing - cancer! It sucks to no end
when a YouTube Karen Eggers
ad about cancer plays no problem
but then the actual video won’t
load. 2There’s a boy I know, he’s
the one I dream of looks into my
eyes, takes me to the clouds above
ooh I lose control, can’t seem to
get enough when I wake from
dream of life into the truer life
beyond, and find all our present
notions of being, thrown back as
into a dim, demanding world of
a famous writer, it isn’t so glamorous. Most of my working day,
working months, working years

are spent not being famous.
That’s how I stay level-headed.
You’re famous if you Google yourself. It’s a miserable, lonely life.
It is completely random if people
have any awareness of who you
are at all. I really think anyone
who just wants to be a writer, being famous doesn’t come into it at
all. 3CCTV footage shows Wu Tai,
in his final moments as he slumps
at a desk in an Internet cafe after
a marathon stretch playing the
role-play game. He was killed by
a pulmonary embolism, which is
a condition that occurs when one
or more arteries in your lungs become blocked. The house was not
air conditioned and had all of the
windows open to the taste of pine
needles, soil and blood, and the
smell of burning wood. A small
horse was in the backyard with
very little water and its hooves
had not been polished, you had
not been polished, they had not
been polished.
The death  nationwide

248

The death of a man
who fell down an elevator shaft at Tampa International
Airport last year was ruled accidental, if one considers forcing
open the elevator doors, jumping
toward the cables, and wrapping
your arms and legs around them
to slow your descent an accident.
It might be more accurately described as a kind of moral juste
milieu, with a singular system
matrix based on the computationally fast and numerically stable
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sign. Naturally, the horse’s name
is included on the stable sign, but
apart from that there are 400 hospices for pets and 3 for children
nationwide.
Death  heaven

249

Death is my advisor in
life. Every day is my last.
Is the Internet a space that can be
covered by finitely many subsets
of any fixed “size”? Maha Kali is
the terrifying aspect of the dark
mother goddess in Hindu religion/
myth. Her name translating The
Great Black, she who devours
all, she is the wrathful one who
devours the entire cosmic creation in the time of the complete
dissolution, Kali Yuga, the ending
times. What things do you lead to
its end? And what would constitute a new beginning in your life?
Life/death/transcendence. The
dark mother is the womb and the
tomb. When you eventually die,
what do you see happening? Do
you believe humans have souls, or
spirits, or only memories for people that still maintain memories
of us? I believe in the breaking
of the cosmic cycle. I believe in
the formless eternity beyond, in
which those who carry the formless spirit will live on forever. Is
the Internet heaven?
He was born  she never woke

250

He was born, he suffered, he died. 2He
died by his own hand. 3She died
at the age of fifty. 4She died by

moonlight, and a bright new star
has appeared in the heavens. 5He
died by the effect of this poison.
6
He died by choking in front of
his family. 7She died by the time
he administered a second saline
drip. 8He died by the sword and
by Suplex. 9She died by my sensei’s hand. 10He died by doing a
backflip on a building. 11He died
by swallowing a needle. 12He died
by the stink of the place, Nakednefs. 13He died, by the favour of
his Majesty King George I. 14She
died by spleen arcana. 15She died
by running out of fuel and crashing. 16She died by her dreams.
17
He died by Ray Robertson Paperback. 18He died by the hand
of the assassin. 19She died by
accident trying to get rid of the
baby. 20She died by drowning after
being bitten by a snake. 21He died
by piercing his heart, but first, he
worked up to that by cutting other areas of his body. 22She died by
suicide not long after finishing her
college applications. 23She died by
an overdose of chloroform on 17
August, 1935. 24He died by drinking hemlock at sundown. 25He
died by a sudden illness which
began after he ate what is known
as “Sukaramaddava”. 26He died
by hostile enemies. 27He died by
electrocution or drowning. 28He
died by crucifixion. 29He died a
bitter, lonely and near-insane old
man railing against the world and
its corruption like a latter-day
Lear. 30She died by disease, they
were all surprised. 31He died by
the hand of a woman, the one he
loved. 32She died by snake bite.
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She died by a fall from the rocks
at Paterson, on the morning of the
22nd of June, 1812. 34She died by
euthanasia. 35She died by a divine
miracle. 36She died by a Confederate bullet during the Gettysburg battle. 37He died by muffing
the trick of catching a bullet in
his teeth. 38He died by gunshot
wound. 39He died by a falling tree
crushing. 40He died by flying debris falling. 41He died by a tragic illness in the late 1524. 42He
died by accident. 43Saxon died
by neglect. 44He died by hanging
one winter’s day or early spring.
45
She died by becoming trapped
in a peat bog and being eaten
alive by predators from the rear
end. 46He died by drinking Grand
Marnier and hanging his self in an
Econolodge closet. 47She died by
the hands of her jealous ex-lover
who saw her dancing with another
man and accidently was hit when
he aimed at the man. 48She died
by choking on someone’s vomit.
49
She died by friendly fire. 50He
died by strangulation from gas.
51
She died by starvation. 52She
died by hanging in her jail cell
with a plastic bag over her head.
53
He died by the Roman method.
54
She died by herself and nobody
even missed her enough to call
about checking on her. 55He died
by himself in an isolation treatment center. 56He died by ingesting mercury. 57She died by slowly
asphyxiating, choking on her own
blood. 58She died by her own hand
and chose to burn with her books.
59
She died by a stray bullet to the
chest. 60He died by the footbridge
33

between Abbey Grove and Bracondale Road at around 9.30pm.
61
She died by treble charger. 62She
died by aspiration pneumonia at
age 59. 63She died by the time he
learned he wasn’t her son. 64Applewhite died by multiple bite
wounds on his bed 1300 dollar
dog. 65He died by electrocution
while working as a builders labourer. 66She died by suicide from
being bullied. 67He died by the
loss of blood & the want of air.
68
He died by lethal injection on
Sept. 7, 2011. 69He died by suicide at the age of 69, a respectable
age for a monarch in those days.
70
She died by horse reins and she
said yes. 71She died by poisoning
she poisoned her children as well,
when asked why her only reply
was ‘pain’. 72He died by your murderous hand. 73She died by the
horribleness of them. 74He died
by suicide two months ago. 75He
died by jumping out a window.
76
She died by putting her head in
a gas oven as her two small children slept in a bedroom nearby,
which she had sealed against gas
fumes. 77He died by being nailed
to a wooden cross in the outskirts
of the city of Jerusalem. 78He died
by sacrificing himself and crashing
his plane into an alien ship. 79He
died by eating an apple. 80She
died by suicide in Los Angeles
at the age of 36. 81He died by the
rope down at Cherokee Bend.
82
She died by strangulation. 83She
died by the roadside. 84He died
by himself. 85He died alone. 86She
died by going into a deep sleep
from which she never woke.
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